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Abstract

Since the mid-nineteenth century, the story ofMadame Butterfly has been an

I

enduring cultural trope. Although it is not the first tale of"the soldier and the- exotic," the

fundamental issues ofrace, gender, and imperialism intertwined in Puccini's popular opera

setting have stimulated its continuing repre!ilentation in popular literature, theater, films,

and music, in addition to more fonnal historical,politi~,social,and cultural stUdies.

, "But the 1904 opera goes far beyond facile stereotypes. Initially conceived as

tableaux alternating Eastern and Western ambience and musical style, it evolved into the

classical tragedy ofa heroine made unforgettable through the subtly conStructed score. In

additionto observing the unities oftime, setting, and action, Puccini embeds her tragedy in

recurring musical thetIles depicting her basic goodness, her hamartia (errors in judgment),

and her anagnorisis (moments oftragic insight),

Butterfly's faith is based on two wrong assumptions-unconditional love for' a man

whom she trusts and for whom she sacrifices all aspects ofher previous life and culture,

and her faith in that man's culture, her "American dream." The opera's most prominent

musical themes, powerfully echoed at dramatic peaks, cluster about these ceQtral tragic

choices. The "cosmic collusion"offate, represented most often inauthentic Japanese

mUsical themes, challenges her faith throughout the opera.

B~auseButterfly shares her hamartia with countless wome.. and men throughout

history, audiences are drawn deeply into empathy with her situation. But because her

voice and melodic contours in Puccini's orchestral context make her powerful, she

becomes an iconic tragic figure ofthe theater.
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Introduction

Since the late nineteenth century, the story ofMadame Butterfly has been an

enduring cultural trope, evoking many Euro-American orietttalist cliches ofthe geisha's

exotic eroticism. Giacomo Puccini's 1904 opera grew out ofearlier literary and stage

versions ofthis tme and was profoundly influential. It would be difficult to name a cultural

prodllet inten~ectirig a greater number ofhuman issues. Although it can be considered one

ofthe last of "the soldier and the exotic"l tales depicted in French operas at the peak of

nineteenth century colonialism, its influence on subsequent literary and.theatrical works

has been more far-reachjng than any ofthese predecessors. The gender, race, and

imperialism issues represented in the opera give it a timeless relevance, making it (as

Arthur Groos has observed) "a very protean modem myth ... [originating] in

contemporary historical circqmstances, and ·[refleeting]jin de steele institutions that

inform artistic representations ofthe story as well as their reception.,,2

Without the opera, the "Madame Butterfly" theme would probably not have been

so frequently perpetuated in the numerous subsequ ent literary and theatrical works

centered around an Asian (or Pacific) woman ~xploited by a Euro-American male. Marina

Heung considers the opera to be

in many ways, a foundational narrative ofEast-West relations ... A master text of
Orientalism, central to the Western Orientalist imaginary, ·the figure ofthe geisha

1 James Parakilis, "The Soldier and the Exotic: Operatic Variations on a Theme ofRacial
Encounter," Parts I and II, Opera Quarterly 10,nos. 2, 33-55, and 3,43-69 (1994). These themes were
prominent during the nineteenth century due to frequent deployment ofyoung men to foreign areas being
dominated by their countries.

2 Arthur Groos, "Madame Butterfly: The story," Cambridge Opera Joumal 3, no. 2 (991): 125.
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(whose most notable incarnation isCio-Cio-San) epitomi?'es an eroticized and
subservi~nt feminiriity ... with a tantalizing mix ofpassive refinement and sexual
mystique.3

In addition to literary and stageworks based .onthe story, the opera has been a

popular theme in the cinema. Not only has Puccini's opera been filmed many times (a

1915 .silentversion starred MaryPickford,anda· i 932 version featured Cary Grant),· but

filmmakers have also based a large number offilms on similar tragic interracial love

affairs.4 Stories set during the Vietnam war, including the musical Miss Saigon, raise both

old and new issues. Academic studies ofthe many works related to the opera (including

the "mutated" drama M Butterfly) have prolifer~ted in the last decade.s

3 Marina Heung, "The Family RoQUmce ofOrienta1ism," in Forming andReforming Identity,
~nders 21 (New York: New York UniversitY Press, 1995), 224~15. ·Thetertn '~Orient:alism" was first
defined by Edward Said to be "a Western style for dotninating, restructuring, and having authoritYover
the Orient," and was applied retrospectively to most artistic works previously labelled as "Exotic"or
"Orientalist" (see Chapter Two). Edward Said, Orientalism (New York: Vmtage Books, 1979), 3. The
work was originally published in 1978 ( London: Routledge & Kegan Paul), and Said continued to
expand and refine his perspectives.in subsequent works.

4 Gina Marchetti, Romance and the "Yellow Peril": Race, Sex, and Discursive Strategies in
HollyWood Fiction (Berkeley: UniversitY ofCalifornia Press, 1993), 81. Marehettidi~ seventeen
maiJlstream fictional films and television dramas set in Japan, China, and Vietnamand produced between
1915 and 1986. She suggests that "lIollywoodused Asian&,Asian Americans, ~dPacitic Islanders as
signifiers of~al otherness to avoid the far more immediate racial tensions ~tween b1ack$ and whites <,>r
the ambivalent Inixture ()fguiltand enduring hatred toward Native American and Hispanic. She also
suggests that "HollyWood returns to the theme ofmis<;egenation (as well as other types o~taboo sexualitY)
for complex reasons that seemto be related to econ()mic, soclal,and cuIturalissues that have been part of
the fabric ofAmerican history Since well before the birth ofthe motion piet1lre industry," 1~.

S Nearly every universitY course in women's studies or cUltural studies includes readings from
works S1lCh as the Marchetti volume (above), Reina Lewis, Oendering Orientalism: Race, Femininity, and
Representation (London and New York: Routledge, 1996); Karen Ma's The Modern Madame Butterfly:
FantQ$)l (lfld Reality in Jap(lflese C1'()~s-Cultural Relations (Rutland,VT and Tokyo,. Japan: Charles E.
Tuttle Company, 1996); and Marl Yoshihara's Embracing the East: White Women andAmerican
Orient(Jlism (New york, NY: Oxford University Press, 2003).' A Googlesearch on the term"~e
Buttetfly" (at the time ofpreparation ofthis study) returns over 1,100,000 "hits," while a search on the
opera title returns less than one~fourth lhat number.
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The messages ofthe opera itself, however, contrast with those ofits literary

sources and progeny. The archetypal heroine is one ofthe most powerful in all opera, and

the culmination QfGiacomo Puccini's previous heroines. This composer had a unique

desire and ability to portray women in all their complex subtleties. Focusing on female

protagonists in the most popular.and enduring works 9fhis "middle" period (La

Boheme,1896; Tosca, 1900; and Madama Butterfly, 1904), he demonstrated his sensitivity

to the nuances ofromance and women's feelings. These operas have remained by far the

most popular with the public, although their subjects and style also brought Puccini

extensive criticism (see Chapter Three). Madama Butterfly blends his favorite theme of

suffering heroines6 with the japonisme popular in his time, and represents his greatest

success in depicting a classical tragic heroine, who completely dominates the opera. As

•the last ofhis middle-period, heroine-centered operas, it also.brought to a close an

important era ofItaliansentimental, romantic operas.7

The enduring success ofthis opera results from the continuing relevance ofits

subject, its archetypal characters, and its clear representation ofthe heroine'sstruggles.

This study will·apply the commonly accep~ed theory ofclassical tragedy to a multivalent

6 Mosco Carn~r, a noted Puccini specialist, describes Puccini's typical "gentle, tender,
affectionate, [diIJrinutive], andchildIike heroines," including Anna, Fidelia, Mimi, Buttertly, Angelica,
and LiiJ, all ofwh()m die for love. Mosco Carner, Puccini: A Critical Biogrqphy, 3med. (New York:
Homes and Meier Publishers, Inc., 1992), 303.

7 It is significant $t the title ofRubens Tedeschi's studY ofthe history, intellectual background,
and social context ofoperascom~ between 1868 and1924 is entitledAddio, fiorito assil (Farewell,
flowery refuge), also the first line ofPinkertoll'sfinal romanza in Madama Butterfly. This opera is indeed
a farewell to an era of Italian ()pera, as La Boheme is a~gic farewell to carefree youth and romance.
Addio fiorita asil: ifmelodramma italiano da Boito al verismo, Universale economica 814 (Milan:
Feltrinelli Economica, 1978).
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interpretation ofthe music elemeQts in Madama Butterfly in order to explore the

effectiveness ofthis opera and power ofits heroine.

Although the specific form and aesthetics oftragic drama have. varied in each era,

certain basic elements have remained constant, because they clearly reflect some ofthe

greatest frustrations and sorrows ofbeing human. In addition to the unities oftime,

setting, and action, these ~lements include:

I) the basi(f goodness ofthe protagonist;
2) the ultimate downfall ofthe prQtagonist.through an error injudgment

(lu;nnartia);
3) 1110tnent(s) oftragic recognitionfmsight for the protagonist (anagnorisis); and
4) the reaction of"pity and fear" (katharsis) in the audience, through an identity
with the suffering ofthe protagonist and subsequent release ofemotion.

Tragedy is defined in the Encyclopaedia Britannica as "drama that treats in a

serious and dignified style the sorrowful or terrible events encountered or caused by a

heroic individual,"8 in which "the hero's suffering ... is far out ofpropoJ;tion to his flaw.

An element ofcosmic collusion ... is essential to bring about the tragic catastrophe ... an

apparent weakness is often only an excess ofvirtue . . . the tragic hero is never passive but

struggles to resolve his tragic difficulty with an obseSSIve dedication."9

This description fits the heroine ofMadama Butterfly, who makes two wrong

assumptions (her hamartia ot errors injudgment). Because these particular assumptions

have·been made by countless wom~ and men throughout history, she becomes an iconic

tragic figure. Her "mistakes" are: 1) her unconditional love for a man whom she trusts

8 The New Encyclopaedia Britannica, 15th Edition, Micropaedia, S.v. "tragedy." London:
Encyclopedia BritaJprica, Inc., 2002.

9 Ibid., $.v. "hamartia."
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and for whom she sacrifices all aspects ofher previous life and culture, and 2) her faith in

that man's culture, her "American dream.,,10 Puccini ,embodies these two convictions of

Butterfly in music and text from the beginning ofthe opera, and powerfully echoes them at

the opera's dramatic peaks. The renllnisc~nces ofher love theme, and the poignance of

her unwavering faith in the country represented by "The Star Spangled Banner," remind

audiences ofthe nobility ofher love and the failure 'ofAmerica to live up to its own

dreams. Puccini also depicts Butterfly's moments ofanagnorisis (tragic recognition)

most distinctively in·music and text.

Geotlfey and Ryan Edwards have recognized that the Verdi and Puccini works

featuring strong women, especially Butterfly, effectively fulfill the basic criteria for

Aristotelian classic tragedy. They assert that Madama Butterfly combines "the emotional

quintessence ofromanticism and the austere majesty ofclassical tragedy" in the

culmination ofall Puccini's tragic heromes. 11 They note how much Puccini and his

librettists transformed the literary sources for bothLa Boheme and Madama Butterfly to

create these heroines~"12

10 Further, in an ironic twist, the timeless theme ofthe soldier and the exotic, which~y
focused on a westerner's attraction to an "ori<::ntal" exotic woman, is reversed. Butterfly's fantasy is of
America as a promised paradise ("the Am<::rican dream"),.but America fails to fulfill her dream. (This
fantasy and irony are even more explicit in the derivative theatre piece, Miss Saigon). Additional ironies
are implicit in the name of h<::r lover, "Benjanlin Franklin Pinkerton,'" and his ship,' the "Abraham
Lincoln." (This hOlds a particular contemporary resontmce for Americans, due to the involvement ofa
ship ofthe same name in the Iraq war.)

11 Geoffrey Edwards and Ryan Edwards, Verdi and Puccini Heroines: Dramatic
( . . .

Characterization in Great Soprano Roles (London: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 2001), 94. Geof'frey
Edwards is an opera director and university educator; Ryan Edwards is a leading baritone ofthe
Metropolitan Opera.

12 Ibid, 62.
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In their book, the Edwards suggest that the triumph ofgreat tragic heroes over the

vagaries offate consists ofrealizing, through their .bitter experiences, the true nature and

potentialofthe human spirit in tlle infinite plan ofthe universe.' They assert that Puccini's

open~sare able to transform the "torment ofexistence into the majesty oftragic

understanding, oftrue anagnorisis."13

The majority oftheoretical works on tra.gedy rarely mention "heroine," but use the

term "hero," or the ~eutralterm "protagonist." The role ofa heroine in drama is usually

not to conquer, nor to overcome obsblcles, but to support the hero. Nadia Aisenberg has

asserted that a new example ofwomen heroines§hould be the model for all. 14 She

suggests a new cultural heroine, an "ordinary heroine," who will epitomize the qualities

more common to women which she considers vital for the survival ofhumanity. Thomas

ButlCfr summarizes these qualities as "relation, flexibility, compassion, mediation," and

contrasts this evolving heroine with "the fundamentally helpless, p~sive women ofthe

male canon."15

The heroic qualities described by Aisenberg are di~played in the roles ofopera

heroines, but traditional power is also displayed in their voices. Operatic female voices,

when set by sensitive composers such as Puccini, provide a message often differing from

the libretti oftheir operas. The voices in themselves equalize women's power With men's.
,

13 Ibid, 60.

14 Nadya Aisenberg, Ordinary Heroines: Transforming the Male Myth (New York: Continuum
PlJblishing Company, 1994).

15 Thomas Butler, review ofNadya Aisenberg, Ofdinary Heroines <http://www.bookWire.com>
Accessed October 19, 2004.
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"There is something irresistibly admirable and troubling about woman's voice in opera,

something that commands our attention and our deeper involvement . . . their vocal

assertiveness ... so manifestly contain[s] the promis~r rather the threat-ofwomen's

full equa).ity."16

Locke also suggests that the message ofthese heroines is one for all people, not

only women. By seeing romantic tragedies as "poetic visions ofhuman drives and

qualitities ... and thevarious tensions to which they give rise," Locke asserts that "we

can appreciate in opera's women a whole range ofconcerns that are broadly human,

though a given society could not comfortably express them thrOl~gh ... men ... and

therefore male composers use women characters in opera pat1Iy as a means ofsearching

for a way to restore emotional wholeness."17

While Puccini's opera reflects its literary sources and the political and social

realities of its tirne, its much-revised libretto and music create an unforgettable heroine.

He was literally "the right man, in the right place, at the right time." His personal talents

and sensitivities were appropriate for an era ofgreat changes in·opera throughout Europe.

16 Ralph Locke, "What Axe These Women Doing in Opera?" in En Travesti: Women, Gender
Subversion, Opera (New York: Columbia University Press, 1995), 00. Corinne E. alackmer and Patricia
Juliana Smith, 65. The power ofvoice in opera is frequently referred to in the "new musicology." See:
"The Difference Is They Sing," in David Littlejohn, Opera the Ultimate Art: Essays Around andAbout
Opera (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992), 1-78; and Carolyn Abbate, "Opera, the Envoicing
ofWomen," in Mllsicology and Difference: Gender and Sexuality in Music Scholarship (Berkeley:
University ofCalifornia Press, 1993), ed, Ruth A. Solie. In criticizing Catherine Clement's Opera, the
Undoing o/Women (Minneapolis: University ofMinnesota Pres~ 1988), Paul Robinson has noted tlmt "in
focusiI1g on the women's fatal defeat by operatic plots, Clementnegl~ their triJ]IIlph: the sount! of
their singing voices, ... which is unconquerable; it cannotbe concealed by orchestras, or by male
singers, and ... this undefeated voice speaks against the crushing plot" See: New York Times Book
Review (Jan 1,1989),3.

11 Ralph Locke, "What ¥e These Women Doing in Opera?," 66.

7



His innate gifts for theater and music were shaped through his environment, mentoring,

and his musical education, enablinghiIil to infuse Italian traditions with the best ofthe
\

French and German innov~tions. The results are seen in the enduring popularity ofhis

operas.18 It. is not at alI surprising that Madama Butterfly is in the top position in

American performances; American audiences probably identify more intensely with an

episode involving Amoocan presence in Japan. And probably even more identity/guilt is

felt for the most popular musical theater successor to the opera, Miss Saigon. Neither, of

course, was composed by an American.

Puccini's very successful tnusical style in his most popular operas presaged the

musical techniques used for film soundtracks.19 In addition to the cinematic depiction of

18 Madama Butterfly stan9s at the top ofthepop¢.arity list in America, ~iving the most
productions ofany o~ra 1.>y member companies ofOpera America during the ten year period from Fall
1993 through Spring 2004.

Madama Butterfly (PUccini) 182
La b'Oheme (Puccini) 180
Carmen (Bizet) 156
La traviata (Verdi) 156
Ilbarbiere di Siviglia (Rossini) 146
Tosca (Puccini) 139
Le Nozze di Figaro (Mozart) 136
Don Giovanni (Mozart) 122
Rigoletto (Vet~) 121
<http://www.¥raamerica.orgltooten.htm1> Accessed FebruaJy 11, 2005.

Opera International surveyed productions Qfa representative sample period (2-3 months) of 1994 and
found the following operas to have the highest numbers ofproductions in a survey of29 French cities, 26
German cities, and 16 Italian cities:

Tosca (Puccini) 12 48 performances
La Boheme (Puccini) 11 52 performances
Die Zauberjlote (Mozart) 11 37 perfonbances

Madama Butterjly (Puccini) 9 42 performances
<http://onera.sta1iford.edulmisc/Dtonic surv@Y.html> Accessed Janruuy 15, 2004.

19 Jtirgen Leuke1, as well as other critics, asserts that Puccini's musico-dramatic techniques
anticipate those found in cinema. See: "Puccini's Kinematograpbische Technik," Neue Zeitschrijtfilr
Musik 143, nos 6-7 (June-July 1982): 24-26.
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the opera and related stories mentioned above, musical selections from this and Pucclni's

other works are some ofthe most frequent classicaJ music used in contemporary film. 20

A~.ldiences overwhelmingly respond to the sensitive depiction. ofrelationships between

men and women in his operas, and to his ability to depict their psychological subtleties in

easily accessible music.

In spite ofthe great popularity ofPuccini'g operas, critics have long faulted his

popularity as evidence oflack ofartistic depth. These criticisms began during an era when

Italy was trying to establish a strong national identity. While some critics took great pride

in the italianita ofPuccini's work, others felt it was too "feminine" and "decadent." One

ofhis early critics, Fausto Torrefranca, claimed that, "Puccini illustrates all the decadence

ofpresent ~talian music, all its cynical commercialism, all its pious Unpotence and the

triumph ofintemationalism."21 Alexandra Wl1son has examined the political and cultural

roots ofTorrefranca's great distaste for Puccini's music and devoted her dissertation to

examining the broader political context ofItalian Puccini reception in the.late nineteenth

an.d early twentieth centlJries?2 She concludes that concerns for a strong (masculi,ne)

Italian national identity were behind SOme critics' responses to Puccini's works. Later

critics, including one ofPuccini's most passionate advocates Mosco Carner, also found

20 <http://www.bohemianopem.comlpuCcinimovies.htnl1>AccessedSeptember23.2004.This
site lists 97 films producedbetween 1939 and 2003 (almost all American) featuring Puccini arias on their
soundtmcks.

21 Fausto Torrefranca, Giacomo Puccini e l'op~ra intemazionale (Turin: Fmtelli Bocca-Editori,
1912), cited inCarqer, Puccini: A Critical Biography, 263.

22 Alexandm Wilson. ''Torrefranca vs. Pl1ccini: Embodying a Decadent Italy," Cambridge
Opera Joumal13, no. 1 (2001). AlexandmWilsOn, The Puccini Problem: Nationalism, Gender and
Decadence in Italian Puccini Reception, 1896-1912. (phD Dissertation, University ofLondon, 2002).
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fault with Puccini's style. Carner considers the middle-period works (those most popular

with the public) to be the weakest, and suggests that these have less artistic merit than the

later works.23 And Donald Jay Groutcoroplains that, ~'Puccini's music. . . often sounds
,

better than it is.,,24 Bernard Williams, a widely~read music scholar,· describes Puccini's

manipulative techniques as typical ofSUccessful opera in general:

[In opera] a theatricaldevice is made to work ... but by securing the audience's
complicity in it ... opera.s do not have to have dramatic or musical depth in order
to be worth seeing over and over again ... Puccini ... is an outstandingly popular
opera composer [who] had remarkable melodic gifts and was a notable
orchestrator... Yet his critical reputation is not as unqualified as his success, and
many ... find it hard to dismiss a distinct sense ofthe cynical and the manipulative
about it.25

These opinions seem to reflect be an elitist perspective, that Puccini's·music cannot

be of rea.! quality ifthe masses respond to it. The very qualities which make his musico~

dramatic narrative most accessible tothe public are targeted frequently for attack, in

accusations ofself-borrowing and manipulation. This study will look at these and other

musical techniques as vehicles to establish the power ofthis heroine over audiences, not as

manipulative ploys.

23 Mosco C;:rrner, Puccilli: A Critical Biography, 245, 310.

24 Donald Jay Grout, A Short History ofOpera, 2nd ed. (New York: Columbia University Press,
1965),51$.

25 Bernard Williams, "The Nature ofOpera," The New Grove Dictionary ofOpera, ed. Stanley
Sa(,tie (London, 1992), III, 681. I am grateful to Roger Parker for quoting Williams' criticism in his
presentation at the Madama Butterfly: L'OrientaliSmo di Fine Seco10, L'Approccio Pucciniano La
Ricezione, Convegno Intemazionale di Studi,Lucca e TOt;re del Lago, 28~30 Maggio 2004.
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Background Literature Survey

It is ironic that Puccini's popular operas, including the most influential ofthern,

MaJama Butterfly, did not attract much scholarly interest before the last decades ofthe

twentieth century. A great expansion ofPuccini studies since the 1980s has provided a

foundation for a variety offurther research. The introductory chapters here make use of

many of these previous studies to provide a background for the musical-dramatic

interpretation ofthe opera and its powerful heroine as classical tragedy.

Contemporary Puccini researchers are fortunate to have Linda Fairtile's

comprehensive guide, which is organized by topic and includes extensive annotations, in

addition to providing a chronological survey ofPuccini scholarship. She notes significant

resources published during 1958, the centennial year ofPuccini's birth: Mosco Carner's

Puccini: a Critical Biography, Claudio Sartori's Puccini; and a large collection ofPuccini

correspondence, Carteggi pucciniani, edited by Eugenio Gara. Both Cecil Hopkinson's A

Bibliography ofthe Works ofGiacomo Puccini delineating the many versions ofeach

opera, and William Ashbrook's life and works volume, The Operas ofPUCCini, were

published in 1968.

In 1979, Simonetta Puccini (the composer's granddaughter) and her colleagues

founded the Istituto di Studi Pucciniani, which has p~lishedseveral Quaderni

pucciniani. The hundredth anniversary ofthe 1884 premiere ofLe villi was

commemorated with an issue ofOpera Quarterly devoted to Puccini works.

Jo.rgen Maehder established a Puccini Research Center in Berlin in 1983, and

organized an international conference at Torre del Lago the same year (Esotismo e colore

11



locale nell'opera 4i Puccini), followed by another in 1984 (I libretti di Puccini e Ie

letteraturadel suo tempo), and Maehder edited the proceedings for these conferences.

Several series ofopera guides, intended toprovide audiences with backgr01md and

musical interpretations ofthe operas, were produced jn the 1980s and .1990s. These

included the Cambridge Opera Handbooks on La Boheme, Tosca, and Turandot,26 the

English National Opera series, and the L 'avCmt-scene opera series.

In 1996, a group ofPuccini scholars (including Vergilio Bemardoni, Julian

Budden, Michele Girardi, Arthur Groos, Juegen Maehder, Roger Parker, andHarold
,

Powers) established the Centro Studi Giacomo Puccini. The Centro maintains archives in

Lucca (Puccini's howetown in Tuscany) and a website ofother resoqrces; it also sponsors

conferences. Their initial conference in 1997 provided papers for the first ofplanned

biannual journals, Stud; puccinicmi 1, in 1998. The second volume, Stud; pucciniani 2

(2000), includes Arthur Groos's study ofDlica's first libretto for Madama Butterfly. The

third volume, Stud; pucciniani 3 (2004), is comprised ofpapers from a 2001 conference

focused on the new formal systems emerging in Italian opera just before and during

Puccini's compositional career.

Valuable new biographical volumes have appeared in the 1990s. The

comprehensive biography by Dieter Schickling summarizes primary·sources and includes

26 Mosco Caroer, GiQComo Puccini: Tosca (CambridgeOpera Handbooks; Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1985); Arthur Groos andRoger Parker. Giacomo Puccini: "La boheme. "
(Cambridge Opera Handbooks, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986); William AshbrOQk and
Harold Powcrs, Puccini's TU'randot: The End ofThe Great Tradition (Princeton, NJ: Priliceton
University Press, 1991).
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an appendix with a guide to Puccini's correspondence and a detailed chronologyofbis

1~C 27me.

Michele Girardi's life and works volume is also a major landmark.28 Building on

the author's earlier survey,29 it includes the most comprehehsive bibliography published up

~o the time ofits publication. According to its preface, Laura Basini's 2000 translation of

the work is updated, revised, and corrected from the origina1.30 Linda Fairtile prai~es

Girardi's integration ofbiographical sections and musical analysis, as wen as his

comprehension ofPuccini's musical language. She also suggests that the work sets new

standards for Puccini research. 31 Other reviews ofthis volume are equally enthusiastic.

Michael Oliver considered it the most important book on Puccini's music to that time.32

Tw~ new biographies were published in 2002-Julian Budden's long-awaited

volum'e in the Oxford Music and Musicians series33 and Mary Jane Phillips-Matz's

27 Dieter Schickling, Giacomo Puccini: Biographie (Stuttgart: Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt,
1989).

28 Michele Girardi, Giacomo Puccini: L 'arte internazionale di un musicista italiano (Venice:
Marsilio, 1995). This work won the 1996 Massimo Mila International Prize for MusiCQlogy.

29 Michele Girardi, Puccini: La vita e I 'opera. I grandi musicisti (Rome: Newton Compton,
1989).

30 Michele Girardi, Puccini: His International Art, trans. Laura Basini (Chicago: The University
of Chicago Press, 2000).

31 Linda Fairtile, Giacomo Puccini: A Guide to Research, 29, 44-45.

32 Michael Oliver, review ofMichele Girardi, Puccini: His International Art, Gramophone
79:942 (July 2(01): 106. Relen Greenwald,however, finds that "the music theory applied in analyzing
samples from mllSical wotks is inconsistent." Notes - Quarterly Journal ofthe Music Library Association
53, no. 3 (1997):804.

33 Julian Budden, Puccini: His Life and Works (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002).
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biography.34 Written from different scholarly perspectives, both voltunes benefit from the

authors' previous works on Verdi and, in the case ofBudden, additional definitive studies

oflate nineteenth-century opera.35

Two dissertations ofthe 1980s focused solely on MadamaButteifly. Marco

Peretti's 1983 dissertation cons.dered the extensive revisions to the opera.36 Kimiyo

Pow1ls..0kano's 1986 dissertation (in German) identifies original Japanese sources of

melodies used by Puccini (she is freqllently cited by other writers).37

Several important dissertations 9n Puccini were written during the 1990s. Helen

Greenwald's 1991 dissertation demonstrates that Puccini's :first acts "project in microcosm

the musical ca~alogue ofan entire work," and that small details within his first acts project

the macrostructure ofthe whole.38 She uses the first acts and one-act operas to show how

Puccini solved the probletns ofcapturing audience interest, introducing the main

characters, and presenting the argument, through her chapters on beginnings, tonality,

rhythm, vocal discourse, texture, time and light, and macrostruetute as they pertain to the

34 Mary Jane Phillips-Matz, Puccini: A Biography (Boston: North~em University Press,
2002)

35 Philip Gossettreviews the Girardi, Budden, and Phillips-Matz biographies in the New York
Review ofBooks, vol. 50, no.S (March 27,2003), contrasting Girardi and Budden's approaches to the
musical issues in ~ccini'soperas. <www.nybooks.coni> Accessed July 1, 2005.

j6 Marco Peretti, 'Madama Butterfly' I-IV tra variante e ricomposizione: appunti e rilievi per
una realizzazione scenica e musical (UniversitA degli studi di Venezia, 1983).

37 Kimiyo Powils-Qkano, Puccini 's"Madama Butterfly" (Bonn: Verlag fUr Systematische
MUsikwissenschaft,1986).

38 Helen Greenwald, Dramatic Exposition andMusical Structure in Puccini's Operas (ph.D.
dissertation, City University ofNew York, 1991), v.
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large-scale·musical and dramatic organiza.tion orhis works.39 After developing her

theoretical base~ she applies the discussion and methodology to Acts I and II ofLa

Boheme.

Following Greenwald's modeL Micheal Anders uses PuQcini's final acts and

conclusions ofthe one-act operas in a similar way. He notes how the musical organization

"sustains the dramatic motivation until the very last m~ment," and how "entrances and

exits ~serve] as structural devices." He also treats the important use ofrecurring thematic

motives at the conclusions, "to recall events and evoke el'llotional reaction."4O

In her music theory dissettatio~ Deborah Burton .seeks to distinguish the dramatic

and musical "tools" (building blocks) ofopera according·to function ("illustrative" or

"organizational"), and to apply these tools to an analysis ofTosca. Her method provides a

wealth ofideas for analytical approaches, and classifies the important musical tools as

cadences, pitch classes, consonance-dissonance polarity, counterpoint, dynamics, form,

harmonic synt~ intervallic content/class, vocal tessitura, melodic direction, metabole

(transition from one rhythm to the next), meter, mode, motives and primary motivic

materials (and interrelationship ofmotives), orchestration, phrase structure, register,

rhythm, scales, and tempo.41

39 !b'd .1 ., IV.

40 Michea1 F. Anders, Musical andDramatic Structure in the Finales ofthe Operas ofGiacomo
Puccini (ph.D. dissertation, OhioState UniversIty, 1997), ii.

41 Deborah Burton, An Analysis ofPuccini's 'Tosca ': A Heuristic Approach to the Unifying
Elements of/he Opera (ph.D. dissertation, University ofMichigan, 1995),3-6.
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Min Ho deals with "leitmotifs" in three Puccini operas (La boheme, Tosca, and

Madafna Butteifly),· in her five majorsections: 1) identification ofthe leitmotifs; 2)

analysis ofkey, rhythm, tempo, dynamics, orchestration, and dramatic situation for each

appearance ofeach motif(only rarely does she include text); 3)·analysis ofthe ditfer~nces

in the elements detailed in #2 between the original appearances and reappearances ofthe

leitmotifs; 4) comparison oftheleitmotiftechnique in the three operas; and 5) analysis and

comparison ofPuccini's leitmotifstyle with that ofother opera composers. Her major

conclusions are that the musical elements-Dfa motive are usually transformed in

recurrences, that use ofthe pentatonic in leitmotifs is unique to Madama Butteifly

(although she does not· address sources ofthe authentic Japanese themes, and omits

several prominent themes); that Madama Butteifly uniquely uses two motifs

simultaneously, showing Puccini's increasing development; and that leitmotifs set the

dramatic atmosphere, identifY, and express characters' emotions.42

New archival findings during the 1980s focused attention on Puccini's extensive

revision and editing ofhis operas, and scholats have shown increasing interest in Puccini's

revisions, ofboth broad and specific focus. ·Suzanne Scherr's dissertationdeals with

revisions to Manon Lescaut.43 LInda Fairtile's more general but comprehensive study

examines the various types ofpost-performance revisions that Puccini made to his operas,

42 Min Ho, The LeitmotijTechnique in Puccini's 'La Boheme, , 'Tosca, , and Yadama
Butterfly': A Critical Examination ofTransjormational Procedures (ph.D. dissertation, University of
Saskatchewan, 1994).

43 Suzanne Scherr, Puccini's 'Manon Lescaut': Compositional Process, Stylistic Revision and
Editorial Problelnf (ph.D. dissertation, University ofChicago, ·1993).
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"in order to dettmnine whether his creative second (and often third and fourth) thoughts

reveal his personal valuations offive basic eleD;lents ofoperatic composition- drama

(text), structure, vocal melody, tomility, and orchestration." Her focus is Puccini's own

re-evaluation ofissues in works already being performed, and she notes that his operas.
existed "in a continual state offlux" during his lifetime.44

Several other scholars have also been attracted to the issue ofPuccini's revisions

ofMadamaButterjly (Marco Peretti's 1983 dissertation was mentioned above). This was

the most revised ofall Puccini's operas, partly motivated by the disastrous premiere and

multiple disagreements between Puccini, his librettists, .and publishers. The many

revisions ofthe libretto, music, and staging of.Mada/rta Butterfly had significant effect on

the centrality and power ofthe heroine, which will be discussed in Chapter Three. The

first 1904 version (from the La Scala premiere), edited by Julian Smith, was performed at

Teatro La Fenice in Venice in 1982, and a conference·o\l the revisions ofthe opera was

held in March ofthat year.45

Julian Smith was adamant that removal of the most offensive cultural stereotypes

(primarily based on Loti) for the Paris version weakened· the opera, and he, together with

a few others, has argued for the original version. He considered the original opera's

strong characters appropriate to the verismo style, and felt that softening them to satisfY

44 Linda Fairtile, Giacomo Puccini's Operatic Revisions as Manifestations ofHis
Compositional Priorities (ph.D. dissertation, New York University, 1995),3-4.

45 Michele Girardi states that no proceedings of this conference were published, but that many of
the findings presented at the C<lnference "prompted a careful re-examination" by Mosco Carner in the
revision ofhis monograph, published posthumously in 1992. Michele Girardi, Puccini: His International
Art, 199.
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Parisian sensitivities ''weakened enonnously" the daring treatment and unconventional

structure ofPuccini's opera, in a tragic metamorphosis resulting in a typical melodrama of

thetime.46

Arthur Groos writes extensively about the motivations for revisions in his paper on

the changes in Pinkerton's character, concluding that one cannot speak ofa definitive

version, nor ofthe superiority ofone version over another, given that the revisions depend

on dramatic decisions made at the time oforigin.47

William Ashbrook48 looks at revisions to the character ofCio-Cio-San in a parallel

way to Groos' concentration on Pinkerton. Girardi also deals extensively with the

versions and uses the Paris (1907) version for his analysis. Dieter Schickling has written a

conclusive study ofButterfly tevisions,49 where he tabulates the four versions published by

Ricordi,. citing th~ research ofGirardi and F~ile. He concludes, from 1995 manuscript

46 Julian Smith, "A Metamorphic Tragedy," Journal ofthe RoyalMusicological Association
106 (1979/80): 111. In reviewing a 2002 performanCe ofthis original version, Robert Thicknesse,
however, suggests that this version"is so anti-American that it might have earned a regime change had it
continued to play. Interestingly, what ~oys Europeans about Americans these days is exactly what
bugged the hell out ofPuccini. and his librettists 100 years ago." See: <www.timesonline.co.uk> Accessed
on October 29, 2002.

47 Arthur Groos, "Lieu~nant F.B. Pinkerton: Problems in the Genesis ofan Operatic Hero," in
The Puccini Companion (New York: W.W. Norton, 1994), ed. William Weaver and Simionerta Puccini,
169-201. He addresses similar issues in '<t'he Lady Vanishes: The Lost Act ofMadama Buttertlyt Opera

News 59, no. 8 (1995): 16-19. Roger Parker and Arthur Groos have bOth published articles on Puccini,
and collaborated on a monograph on La boheme. Groos has done particularly extensive work on Madama
Butterfly (see literature cited).

48 William Ashbrook, "Reflections on the Revisions ofMadama Butterfly," in Giacomo Puccini
L 'uomo, if musicista, if panorama europeo: Atti del Convegno internazionale di studi su GiacQmo Puccini
nel 70° anniversario della morte(Lucca, 25-29 novembre 1994) (Lucca: LIM, 1997), ed. Gabriella Biagi

) Ravenniand Carolyn Gianturco, 158-168.

49 Dieter Schickling, "Puccini's Work in Progress: The So-Called 'Versions' ofMadama
Butterfly." Music and Letters 79, no. 4 (1998): 527-537.
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discoveries, that versions are not clearly definable. He considers the opera's history, "a

work in progress," varying with each performance, Without the consistent printing of

performance changes in printed scores.50

The centennial ofthe premiere ofM(lI1ama Butteif/y stimulated both musical and

cultural studies. Julian Budden, with several Italian 90llaborators, contributed to a volume

on the iconographic and literary history ofthe opera.51 In welcoming participants to the

May 2004 international conference on 'Madama Butterfly: L'orientalismo di fine secolo,

l'approccio pucciniano, la ricezione," Arthur Groos announced the pen4ing publication of

a volume on sources and documents for the opera, to include the Italian translations ofthe

short story and play actually used by Puccini's librettists, the libretto for an act

subsequently eliminated, the complete correspondence ofPuccini with his librettists during

the preparation ofthe opera, and early musical sketches.52

Living in Nagasaki from the early 1980s, Brian Burke-Gaffhey has researched the

contexts ofthe city's his~orical relations with European nations, clarifying many ofthe

vague and mythical assump~ions regarding Madame Butterfly's historical basis.53 An

important work by Ayako Kano provides detail on the Japanese geisha, Sadayakko, whose

50 Ibid., 528.

51 Madama Butterfly: 1904-2004, ed. Daria Narici (Milan: Ricordi, 2004).

52 The volume, to appear in 2005, is entitled Madama Butterfly: Fonti e Documenti della
Genes;, ed. Arthur Groos (Lucca: Centro Studi GiacOmo Puccini, 2005).

53 Brian Burke..<Jaffney, Star-crossed: A Biography o/Madame Butterfly (Norwalk, CT: East
Bridge, 2004). The author credits Arthur Groos whose "groundbfeaking work on the Madame Butterfly
story is one ofthe pillars llpoh which this bOOk stands," 1. Burke-Gaffney and Lane Earns (professor of
History at theUJ1iversity ofWisconsin, Oshkosh) have co-edited Crossroads: A Journal o/Nagasaki
History and Culture, since 1993.
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performance provided Puccini with dramatic and musical ideas for his op~a. Kano sets

the career ofth~ g~isha in the context ofJapan's attempts to modernize, as well as

construct the gender identity of"Japanesewoman.,,54 Lesley Downer produced a detailed

but less rigorous full,.length biography of Sadaya,kko two years later.55

Organization

The initial chapters compile and integrate previous scholarly work in determining

the social and musical context in which Puccini composed this opera. He developed

within a period ofboth major mid-nineteenth centwy changes in the relationship ofmusic

to text in Italian opera and increasing foreign influences. In addition, Puccini chose

subjects that reflected his own personal and cu!turallife, particularly in tenus ofprevalent

attitudes toward Asians and women. InMadama Butterjly, he gravitated toward a

protagonist ofincreasing centrality and power through the early literary.and theater

versions ofher story, a direction that cOl\tinued in Puccini's many versions ofthe libretto

and score.

Following a summary ofthe central elements ofPq.ccini's compositional style, the

interpretation will demonstrate how Puccini's m1,lsical-drarilatic construction eff~ctively

depicts classical tragedy in this opera. Description and interpretation ofthe prominent

themes that frame, define, and challenge the heroine, together with the interactions of

54. Ayako Kano, Acting Like a Woman in Modem Japan: Theatre, Gender, (HId Nationalism.
(New York and Basingstoke: Pal~, 2001)

55 Lesley DQwner, Madame Sadayakko: the Geisha who Betwitched the West (New
YorklLondon: Gotham Books, 2003).
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these themes, will comprise the basis ofdiscussion for each act.56 The conclusions will

reflect on the power of the heroine as depicted in her musical setting-the.timeless effect

on diverse audiences ofher tragedy and triumph.

Since personal perspective influencesan~usical interpretations, I will readily

adrttit that this study reflects not only my academic background in musicology·and

ethnomusicology, but also my study and experience as a classical singer, and eight years of

my life spent in Asia.

56 Exatnples are taken from the 2005 Centennial Edition of the 1907 Ricordi score, plate
110000, reflecting the revisions for the ·1906 Paris staging.
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Chapter One: The·Development of Pu~cini'sCompositional Aesthetic

Giacomo Puccini came ofage as an operacotnposer duritlg a period ofma,jor

changes in European qlusic and opera. He integrated aesthetic influences from France and

Gerl1lany into the 300-year-old Italian operatic tradition, producing works which represent

its culmination. His predecessor, Verdi, greatly modifiedthe conventional operaticforms

and text/music relations in his middle works in pursuit ofthe more naturalistic values

becoming dominant in literatpre. .An 1871 performance ofVerdi's Aida inspired Puccini

to commit his career to opera, although be had originally intended to be·a church

composer (following three generations ofhis ancestors), and had also considered

becoming a symphonic composer.

Puccini developed his values for the musical theater in an unusually rich

environment. He was expoSed to French theater and opera, trained in a conservatory b~

instructors steeped in the styles ofFrench apd German music, and mentpred by several

successful figures in contemporary Italian opera. This background increased his interest in

naturalistic text setting and dramatic orchestration. The result was a unique blend of

certain French and G~an features in hi~ works, which corttinued to foreground the

distinctive Italianate vocalitil, essential for the success ofany Italian opera. The beneficial

patronage ofPuccini's publisher, Giulio R.icordi, further supported his development.

There was much competition among opera publishing houses ofthis time for management

of successful composers. Even though Puccini's first operas were tninimallysuccessful,

Ricordi remained optimistic regarding his potential, providing financial and emotional

support for the composer's continuing growth. This support also enabled Puccini to travel
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widely, with several trips to Bayreuth to experience Wagner's greatestoperas, and many

visits later to Paris and London for the staging otPuccini's own operas.1

The enduring popularity ofPtlccini's operas is related to his unique ability to unifY

drama and text with music. Julian Budden asserts that Puccini's stagecraft exceeds even

that ofWagner in .integrating "music, words and gesture into a single scenic concept,,2

Th,e powerfulnew naturalistic effects, particularly the new type ofdialogue and new role

ofthe orchestra, were the. result ofprogressive changes inEuropean opera beginning early

in the nineteenth century.

These were, in turn, a result ofpolitic~ economic, and SQcial evolution in the

various European cultures, in:tIuencing literary values, support ofthe arts, censorship,

music publication, etc. The economic changes were particularly significantin Italy,

especially in the world ofmusic publication, and deeply affected the relationships of

composers with their librettists, as well as those with singers, conductors, and stage

directors.3

1 Giulio Ricordi sent PuCCini and his librettist Font<uJa to Bayreuth in 1888, just before the
completion ofhis second op¢ra. He saw jyfeistersinger and probably Parsifal. Schickling notes that
"perhaps the trip WflSbo11lld up with the future~usinesspIans of . . . Riconli, who had just boughttile
ltalliuJ. Wagner publisher, L~." The publisher again setitPuccini in 1889, "with a clear purpose: to
propose cuts for the ltaIian premiere ofMeis./ersinger planned for the following winter," and hepr.obably
saw Parsifal again. See: Dieter Schickling, "Giacomo PuCCini and Richard Wagner, A Little-KnoWn
Chapter in MUSic History," In Giacomo Puccini L"UQmo, il musicista, Hpanorama europeo: Am del
Convegno intemazionale di studisu GiacomoPuccini nel700 anniversario della morte, ed. Gabriella
Biagi RaveD,ni and carolyn Gianturco (Lucca: LIM, 1997), 520.

2 Julian Budden, "Puccini, Giacomo," The New Grove Dictionary ofOpera, vol. 3 (London:
Macmillan, 1992), 1170.

3 These changedrelationships were especially evident in PuCCini, whose role in shaping his
libretti and setting them to music was unlike that ofhis predecessors and peers.
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The external influences affecting Puceini's development, however, were always

balanced against his innate gifts and instincts. David Kinlbell suggests that it was

Puccijri's "sixth 'sense" that attracted~ to intimacy, naturalstirface, and the textural

ambjence ofFrench lyricoper~ and away from the "pomposity and rhetoric ofgrand

op~a."4

To better understand the juxtaposition ofcultural environment, temperament, and

trammg that fonned Giacomo Puccini's aesthetic values, this chapter will provide a

background ofthe musical anq operatic world ofmid-nineteenth century Italy, and its

increasingly significant foreign influences. It will then summarize Puccini's personal

heritage, as well as the influence ofhis teachers, and other significant factors in his

development as an opera composer. Finally, it will briefly trace the development ofhis

dramatic values through his first five operas, as noted by some oftheir critics.

The Setting

Italian musical domination ofEurope during the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, when Bach, Handel, Mozart, and lJ1l.ydn hap all looked to Italian models, had

faded. By the nineteenth century, Italy's major influence in the rest ofEurope was limited

to opera, particularly the operas ofRossini and his immediate successors. Budden

suggests that aside from opera, "Italian music drifted into a European backwater," due to

its failure to come to terms with orc1:).estral and chamber music.s Stimulated by an

4 David Kimbell, !ta/ian Op~ra (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 587.

5 Julian Budden, "The Musical WQrld ofthe Young Puccini," 00. William Weaver and
Simonetta Puccini, in The Puccini Companion (NewYork;:.W.W. Norton, 1994),39-40.
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'-,
increasing sense ofItaly's loss ofposition in musical Europe, certain intellectuals had

begun to·form quartet and concert societies by the mid-nineteenth century. They also

promoted the inclusion ofchamber and orchestral music in the curriculum ofseveral ofthe

conservatorie&, outstanding among thes;e being the conservatory in Milan.

The most important outside influence on It~anopera at this time was French. By

the 1860s and 70s, the popularity ofMeyerbeer's Les Huguenots and Le Prophete·rivalled

the most successful Verdi operas, weakening the previous dominance ofthe Rossinian/

Metastasjan traditions.6 Budden quotes Arrigo Boito's statement that once Meyerbeer's

works were appreciated, they "caused Italian operas to collapse bythe hundreds like the

bric.ks ofthe walls ofJericho: most ofBellini's, the greater part ofDonizetti, almost all

Rossini's ... and some ofVerdi'S.',7 Budden also describes the "stiff, awkward gait,

clogged harmonies, and over-elaborate orchestral figurati~n" otan 1873 Italian opera

which "tried to escape froth the post-Rossinian prison-house without any idea ofwhere to

go," and asserts that Verdi could not have produced his mid-career monumental works

without exposure to the·broader European symphonic traditions tha.t he experienced in

Paris.8

6 the popularity ofMeyeroeer and Wagner o~nJS increasedthe need for better and larger
orchestras; and created new responsibilities and roles ofconductors. See: John Rosselli, "Italy
Europeanized," in Music andMusicians in Nineteenth Century Italy (portland, Oregon: Amadeus Press,
1991), 122-26.

7 Julian Budden, ''The CollapSe ofa Tradition," in The Operas o/Verdi, vol. 2 ( New York:
Oxford University Press, 1978, revised 1992),16. Quoted and translated from Boito's statement in
Figaro, November 2,1864.

8 Julian Budden, "A Problem QfIdentity,"in The Operas o/Verdi, vol. 3 (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1981, revised 1992),269.
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Verdi was experimenting with changes in the text/music relationship, as was

Meyerbeer, who was.already departing from rigid text/music formul~e. Anselm Gerhard

notes that Meyerbeer often sent Scribe (his librettist) "detailed rhythmical and metrical

schemata·ofnumbers which the librettist then had 'only' to fill in with text· that made some

kind of sense.~' (Even earlier Cherubini, Mehul, and Spontini had dominated thejr

librettists.) Meyerbeercould ovelTllle any doubts ofhis librettists because ofhis great

success. Since the object was to overwhebn the audience witlJ. every special effect

possible, "the text lost all pretension to literary merit on its own account.,,9

The literary status ofthe libretto was devalued as composers sought to approach

the ideW. ofWagner's Gesamtkunstwerk. 10 Rather than using text to fit classical verse

meters, the focus now was on audience comprehensibility, even through uSe ofeveryday

speech. This "gradually eradicated all literary and formal qualities from librettos,"

resulting in their resembling journalistic proseby mid-century. After Scribe, librettists no

longer bothered publishing their libretti as independent literary works, and although some

continued to go on sale, "the librettist~s name on the title page grew smaller and the

composer's larger." 11

9 Anselm Gerhard. The Urbanization ofOpera: Music Theater in Paris in the Nineteenth
Century, trans. Mary Whittall (Chicago: The University ofChicago Press, 1998), 319-21.

10 Ibid., 321. Wagner was ofsignificant influence in Paris. Thus his influence on Puccini was
not only direct from Puocini's study and travel, but indirect through Wagner's influence on French opera.

11 Ibid., 322. Roger Parker refers to the profit to be made by earlier nineteenth-century Italian
music publishers and librettists in selling printed libretti for o.,eraproductions, and notes that critics of
the time tended to judge these opetm! on the literary value oftheir libretti, since scores~ete far less easily
available, even ifcritics had been capable of4eMng with them. See: Roger Parker, "On Reading
Nineteenth-CeD1u:JY Opera: Verdi Through the Looking-Glass," in Reading Opera, ed. Arthur Groqsand
Roger Parker (Princeton: PrincetoJl University Press, 1988),29.
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Gerhard notes how the more co:nfl.dent composers such as Verdi and Puccini

became even more involved in s~ping the libretto than Meyerbeer. Their involvement

extended to the·structure ofan entire opera in a pro~esketch, which then needed only to

be put into verse.12 Puccini was an active participant in the versification as well.

The rivalry between two major Italian music publishers, Ricordiand Lucca,

promoted the influence ofFrench opera in Italy. Although Ricordi had the Verdi opera

rights, Lucca was publisher for Meyerbeer, Halevy, and Gounod whose Faust was

performed more in Venice than any other 9pera between 1870 and 1890. Another

publisher, SOPzogno, ol>tamed the rights for Italian productions.ofCarmen in 1879.

Giulio Ricordi also wanted to acquire some ofthe French works.

. One ofthe most significant differences between Italian and French operatic

traditions was the lack ofa spoken theater tradition in Italy-drama was primarily opera,

whereas French opera librettists had often been previously tramed for the classical theater.

Italians criticized French libretti for their lack ofbrevitit, an important value of Italian

melodramma. In contrast with French grand opera's lengthy narratives, Italians

compressed text.to get quickly to "the vocal moment." This made Italian libretti

sometimes.seem abrupt and fragmented, especially in contrast with the French. 13 In

seeking brevitit (and at times in avoiding censorship), the use ofverbal cliches became

common. Smith credits Edward Cone for the idea that as text becaqle more compressed,

12 Anselm Gerhard, The Urbanization ofOpera, 324.

13 Patrick J. Smith, The Tenth Muse: A Historical Study ofthe Opera Libretto (New York: Alfred
A. Knopf, 1970), 194.
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it "abdicated to the music," which could e~and on emotions far more freely than words

(no citation ofCone source). Words actually became "signposts" for the music. The

heightened importanceofthe music, together with greatly increased size and power of

orchestras, "swamped" the remaining ''jumble'' of lines into the overwhelming domination

ofthe music.14

Smith feels that Verdi's use ofthe parola scenicd5 was a response to this

problem, and that the words actually became "verbal translations ofwhat the music was

expressing," assuring the secondary position ofthe literary component.16 Verdi discussed

his concept ofthe parola scenica with his Aida librettist, Antonio Ghislanzoni, expressing

these thoughts on the subject~

And the verse, the line, the ~tanza? I don't know what to say; but when the action
demands it, I would immediately abandon rhythm, rhyme, stanza; I would make
versi sciolti [unrhymed lines ofvariablelehgth] in order to say neatly and clearly
everything the action demands. Unfortunately, in the the~ter poets and composers
must sometimes have the talent not to write either poetry or music.17

Verdi had learned from French grand opera, With "its exceptional highlighting of

dramatic c~axes," the importance ofsuch effects, which he transmitted to Italy. It

14 Ibid., 195.

15 Roger Parker defines this term as "an utterance ... to be used.at a pointofculmination; a
succinct verbal surt:unary ofone particular strand of the dram.a." Roger Parker, "An.alysis: Act I in
Perspective," in Mosco Carner, Giacomo Puccini; Tosca (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1985), 120. Parker also suggests that, "in Puccini's case, one has the impression that every word was a
potential parola scenica."

16 Patrick Slnith, The Tenth Muse, 195.

17 Letter from Verqi to Antonio Ghislanzonidated August 17, 1870; cited~d translated by

Roger Parker in " On Reading Nin~th-CenturyOpera," 300.
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became his priority to irtlpress an audience with realistic visual spectacle.18 Ghislanzoni

expressed this goal: "The interest ofan opera ....ought to result almost exclusively from

events. .. comprehensible to the eye."19 Budden concludes that this drastic revision of

libretto style and language, rather than subject matter, is the hallmark ofthe verismo style,

and the logical outcome ofa campaign in which both Verdi and Boito had been engaged

for over thirty years.20

The influence ofWa~er-the through-Composition ofhis operas, and his concept

ofGesamtkunstwerk -lies beneath many ofthe evolving ideas regarding libretti in both

French opera and Verdi's operas. It is lludden's assertion, however, that the initial

intluence ofWagner operas in Italy was the orchestral sound, and only later the idea of

organization through recurring themes. Although some composers experimented with

recurring themes, they did not approach Wagner;s continllousmusic style because of"the

constant demand ofItalian singers and audiences for the finite, autonomous vocal period

which no composer could afford to neglect."21

In discussing later nineteenth-century Frenchintluence on Italian opera, Budden

shows how Massenet also moved away from French grand opera values, influencing the

younger Italian composers especially in the style ofhis text setting.

~8 Anselm Gerhard, The Urbanization ojOpera, 325.

19 Ibid., 326. Cited and translated from Antonio Ghislanzoni, "Del Libretto permusica,"
Giomale Capriccio, August 15, 1877.

20 Julian Budden, "A Problem ofIdentity," 280.

21 Ibid., 274-75.
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(

the heaVier aCcents Qftheir own language. He was a master ofthe elastic vocal
line whose varying pace and tltrid irr~gularity would catch precisely the mood and
character ofthe singer ... [here] Italian composers faced two obstacles: the
heavier accents oftheir own latlguage ... and the lingering reluctance oftheir
librettists to st~ay outside the traditional boundsofMetastasianverse ...22

The huge success ofMassenet's .1877 Le Roi d(! Lahore, first in Paris, then in

Milan, convinced the pUblisher Ricordi that he had found in the thirty-five-year old French

composer a foreigner whose works couldcolllpete with those ofGounod, Meyerbeer,

Thomas, and Wagner, the rights.ofwhich were owned by the Lucca publishers. He even

commissioned Massenet'snext opera, Herodiade, and although its 1882 Italian reception

in Milan was disappointing, Budden insists that it is above all to Massenet that the music

ofverismo owes its "altered gait." The melodies ofItalian composers began to be set to

the freer, often "swooning" rhythm, contrasting with the more regular rhythms Verdi

implemented.23

In 1890, the one-act opera ofPietro Mascagni, a former Milan roommate of

Puccini, drastically changed the course ofItalian opera. Mascagni consulted Puccini When

he was planning to submit his score fQr CavalleriaRusticana to the Sonzogno publishers'

one-act competition.24 Although Puccini was sho(fked at its violent SUbject, he admired

certain aspects ofthe score and asked Ricordi to look at it (thinking.Ricordi might take

advantage ofthe opportunity, as he had earlier with Puccini's first opera). But Ricordi

was not at all interested; Mascagni submitted the score to the competition, and won over

22 ibid., 275.

23 Julian Bu(lden, "Puccini, Massenet, and Verismo," Opera 34 (1983): 479.

24 .Puccini had submitted his :first opera to this competition in 1883-see Chapter Two.
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seventy-two other entries.25
. The opeta swept Italy and became known internationally,26

serving as a prototype ofthe new genre known as verismo. Although Mascagni and his

contemporaries are now identified as· representing the late nineteenth-century

melodramatic Italian style, manY extra-Italian influences, especially literary, helped to form

it (see page 27). The Massenet influence, in particular, enabled these Italian composers to

string "colloquial exchanges on a tissue ofcontinuous orchestral chatter, and to work up

rapid, overwhelming, emotional explosions.,,27

With instrumental music enjoying new prestige in Italy, from Cavalleriaon each

opera was expected to have an orchestral intermezzo or interlude. Although this sounded

like Wagner imitation, RQsselli notes that most ofthese intermezzi were simple strings of

tunes, while only Puccini cO:p1bined and developed themes in almost symphonic

structure.28

25 Michele Girardi notes that "until the completion ofManon Lescaut, Puccini had a function ..
. ofartistic advisor to the Ricordi :fir.nt and in this role.he had the good sense to qrnw Ricordi's attention
to Cavalleria Rusticana before it won the SonzogJlocompetition . . . Ricor(ij lost some very gO<Xl busin~ss .
. . Puccini, on the other hand, had demonstrated impartiality to his friend and colleagueMascagni, as well
as a good nose for business." Michele Girardi, Puccini: His International Art, trans. Latmi Basini
(Chicago: TheUnive~tyofChi~goPress, 2000), 58-?9.

26 Although Puccini graciously expressed nojeaIousy at the ~e, Girardi notesthat in 1895
Puccini complained that "Le Villi initiated the type todayca11ed 'Mascagnian,' and nobody gives me due
credit." The orchestral intennezzo, melodic doUbling, and thematic petoration are mentioned as common
elements. Ibid., 35. Carner notes that the symphqnic :iIttennezzo between Le Vill's two acts "left its mark
on the famous 'Pre~era' ofCavalleria, indeed a nmnber of'~gniisms' . .. tum out to have gr0Wn
on Puccini's tree." Mosco Carner, Puccini: A Critical Biography, 3rd ed. (New York: Holmes andMeier
Publishers, Inc., 1992), 336.

27 John Rosselli, "Italy Europeanized/' inMusic andMusicians in Nineteenth-Century Italy.
(portland, Otegon: Amadeus Press, 1991), 131.

28 Ibid., 132.
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Puccini's Heritage, Training, and Other Influences

Giacomo Puccini's father, Michele, was a fourth-generation organist/choirmaster

in Lucca, assuming his two sons would follow the family tradition. Because the boys'

father died when Giacomo was five, his mother's ~rother (also from a long line of

musicians) became his first music teacher. The elder son showed talent, and was sent to

stUdy at Lucca's Istituto Musicale Pacini,·where he mastered counterpoint and vocal

writing, and began to study orchestral scores, fucluding those ofVerdi operas. Lucca had

a rich cultural life in the 1870s, including symphonic concerts and opera. Julian Budden,

however, indicates that its spoken theater was ofbetter quality thanthe operas, "which

relied on local second-rate artists." French companies regularly perfonned stage works by

Dumas pere and fils, Sardou, and Alfred de Musset in Lucca. Although Puccini did not

understand the language, he was a keen observer ofthe staging characteristics ofthe

works.29

Exposure to these high-quality French plays probably helped shape Puccini's

values even morethan the inferior operas in Lucca. However, seeing the Verdi Aida at

eighteen opened him to the t4ture possibility ofwriting music for the theater. Although he

credits this experience with changing his life focus asa musician, he did not immediately

begin writing operas, composing a mass (with orchestral sections dominating) for his

diploma requirement from the Istituto:

Supported by several benefactors, Puccini went to the Milan Conservatory in 1880

at the age oftwenty-two. He was unusually fortunate in the quality ofinstruction he

29 Julian Budden, "Puccini, Giacomo," 1166-67.
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received in major European contemporary musical thought. He studied briefly with

Antonio Bazzini, who was one ofthe few Italian musicians ofthe time who had liv~ in

Paris 30 and had toured the major European cities as a yOutlg violin virtuoso. Bazzini

returned to Italy in 1864 to compose, formed his own permanent quartet, and by 1870 was

Italy's foremost exponent ofinstrumental music. He became a professor ofcomposition

at the Milan Conservatory in 1873, and director in 1882 (at which time Puccini began to

study with the composer Ponchielli).31

Amintore Galli, a specialist itt French music, advisor to the publisher Sonzogno,

and one ofthe most important figures in music criticism at the time, taught Puccini the

history and philosophy ofmusic. Girardi notes that he was probably the leading Italian

expert on Wagner's aesthetics and musical system, and offered a uniquely balanced view

on both French music and Wagner. Galli helped Puccini to understandhow Wagner's

dramatic aesthetics related to harmonic technique, and this approach "allowed him to

cultivate his natural propensity towards thematic retniniscence and complex chords in

relation to the drama.'>32

Although-Puccini received consistently high grades, he had poor attendange in

subjects which interested him less, such as "Poetic and Dramatic Literature." Michael

Elphinstone cites a letter Puccini scrawled in his notebook: "Alas!!! !Oh! Oh God!!! Help

30 During bis·twelve years in Paris, Bazzini became friends with Gounod and Saint-Saens.
JuliaJ:!. Budden, "The Musical World ofthe Young Puccilli," 56.

31 Ibid., 57.

32 Michele Girardi, Puccini: His International Art, 6-7.
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for Goo(iness' sake! I! Enough!!! It'stoo much ... l'1hgoing to sleep; r m dying! !! He

also wrote in a letterto his mother, "I'm here in my lesson ofDramatic Literature which

bores me to tears.,,33

JayNicolaisen insists that Ponchielli, Puccini's main composition teacher, is a

necessary part ofthe progression from Verdi to Puccini.34 Ponchielli's style reflected

Verdi's operas ofthe late 1860sand early 1870s; still based op the "number" (although

with a diminished tole ofthe solo aria). Poncmellirevised even his ijlost successful mature

works, as did Puccini?s He was gifted in both melody and orchestration, and used

reminiscence effectively. Nicolaisen describes Ponchielli's"s~g" use ofthe recalling

L-

rosary theme in his 1880 revision ofLa Gioconda. This innovation continued to influence

the next generation ofItalian composers, especially Puccini, and possibly even Verdi.36

P01)chielli's innovation, which earned·thehighest praise from the critics, is outlined by

Nicolaisen:

1. A tune which has been made the musical and $"aIIlatic focus ofthe scene or act
... returns in a broad orchestral statement meant to impress us once again with all
the horror or poignancy ofthe situation as the curtain falls.

2. The tempo. is slow, so that the return seems to have more than just a cadential
function.

33 Michael E\phinstone, "Le Villi, Edgar, and the 'Symphonic Element,'" in The Puccini
Companion, ed. William Weaver and Simonetta Puccini ( New York: W.W. Norton, 1994), 66.

34 Jay Nicolaisen, Italian Opera in TranSition, 1871-1893. Studies in Musicology, No. 31 (Ann
Arbor, MI: UMI Research Press, 1977), 73.

35 Ibid., 83.

36 Ibid., 96.
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3. The restatement is leisurely, in the sense that a substantial portion ofthe tune is
repeated before cadential Connulas begin.

4. The return is tied to the action and has dramatic significance.37

Filippo Filippi, Milan's leading critic, praised this technique in his review ofLa Gioconda:

. . . when the word, with the help ofmelody or ofdeclamation, has said all it can,
then the orchestra comes in to say the rest, and with a power, an efficacy, an
expression that are truly marvelous. With a secret such as this, Ponchielli, the
other night in the so ne", and terrible third act finale, madethe public ... jump into
the air.38

Puccini leamed well from his teacher. Some ofthe most dramatic points in La boheme,

Tasca, and Madama Butterfly use the same technique and produce a similar effect in

audiences.

During Puccini's conserv~tory days, however, young composers constantly heard

Bizet and Massenet praised in the. press.39 Like other conservatory students ofhis time,
\

Puccini had the opportunity to see nearly all the major operas ofBizet, Gounod and

Thomas at La Scala. In his letters, he mentions not only Carmen, but also Auber's Fra

Diavolo, and Meyerbeer's La stella del nord. This exposure to French opera further

established Puccini's "direct link with the French theatrical. world . .. manifest in his use

ofharmony and tOlle color," as weU as in his frequent choice ofFrench subjects or French

authors.4O

37 Ibid., 96-97.

38 Ibid., 98, cited and translated from La Perseveranza, February 14, 1880.

39 Puccini arrived at the conservatory in November of 1880, the year ofPoncbielli's La Gioconda
suecessin Febtuary, but also "the year following one ofMassenet's highlyreted sojourns." See: Jay
Nicolaisen, Italian Opera in Transition, 190.

40 Michele Girardi, Puccini: His International Art, 8.
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But he· composed a purely instrumental piece;--the Capriccio sinjonico--for his

1883 graduation exercise. This was performed by a student orch~straand praised by

PilippoFilippi~ who described Puccini as "ad~ci~ive and very rare musical temperament~

one that is specifically symphonlc."41 Puccini used portions ofthis work for the opening

theme in La Boheme.

Insummary~ a number offactors strongly influencecfPuccini~sdevelopment: the

dramatic values ofFrench spoken theater and the text-setting styles ofFrench opera~ the

increasing importance oforche~tralmusic to Italy and the models ofits use in foreign

operas~ the privilege oftraining with instructors steepep in the aesthetics ofFrench·and

Genrtan music~ and mentoring by a perfectionist composition teacher who experimented

with a large orchestra and the effective use ofreminiscence in his operas. Each played a

part in·the development ofGiacomo Puccini's aesthetic values for the musical stage.

The First Five Operas

This section briefly discusses Puccini's operas preceding Madama Butterfly, and

some oftheir criticism, as a mirror ofhis evolving values. Recurring themes in this

criticism presage Some ofthe ultimate qualities and strengths ofMadama Butterfly. Jay

Nicolaisen asserts that each ofPuccini,s first three operas showed major stylistic advances,

and that he rapidly developed confidence in his techniques, probably faster than any other

Italian composer, including Verdi.42

41 Julian Budden, "The Genesis and Literary Source ofGiacomo Puccini's First Opera,"
Cambridge Opera Journal 1, no. 1,(1989): 79, cited and translated from La P~rseveranza,July 15, 1883.

42 Jay Nicolaisen, Italian Opera in Transition, 189.
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Le Villi

Just after Puccini's 1883 graduation from the Milan Conservatory, he learned of

the Sonzogno competition for a one-~ opera. The publisher was seeking shorter, simpler

operas with faster-moving action to attract the public.43 Puccini's teacher, Ponchielli,

helped him obtain the services ofFerdinando Fontana,. a supporter ofthe scapigliatura

movement, as librettist.44 Fontan<!': suggested the fantastic story ofLe villi, which Puccini

set and submittedto thecompetition.4s Although most scholars attribute Puccini's failure

to win the competition to his illegible handwriting, Girardi suggests that Giulio Ricordi

knew ofthe work and as a mend ofPonchielli (Puccini's teacher, and chair ofthe

selection cQmmittee), influenced him not to choose Puccini's work for the Sonzogno

prize. That·would have given Ricordi's rival publishers first chance at the young

composer and his future works.46

Subsequently, a number offriends including the influential Arrigo Boito, raised

funds for the performance ofan expanded Le Villi at Milan's Teatro del Verme in May,

43 Julian Budden, "The Genesis and Literary Source," 80.

44 Jay Nicolaisen states that the goal of the scap~gliatura was "to overturn existing conventions
an~ free art from the restraints of discipline and tradition," Italian Opera in Transition, 125. Julian
Budden suggests that the scapigliamra "tended to pursue the bizarre, and none more assiduously than
Fontana," while Puccini was drawn to the depiction ofordinary hurtIan emotions with whic~ his audiences
could identify. "The Genesis 3lld Literary Source," 83, 85. Fontana was also a scholar ofGerman
literature who later translated several ofFranz Lebar's operettas into 1taliiUl.

4S The Adoiphe Adams ballet Giselle is also based on this legend.
('

46 Michele Girardi, "Giacomo (Antonio Domenico Michele Secondo Maria) Puccini" in The New
Grove Dictionary ofMusic andMusicians, vol. 20 (London: MacMillan, 2001), 567. Elsewhere Girardi
suggests that there was only one judge on the committee with whom Puccini did not have some personal
relationship. Puccini: His International Art, 21.
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1884.47 Nicolaisen summarizes the unprecedented critical acclaim for a first (and student)

work, which praised the hannonies, melodies, and instrumental scoring.48

Filippo Filippi a.dmired Puccini's melodic gifts and polished workmanship, but

cautioned that Puccini overdid the symphonic element.49 His assessment possibly

influenced Verdi's fatnous judgment: "It seems that the symphonic element predominates

in him. [But].· .. opera is opera and symphony is symphony; and I don't think. " it's a

good idea to write a symphonic piece merely for the pleasure ofmaking the orchestra

dance."so

Budden reports that the day after the final performance, Ricordi invited Puccini

and Fontana to his villa on Lake Cuomo to commission a full length opera, having bought

the rights to Le Pilli. The subsequent patronage and friendship ofRicordi, who felt he had

discovered Verdi's successor, was the most important result ofthis first Qpera for Puccini.

The Casa Ricordi granted Puccini a monthly stipend and continued to support him even

after the lengthy delay in completion ofhis next opera and its lack ofacclaim.

47 the orchestra included several students from the Conservatory, athong them Mascagni on the
doUble bass.

48 Jay Nicolaisen, Italian Opera in Transition, 193.

49 Julian Budden, "the Genesis and Literary Source," 80. Cited and translated from Leonardo
Pinzauti, Puccini: Una Vita (Florence: Vallechi, 1974),21.

so Ibid., 81. Cited and translated from Verdi letter to O. Arrivabene, 10 June 1884, in Annibale
Alberti: Verdiintimo(Verona, 1981),311-13. (NoptJblisber given). In. a ~uentwork, Budden,
Puccini: His Life and Works, reports a letter from Emanuele Muzio to Ricordi, citing a letter he'd
r~ivedfrom Verdi. Verdi stated that Ricordi had "at last found what you've been looking for for thirty
years, a true maestro---'One Puccini who, it seems, possesses quaIitiesout ofthe ordinary." Undated letter
quoted in Franco Abbjati, Guiseppe Verdi, 4 vols. (Milan, 1959) iv, 248.
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Edgar

Fontana chose a script based on Alfred de Musset's dramatic poem, La coupeet

les lewes, for Puccini's next opera, Edgar,· possibly because ofits resemblance to the plot

ofCt;l17tlen. The composer took five years to complete this second opera. 51 Most

criticism was negative, including that ofG.B. Nappi, who cited the "unprobability ofthe

episodes" and "incoherence ofcharacters without any special personality." He also

foreshadowed later criticismthat Puccini catered too much to the grosser public tastes,

stating that "Puccini desires those effects that were able to please the public when tastes

were not yet as refined as it appears they aretoday."52 (this thread ofcriticism has

continued to the present.) Giulio Ricordi defended his protege, urging patience for the

maturing young composer: "Edgar is the product ofa composer ofgenius; ofa genius not

yet mature."53

Neither Le villi nor Edgar greatly inspired Puccini's instinctive sensibilities. From

Edgar on, however, Pupcini insisted on control ofhis libretti, preferrjng stories already

51 While preparing this opera, Puccini endured several personal crises: his mother had died
shortly after the 1884 Le villi premiere, and his matri~ mistress, in Lucca, Elvira Gemiani, became
pregnant with his child (born the folloWing year) andjoined him in Milan, with her young daughter. The
death ofPonchielli in 1886 was another stress for Puccini.

52 Jay Nicolaisen, Italian Opera in transition,. ~06, 203, cited and translated from La
perseveranza, 22-23 April, 1889. Nicolaisen notes progress in character realization, however, in the
quality oftile two arias for Fidelia and the consistent treatmenfshe is given throughout the work. "Her
music brings her to life as the prototype ofMirlli, Butterfly, and Liu ... [with] the gentle wistfulness that
is such an important trait of the best Puccini heroines." 213-14. Nicolaisen also sees an evolution in
Puccini's use ofthematic recan and use ofthe orchestra to establish an emotional state, as well as a more
advanced harmonic style, with increasing use ofseventh and ninth chords, and use ofthe major seventh
chord as a consonant bannony. 207, 214.

53 ibid., 203, cited and translated from La gazzetta musicale di Milano, April·28, 1889.
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tested on the stage in plays or previous operas. He also becllllle extremely demanding of

his librettists in the shaping ofplot and poetic detail, stating that he consid~ed work on

the libretto "a creative act ... as important as its musical setting ... the basis ofan opera

is the subject and its dramatic trea.tment."54

Manon Lescaut

Puccini finally achieved local and in,temational·successwithManon Lescaut, based

on the Abbe Prevost story ofManon, on which Massenet had already written an opera.55

Apparently Puccini did not see Massenet's score until the librettofoY his own opel1l was

already well under way. Once he had seen it, however, he tried to .avoid using the same

episodes, creating major problems in cohesion for his many librettists.56 There were

deeply divisive arguments among librettists and composer, and ultimately publishers

credited no author for the published libretto. This first opera for which Puccini chose the

plot and controlled the libretto became a great success in Italy. Here he cOlild finally

apply his conservatory training, particularly the lessons ofWagner and Massenet. He was

54 Mosco Carner, "Giacomo Puccini," 435.

55 Massenet's Manon was not performed in Italy until after the February 1, 1893 premiere of
Puccini's version (although Italian performances ofMassenefs Le Roi de Lahore began in 1818 and

Herodiade in 1882).

56 Five different authors contributed to the libretto-first Leoncavallo, then Marco Praga and
Domenico Oliva, and :finally Luigi IDica and Giuseppe Giacosa, ·with Giulio Ricordi assisting and Puccini
supervising the whole operation. This final team produced the next three most successful ofPuccini's
operas.
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able to set the action in symphonic musical structures and represent characters' situations,

emotions, and relationships in musical themes.57

Critics who attended the 1893 Turin premiere noted that melody still dominated, in

spite ofthe through-composed, symphonic nature ofthe work. Giovanni Pozza stated

that

The music ... has the ... unfolding and the style ofthe great symphonists,
without renouncing the expression and the interruptions required by the dram~.

And withoutrenouncing ... the "italianita' ofthe melody. Puccini is truly an
Italian genius. Ilissong is that ofour paganism, ofour artistic sensuality: it
caresses us, penetrates us.58

Pozzar~ed that Puccini had effectively utilized Wagnerian techniques within

the Italian vocally-dominated idiom, so that Italian audiences could relate to the new style.

This style predicted the future ofItalian opera. 59

George Bernard Shaw noted tl;1e same qualities in his review· ofthe 1894 London

production when he commented that "InManon Lescaut the domain ofItalian opera is

enlarged by an annexation ofGerman territory." He goes on to praise Puccini's melodic

gifts whi~h, in addition to his other skins, gave Shaw reason to :6nd Puccini "more like the

heir ofVerdi than any ofhis rivalS."6O

57 Michele Giratdi,"Giacomo (Antonio Domenico Michele Secondo Maria)~" in The New
Grove Dictionary ofMusic andMusicians. Vol. 20. Stanley Sadie, editor. (London: MacMillan, 2001),
568.

• 58 Jay Nicolaisen, Italian Opera in Transition, 238, cited and translated from Corriere della
sera, February 23, 1893.

59 Ibid., 239.

60 George Bernard Shaw, "Born Again Italian Opera," in Shaw's Music, ed. D. Lawrence, vol. 3,

(New York: Dodd, Mead, 1981),216-17.
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La Boheme

Three highl.y $uccessfUlcollaborations with Luigi Illicaand Giuseppe Giacosa

(whq had finalized the Manon Lescaut librefto}followed. In the first, La Boheme,

Puccini's involvement in shaping the textled to frequent arguments, with Ricordi often

mediating. Giacosa, an eminent writer apd poet in ijis own right, threatened to resign a

number oftimes. But Puccini usually dominated because ofhis instinctive sense of

theater. The source ofthe libretto was Henry Murger's autobiographical novel oflife

among artists ofthe Latin quarter in Paris, Scenes de fa vie de Boheme. Here, as

previously inManon Lescaut, Puccini exttactedfrom somewhat loose literary sources an

opera with a strong c~ntral heroine. The opera premiered at Turin's reatro Reggio on

February 1, 1896, three years after the premiere ofManon Lescaut. Arturo Toscanini, the

theatre's new musical director, cOhducted.61 Some·critics expected a work more like the

tragic romance ofManoh Lescaut,and found the new opera more restrained and less

inventive.62 Others felt the opera to be "lightweight," "to show a deplorable decline in

Puccini's abilities," and "to have been written in haste." But still others praised its new

style, impressionistic harmony, and natural·effects. 63

61 Only six weeks previously, Toscauini had made musical history by conducting Wa~er's
Gotttrrdammerung in the S8J11e theatre, whichCarner suggests maY have prejudiced the critics: "Having
imbibed so intoxi~ting a.potion ofWagnerian.ttanseendentiilisIllthey must have foundit hard to descend
to the world ofeveryday realities which surround the four Bohemians. and their antours,. a world that was
bound to strike them as insubstantial and frivolous." Mosco Carner, Puccini: A Critical Biography, 102.

62 Julian Budden, "Puccini, Giacomo," 1168.

63 Mosco Carner, Puccini: A Critical Biography, 101.
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The opera achieved a triumph in Palermo the following April, and was soon

famous throughout Italy. It was performed in Buenos Aires in early summer, ~d in

Manchester, England, the followin~ year. In 1897 it was petformed in Vienna.64 When

Pu<;cini and.Tito Ricordi (the son ofGiulio) supervised rehearsals for the first French

production in Paris on June 13, 1898, the reception was far more sympathetic than that in
!

Italy. The critic Camille Bellaigue, close friend ofBoifO and a staunch antj"Wagnerian,

was very familiar with contemporary Italian opera. His essay· in the Revue des deux

mondes indicated that he Wlderstood the reality Puccini depicted in La Boheme.65

Bellaigue sensed that the opera created through its music "multiple layers ofnostalgia: for

bohemian Paris; for carefree, ardent Y0l,lth; and, perhaps most crucially, for the great days

ofltalianvocallyricism." But the quality aellaiguemost admired in Puccini's work, much

influenced by French literature and musical styles, was actually theitalianita ofthe

melody. Paris productions ofPuccini operas represent a large proportion ofthe total

productions ofhis works from their premieres until 1965 in the world's major opera

houses. During this period, 27% ofall major world productions ofPuccini open~.s took

64 In Vienna, Eduard Hanslick was offended by La Bohemej as he had been by ruffian verismo of
the 1890s. He found th~ comic scenes "dry, tortured and tiresome~ " and especially resented the
domination oftext over music in the "cha1:tery dialogUe," as well as fi."equent tempo changes and
unprepared modulations. He considered Puccini to have been "seduced by that larger pernicious force
currently loose in the artistic world-realism." StevenSchrader, "A Critic's Nightmare," Opera News 51
(1987): 20-21. J

65 "The reality [the music] searches for ... [is] concrete, palpable reality ... This surface
reality, which is to profound tr'uth what decor or costume [...] are to thought or feeling, M. Puccini's
music expresses marvellQusly [...] sometimes by renouncing itself ... [In the death ofMimi there is] a
music from whiCh music is almost absent, in which speech ... replaces song, iII. which even silence has
perhaps more importance and ·effectiveness than sound ..." Arthur Groos and Roger Parker, Giacomo
Puccini: La Boheme, 136. Cited and translated from Revue des deux mondes 148 (paris, 1898,470-71).
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place in Paris: 30% ofthe world's La Boheme productions, 36% of Tasca, and jO% of
,

Madama Butterfly, showing that the French had a 81"<;at affinity for Puccini's French-

influenced operas.6(i

Tosca

The source for Puccini's next opera was yet another French work. Fontana had

suggested Sardou's playto Puccini as an operatic subject a few months after the first

production ofEdgar. At that time, Puccini hesitated to commit to such a violent subject

as he worked with the more sentimental characters ofManon Lesc'llfIl and La Boheme.

However, after receiving praise from both Sardou·and Verdi for Illica and Giacosa's

evolving libretto, Puccini grew more enthusiastic. The adaptation ofthe Tasca text went

relatively more smoothly, compared with work on the two pr~viousooperas, since its

source was a play. Once again, establishing ambience mattered most to Puccini. Having

successfully evoked a Paris ofyouth, poverty, and love, he now sought to evoke

eighteenth-century Catholic Rome.

The operf', succeeded with the public immediately, although critics ofthe premiere

performance found the libretto unsuited to Puccini's talents. Alfredo Colo11lbani declared

that the main challenge for Puccini was to "adapt the music to naked facts and swift-

changing incidents and to a dialogue fragmentary, rapid and agitated." He felt Pl,Iccini

succeeded in ennobling an action which might otherwise have suggested the "most

66 Cecil Hopkinson, Bibliography ofthe Works ofGiacomo Puccini 1858-1924 (New York:
Broude Brothers, 1968), 6&.
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reprehensible wlgarity,"but that the opera still suffered from the "defects ofthe original

drama-psychological poverty and an excess ofmelodramatic situations."67

London reviews were mixed, one noting that "[we were] little prepared for the

revolting effects produced by musically illustrating the torture and murder scenes of

Sardou's play... what has music to do with a lustful·man. chasing a defenseless woman or

the dying kicks ofa murdered scoundrel?,,68 Although Mosco Carner in his Tosca

monograph balances this with descriptions oflavish praise for the'London performance,69

it is curious that he considers a statement byaMercure de France critic to represent

Parisian press reception: "The opera is coarsely puerile, pretentious and vapid."70 He also

cites the Neue Freie Presse ofVienna's criticism of "psychological discrepancies and

violent contrasts.,,71 On the positive side, JulianBudden quotes the assessment ofIppolito

Valletta (who confessed to old-fashioned tastes) concerning Puccini's use ofspecific

stylistic.devices. He found Puccini to be "talented at using successions offourths, delayed

67 Mosco Camel', Puccini: A Critical Biography, 124. Cited and translated from Alfredo
Colombani, Corriere della Sera [no date given by Camer].

68 Identified only as "A London newspaper, 13July, 1900, in Nicholas Slonimsky, Music Since
1900, Fifth Edition. (New York: Schirmer Books, 1994),4. '

69 Mosco Camer, Tosca, 68.

70 Ibid., 70. It seems especially odd that Cam~r chose this amon~ all French reviews since Cecil
Hop~n' s figures (see page 4(} ofthis paper) show Tosca as the favorite Puccini opera in Paris.

71 Gustave Mahler refused to present the opera while he was director of the Vienna Hofoper, but
he saw it in Poland and ridiculed it in a le~r to his wife in 1903, "Needless to say, the work was another
sham masterpiece. Nowadays, any cobbler orchestrates to per(ection." Camer, Giacomo Pupcini: Tosca,

70.
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resolution ofdi~sonance,contrasting rhytlqns ~d syncopations, rapid and curious

modulations, supple instrumental textures, and pleasing variations in sonority."n

As can he seen from the critical summariesahove, by the time Puccini began his

composition·ofMadama Blftterjly, he.lu;ldachieved·much growth in plot and scenic

design, realistic text setting, management oforchestral and vocal timbres, effective use of

recalling. themes, continuity oforchestral language, rhythmic sophistication, and expertise

in harmonizing modes.

Puccini and His Librettists

Puccini and his libretti~ts saw potential opera subjects from quite different

perspectives. The librettists sought primarily a realistic dramatic structure, while Puccini's

musical inspiration was stimulated by the implied ambience ofa subject. Roger Parker

suggests that the individual settings ofthe operas were the most distinctive elements. and

that there is "an increasing tendency for each location to carry its own musical

analogue."73 Changes in the settings for most ofVerdi's plots are possible (UnBallo in

Maschera was transferred from Stockholm to Boston, for example)withoutchanging the

basic drama, but changing the setting ofa Puccini opera would be "unthinkable,,74 Parker

suggests that this intense focus on setting derives from Puccini's awareness ofhis

limitations: "his musical style was not sufficiently flexible to allow complex musical

72 Julian Budden, Puccini. 199. Quoted from Ippolito Valletta in Nuova antologia, no further
infonnation given.

73RQger Parker. "Analysis," 119.

74 Ibid.
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distinctions between the various characters ofan op~ra," and·sees his endless search for

operatic subjects as a reflection ofhis "musical sterility as much as ofdramatic

fastidiousness. ,,75

Once Puccini h~d settled on a subject, music often came to him before his

librettists had prepared the texts. Frequentlythe poets were expected to fit words to

existing music requiring not only a particular metrical pattern but also a particular vowel

sequence.76 Patrick Smith notes that a composer couid take advantage ofhaving two

librettists, playing one against the other, until he got his way.77

Even though he often conceived th~ music first, poetic meter was important to

Puccini. Verdi had generally created his musical form based on the poetic drafts, but for

Puccini his musical idea determined the musical form, which in tum determined the verse

meter. He was naturally inclined to create a musical image ofthe plot and setting,' and to

move progressively away from formal structures ofthe past.78

From Puccini's La Boheme on,

A whole system ofmetres which had served Italian opera for two centuries
quietly dissolved. Under the influence ofLu.igi Dlica ... quinari, se(la1'i,
settenari, ottonari, decasilla.bi andendecasillqbi gave way to casually
rhymed-or .evenunrhymedlines ofirregular length referred to jokingly by
Giuseppe Giacosa as 'illicasillabi'. Indeed, Puccini was unable to handle any

75 Ibid.

76 Ibid, 120.

77 Patrick Smith, The Tenth Muse, 292.

78 Roger Parker, "Analysis," 101.
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other fonn oftext;· a romanza in regular metre, he u~ed to say, bro,ught on a
semi-s~e.79

Puccini also carried the ItaIian melodramatic values ofbrevitaand compression

(rrtentioned above in regard to Verdj) as far as they could go. Carner criticizes these
~

developments as excessive, since they cODlpromi$ed character delineation: "Puccini

sometimes overshoots the mark. I It.leads him to over-compression and the suppression of

dr~aticandpsychologicaldetails necessary for fu]lyconvincingmotivation ofthe

«haraeters and the aetiQtL80 Donald Jay Grout comments on this tendency among

Puccini's generation ofcomposers, in contrast withVerdi. Impressed with Verdi's

melodic high.points, later composers tried ~~to write operas which should consist entirely.

.. ofsuch melodic high points, just as the verismo composers had tried to write operas

consisting entirely ofmelodramatic shocks. ,,81

This chapter hassl.imm~ed significant aspects ofPuccini's m1,lsical

environment, training, and early opera composition that prepared him to create the

powerful heroine inMadama Butterfly. Thefollowing chapter relates Puccini's

commitment to this story----examininghis focus onheroine,.centered subjeets~ his preferred

herQine type, and his attraction to exoticism both for ambience and for increasing his

musical palette.

79 Julian Budden, "AProblem ofIdentity," 280.

80 Mosco Carner, Puccini: A CriticalBiography, 313.

81 Donald Jay Gr6ut, A Short History ofOpera, 2"" 00. (New YoJ,'k: Columbia University Press,
1965),441.
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Chapter Two: Puccini's Choice of Subjects.:-Life and Art

When Puccini was in London to oversee the}une 1900 premiere of Tosca at

Covent Garden, the stage manager, Frank Nielson, encouraged @mto attend a one-act

play entitled Madame Butterfly: A. Tragedy ofJapan by David Belasco, a prominent

American playwright.1 Although he had seen Sardou's TQsC(l while composing the opera,

this was the first time experieneing a drama inspired Puccini's choice of subject. Not

understanding a word,2 he was struck by the poignancy .ofthe abandoned heroine's

dilemma, especially the theatrical potential ofher fourteen-minute silent vigil and realized

th~t this scene a perfect example ofone ofhis major values for the theatre: I 'evidenza

della situazione.3 Butterfly seemed to represent a <illlmination ofall the gentle, suffering

women ofhis previous operas, and he immediately applied to BelascolbcrightsJQ

produce the opera, recognizing his favorite theme in the japonisme idiom so popular at the

time, especially in London and Paris.

This chapter will examine some ofthe factors possibly influencing Puccini's

choice ofthis playas a subject. Just as his compositional aesthetics were greatly affected

. 1 .Mosco Carner, Puccini: A Critical Biography, 3rd ed. (New York: Holmes and Meier
Publishers, Inc., 1992), 135.

2 Puccini might have been less attracted to the character ifhe could have understood her crude
pidgin (see Chapter Three).

3 David Belasco was an innovative NewYork stage director. Stage lightiIig was his specialJ-r
(from the time that the first gas lights were available in New York), and the effect ofthe passing oftime
from dusk to dawn achievedby the lighting in Madame Butterfly's silent 14-mimIte vigil was considered
his greatest achievement. Julian Budden, Puccini: His Life and Works (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2002), 228. Brian Butke-Gaffney notes Belasco~s favorite theatrical devices, undoubtedly appea1ingto
Puccini, as "theWalliatic portrayal, ofa strong but vulnerable heroine, and the use ofstunning stage effects
to entertain a crowd." Starcross,ed, 96.
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by developments in the European musical and opera world ofhis time~, his· choices of

subject were affected by the contemporary socio-cultural world. In an effort to

understand the racial and gender issuesinM(ldamaButtetfly, and Puccini'sattraetion to·a

subject which so interweaves them, it is appropriate to examine some ofthose issues infin

de siecle Europe. A briefconsideration oflate nineteenth~century (and Puc~ini's personal)

attitqdes toward women willpreeede summaries ofthe history ofexoticismlorientalismin

opera, the relationship oforientalism to attitUdes regarding women, and the japonisme of

Puccini's time.

Carner characterizes the fin de siecle as"an age spiritually unsettled, seIf

q\lestioning, self-divided and marked by inner contradictions about the significance oflife

and art."4 This he attributes to the emergence ofthe ideas ofMarx, Darwin, and Freud,

which loosened previously stable beliefs. Unstable social values resulted in a focus on

disillusionment and despair in the arts. Both the more distant and outer world, geographic

and cultural, and the inner psychological world attracted artists to symbolic

representations.s Puccini's creative career coincided with the height ofthis period, and

we can observe his deep interest in both the inner and outer man-his personal life

experiences, as well as conditions in the wider world-in his choice ofopera subjects and

the musico-dra.m.atic style to which he set them.

4 Mosco Carner, Puccini: A Critical Biography, 297.

S Ibid., 298.
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Women

Puccini was not satisfied with his first two operas, for which Fontana had

provided both plot and libretto. Thereafter, he became almost compll1sive at choosing

subjects (preferring wotks already staged), and contr()~g the evolving libretti, as well as

exerting considerable ~uence (and making numerous revisions) in the subsequent

productions. As noted in Chapter One, .the final librettists (Luigi Dlica and GiusepPe

Giacosa) for Puccini's first successful opera, Manon Lescaut,prepared the libretti forthe

following three, La Boheme, Tosca, andMadama Butterfly. All three, highly successful,

were based in whole or partially on French stage or literary works, and in all three Puccini

succeeded in defining a strong heroine who had not existed as such in the literary sources.

From the beginning, Puccini centered his operas on wome~ in contrast with·his

predecessor, Verdi, in whose operas men outnumber women by more than two to one. In

general, earlier nineteenth-century literature represents women as passive and men as

heroic and more political, and Verdi's operas feature these tIlen in their "'predatory

acquisition' ofpolitical power, family inheritance, and women."6

)

Dependency, fear ofabandonment, and suffering are often subtexts forPuccini's

heroines, beginning with the fir~, Anna (Le Villi, 1884), seen by William Weaver to be

6 Helen Greenwald. "Verdi's Patriarch and Pucclni'sMatriarch; 'Through the Looking-Glass
and What Puccini Found There," l!?,-Century Music!7, no. 3 (Spring1994): 221-222. Greenwald also
notes that the "anxiety.ofinfluence" could have 1;)een a factor in Puccini's approaching his clJ.aracters in a
different way from VerPi.She presents a fascinating argument for Puccini's scene between .the Zia
Principessa and Angelica in Suor Angelica (1918) being a mirror image (gend!j:lrwise) of the scene
between Philip and the Grand InquiSitor in Verdi's Don Carlo. Ibid., 221. Arthur Groos also writes about
"anxiety ofinfluence" in Puccini's creation ofhis tubercular heroine in "T.B. Sheets," Cambridge Opera
Journal? (1995),233-60, and "TB, Mimi, and the Anxiety of Intluence," Studt pucciniani 1 (Lucca:
Centro studi Giacomo Puccini, 1998): 67-82.
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"the emblematic Puccini heroine ... genuinely.innocent; her encounter with the reality and

treachery ofthe real world kills her.,,7 Puccini's succeeding heroines develop this basic

model; although their situations vary, each struggles valiantly to survive until "reality finds

and crushesher."s In her first aria, Anna sings over and over Non ti scordar di me (Don't

forget me), asher lover prepares for a journey; he betrays her, and she dies ofa broken

heart. An equally devoted Fidelia, heroine ofEdgar (1889) is also-abandoned, and then

killed by her rival. Women's fear ofabandonment and its implication for their survival is a

theme in all Puccini's operas, up to an(i inc1udingMadama Butterfly. 9

Carner notes Puccini's continuing search for stories ofwomen who are weak and

dependent, often "tarnished in one way or another, social outcast[s] ofdoubtful virtue,"

but also "gentle, tender, affectionate and childlike" and "characterized by self-sacrifice."

Although the musical style ofPuccini's later opera Lajanciulla del West (1910) differs

greatly from that ofhis three m~re successful middle period operas, a statement by its

heroine Minnie also reflects the earlier heroines: "I am nothing but a poor little girl,

7 William Weaver, "Puccini's Manon and his other Heroines," in The Puccini Companion (New
York: W.W. Norton, 1994), ed William Weaver and SimonettaPucciIli, 120.

8 Ibid.

9 In his 1988 work onAbandoned Women and Poetic Tradition (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press), La~nce Lipking sees men's identification with aband<:med women in literature as expressing
their own deep fear ofabandonment, which males cannot otherwise express ill the contemporary world.
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obscure and goodfor ~othing."10 Women were favorite subjects ofcontemporaryFrench

literary works, from which Puccini took the stones orhis most popular operas. 11

In Paris, thefin de steele was the "golden age"ofthe courtesan. JosephKestner

notes thatMassenet'sManQn analyzes the economic turmoil and power ofmoney during

the Belle Ep(JqUe (1870-1910), although transposed to a setting a century earlier.12

I

Prostitution flourished in Paris during this time and, as in other cultures and times, itwa$

often the orily survival choicefor women dependent on males. In Europe (as in Japan at

the time)~ women who performed in public were· assumed to be prostitutes, and much art

~as dedicated to depicting such women.13

Massenet (as noted above, a model for Puccini and his generation) frequently

chose the reformed courtesan as heroine, knowing how much appeal she had for the

public. In addition to Manon, he expressed irimusic drama the sexuality ofhis various

heroines: Herodiade, Therese, ThaIs, La Navarraise, Sapho, Cendiillon, Ariane, and

Cleopatre. Martin Cooper feels this obsession with feminine sexual psychology is

prominent in all work ofMassenet and Pu<;cini and in most ofRichard Strauss. He

10 Mosco Carner, Puccini: A Critica'1 Biography, 303. '

11 According to Carner, Puccini's consistency in choosing somewhat compromised women as
his heroines led his friends in Torre del Lago to jokingly refer to him as il maestro cuccumeggiante (the
composer ofharlot music). Ibid.

12 Joseph Kestner, "Reign ofPleasure," Opera News 51, no. 12 (1987): 18.

13 Ibid.,39. Kestner cites Jules-Antoine Castagnary's estimate of40,000 courtesans in Paris.
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suggests that the audlencefor these operas were the subjects on whiehFreud and his peers

developed their psychological theories.14

As noted above, artists ofthis time were intrigued with the subconscious and

unconscious, and some argue that artists' own neuroses were often relieved through their

creative works.15 Carner applies such theories to Puccini, in his constant focus on women,

and suggests that he might not have been successful ina "more settled and serene age.,,16

The posited relations ofPuccini's music to his neuroses may include "mood and pace in

restless flux, tempo rubato and tugging syncopations [Which] all but destroy a firm

rhythmic structure . .. a feverish excitement in fast passages and enervatiJ:Ig languor in

slow. The profusion ofdynamic details and expression marks on almost every page reveal

[an] almost obsessive concemto indicate the finest emotional shades."17

Puccini lost his father at age five, grew up with five sisters and a much younger

brother, and was intensely involved with his mother. Whether his subconscious mother

worship actually led to his frequent affairs with women deemed inferior by his friends, he

rarely shared his artistic concerns with a woman, with the exception of Sybil Seligman·in

London. lit

14 MartinCooper, ''Massenet,'' Grove Dictionary ofMusic and Musicians, vol. 11 (1992), 803.

15 Mosco Camet, Puccini: A Critical Biography, 298.

16 Thip.,299.

17 Ibid.

18 Ibid., 302.
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It is true that Puccini was very attach~d to his mother, Albina, and that she was

an assertive woman who aggressively promotedller son's musical career. Proud ofthe

successful premiere ofhis first opera, Le Villi (May 31, 1884), Puccini immediately

telegraphed his mother about the eighteen curtain calls. I!> Unfortunately, Albina died soon

after (July 17, 1834, at age 54), and Puccini was despondent. lIe wrote to his sister,

Ramelde: "I am always thinking ofher, and tortight I even dreamed about her... no

matter what triumphs my art may bring me, I shall have little happiness without my dear

mother.,,20

Puccini remained in Lucca and took charge ofbis family's affairs following his

mother's death. Although most ofbis sisters had married (except 19inia who became a

nun), he felt especially responsible for his younger brother, Michele, who was also

supposed to become a musician. Puccini helped·him get into the Milan conservatory, but

he did not do well, left without finishing, and emigrated to Argentina (as many Italians did

at that time). While Michele taught music privately in Argentina, he wrote to Giacomo:

"Femirtine virtue here is quite incredible; the girls want husbands and the married women

never give way, and so? One has to make do with some coloured girl, Indian or servant,

for the sake ofone's bodily health."21 Budden notes that Michele did not take his own

advice, and unfortunately became involved in an affair with the wife ofan influential

19 Julian Budden, Puccini: His Life and Works, 44.

20 Ibid., 46. Cited and translated {rom E. Gara, Carteggi ~cciniani, 14.

21 Ibid., 61. (Letter to N. Cern, 20 May 1890, in Arnaldo Marchetti, Puccini com' era, Milan,

1973,00.139, 152).
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friend. A duel followed in which the husband was wounded, and Michele had to leave

( town for Rio de Janeiro, where·he contracted yellow fever and died in an isolation ward in

March 1891. Again, Puccini was inconsolable}2

A letter written to Puccini shortly after the premiere ofhis first opera, by an

unnamed "old friend" from Milan, is also revealing ofattitudes toward women among

Puccini's peers:

Keep clear ofwomen, who ... are the plague ofsociety; treat them as
playthings, to be thrown away into a comer once you have done with them; use
them as a physical necessity, nothing more ... Take care not to fall in love ifyou
can possibly avoid doing so, since that will lead you into-the grave ofmatrimony,
which ... cuts short androins a young man's career, especially one such as
yours, who needs absolute freedom and independence ... 23

To .provide needed income during his time in Lucca, Puccini accepted piano and

organ pupils. A former schoolmate ofPuccini, Narcisco Gemignani, a Lucca grocer and

traveling wine wholesaler, belonged to a group ofamateur musicians. Hearing of

Puccini's success with Le Villi and his Ricordi contract, he engaged Puccini to give piano

lessons to his wife, Elvira, the mother oftwo young children.24 Budden describes her as

"tall, dark-eyed, rull-figured" and "reasonably well educated.,,25 No one is cert~ exactly

when Elvira left her husband (and her youngest child, a son) for Puccini. Budden

considers this a very courageous act, because she would be the main target ofan ensuing

22 Ibid.

23 .Ibid., 62-63. (Also from Marchetti, no. 56, 70).

24 Mary Jane Phillips-Matz, Puccini: A Biography (Boston: Northeastern University Press,
2002),49.

25 Julian Budden, Puccini: His Life and Works, 63.
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scandal. But he also finds her not the; best sympathetic partner, neither caring for

Puccini's love ofrur-al solitude,and hunting, nor for his friends. As for sharing in his

creative life, Puccini once compl~edto her, "you never mention the word 'art' without a

sneer.',26 Elvira had to leave Lucca when her pr~gnancy with Puccini's child became

obvious,. and Puccini's first librettist,. Fontana, befriended the couple by finding .her a place

in another town (Budden notes that Fontana was also having a relationship with another

man's wife). After the birth ofPuccini's son,TOJ;lio, Elvira stayed with Puccini's sister,

and then with her mother and the two children in Florence, while Puccini worked with

Fontana in Milan to finish Edgar, his second opera.27

After beginning to live With Elvira, Puccini continued to have affairs with a wide

variety ofwomen.28 It is interesting to note the timing ofthese, together with otller life

events, during Puccini's opera production years. Elvira was constantly suspicious, usually

with good reason, which apparently stimulated Puccitli to seek more pleasures in what he

called his "little gardens."29

26 Ibid. Even a more appropriate mate, however, would probably not have prevented Puccini's
many affairs.

27 Ibid.,64. AlthoUgh they remained together, the two could not~ until the death of
ElviIq's hnsband in 1903. They married January 3, 1904, days before the Butterfly prenriere.

28 The two recent biowaphies by Julian Budden and Mary Jane PhiUips·Matz have added much
detail to these affairs.

29 Julian Budden, Puccini: Life and Works, 63.
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Puccini's depiction ofmale characters may retlect the absence ofa father figure

I in his life, as well as repres~nt Puccini himself. His tenor heroes are generally weak,

possibly r~tlecting Puccjni's own amiable, non-confrontational nature. 30

Carner feels that the imtnediacy and force with which Puccini's compulsions and

fantasies are retlected in his work contrast with the styles ofmore retl~ctive ~sts with

stronger merital and analyticalcontro1.31 For this reason, he suggests that Puccini's later

works show greater artistic merit than the more successful middle period, in which "the

inner ma,n acted as a retClfding and inhibitingforce. ,m But these later works Clfe far less

successful with the public, perhaps demonstrating that the "immediacy and force" to which

his compulsions and fantasies may have driven Puccini, resonated more with his public.

Michele Girardi <Jisagrees with Camer's psychoanalysis ofPuccini's usual choice

ofsubject and characterization, J10ting that the Viennese Carner was especially partialto

Freudian theories (he was a student when Freu<J publis~ed his first books). In his

enumeration ofseveral ofPuccini's extramarital relationships (which "showed a

predilection for singers"), he disagrees thatall were with inferior women?3

Julian Budden also feels that Camer's theory on Puccpu's mother-fixation is

shaky, as the typical nineteenth-century operatic heroines died for love, not necessarily

30 Ibid., 306-07.

31 Ibid., 310.

32 Ibid.

33 Michele Girardi, Puccini: HislntemationalArt, 37.. Girardi cites Giorgio Magri's detailed
list ofPuccini's mistresses in his chapter "Puccini e ledonne," in L 'uomo Puccini (Milan: Mursia, 1992),
159-218.
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due to composers' relationships with their mothers. He abo insists that not all Puccini's

temporary affairs were withwomen ofa lo~er class. "What is clear is that he, like his

brother, had a strong sexual urge and a roving eye.,,34

Exoticism/Orientaiism

Because Puccini's Madama Butterfly has sorp.e characteristics ofearlier exotic

operas, it is useful to discuss roots ofEuropean interest in exotic literature and opera and

to explore how this relates to other prominent themes ofthe nineteenth century, including

the intertwining ofgender issues with exoticism. Currently, Said's term "orientalism" is

generally used in looking back at these cultural products (see Introduction); and Ralph

Locke suggests that it currently can refer to "European or European-derived attitudes

toward any other culture.,,35

perek Scott suggests that in the face ofthe rapid social, economic, and political

changes in nineteenth-century Europe, partially brought on by industrialization, the Orient

seemed "synonymous with stability fltld unchanging eternality."36 The vague settings of

previous·exotic operas evolved to focus on specific far eastern areas. By the fin de siecle,

use ofexotic colors had become almost an obsession with composers. With greater ease

oftravel, some writers, painters, and even composers were able to visit foreign lands.

34 Julian Budden, Puccini: His Life and Works, 476.

35 Ralph Locke, "Orientalism." The New Grove Dictionary ofMusic Online ed. L. Macy
<http://www.grovemusic.com>AccessedDecember 21,2003. Edward Said's landmark work Orientalism

(London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1978) provided a framework applied retrospectively to ninet~nth

century art works function in supporting the coloni3l enterprise.

36 DerekScott,"Orientalism aJ}d Musical Style," The Musical Quarterly, 82, no. 2 (1998): 328.
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Gilles De Van reminds us, however, that exoticism actually relates to the other important

trends ofthe later nineteenth century-·historicism and realism: "branches growing from

the same trunk: the will to be acquainted with the real world in all its forms.'>37 Carl

Dablhaus also connects nineteenth-century realism to exoticism, "a fantasy landscape in

the imagination ofthe opera audience, peopled with noble savages.'.'38

During most ofopera history, musical orientalism did not utilize actual non-

Western music, but a number ofgeneric signifiers developed by Western composers to

represent Western concepts about fore~gn areas. These were used interchangeably as

markers ofcultural difference, and many were not actual Eastern ethnic practices. Scott

quotes Said's Orientalism: "In a system ofknowledge about the Orient, the Orient is less

a place than a topos, a set ofreferents."39

It is almost a cliche to state that the drive to portray the Orient in French and

English artistic works was motivated by westerners' needs and desrres.4O Exoticism was

especially.popular in French opera, with musical reference primarily to the Middle East.

With the expansion ofcolonialism and late Romantic .interest in realism, settings around

37 Gille~ De Van,"Fin de Siecle Exoticism and the Meaning ofthe Far Away," Opera Quarterly
22, no. 3 (1995): 92-93.

38 Carl Dahlhans, Realism in Nineteenth Century Music (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1985),69.

39 Derek Scott, "Qrientalism and Musical Style." Critical MUsicology Journal: A Virtual
Journal on the Internet. <http://www.leeds.ac.uk/music/info/critm.uslarticles/1997/02/01.htm1>Accessed

November 17, 2003. Cited from Edward W. Said, Orii!ntalism, 1.77.

40 Ralph P. Locke, "Constructing the Oriental 'Other': Saint-~ens'Samsonet Dalila,"
Cambridge Opera Journal 3, no. 3 (1991): 265.
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the turn ofthe century became much more specific. By the time ofMadama Butterfly

(1904), composers could obtain authentic Japanese and Chinese music, and, Locke notes,

"the attitudes they portray, like those ofEuropean exotic art, reflect the colonialist and

male-dominated outlook ofWestern society ofthe time.,,41

Several writers have underscored the strong connections between racial and

gender "otherness." Herbert Lindenberger suggests that the focus oflate nineteenth-

century operas on tne plight oforiental women emphasizes this connection, although he

says that the depictiotl ofstlffering women in opera had begun prior to exotic settings.

The.m.ad scenes ofthe bel canto era, as well as the great monologues oflater heroines,

show "the central female figure has become the prime site upon which the audience can

lavish its feelings ofpity and terror," with operatic heroines featured in martyr roles from

early in the nineteenth century. When exotic settings became popular, "the oriental

woman thus becomes a figure for woman in general."42

Locke also comments·on "the exotic mask" used to depict ~urope's silenced

women, "under which much that was othetwise repressed could be smuggled into the art

gallery and opera house ... deflecting criticism from what is primarily an erotic ...

project."43

41 Ralph P. Locke, "Exoticism [Opera]," The New Grove Dictionary o/Music Online ed. L.
Macy <http://www.grovemusic.com> Accessed December 21,2003.

42. HerbertLindenberger, "Opera/OrientaJismlOthemess," :iIl Opera in History from Monteverdi
to Cage (Stanfor~ CA: Stanford University Press, 1998), 187.

43 Ralph Locke, "Constructing the Oriental Other," 269.
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Susan McClary bbserves that "the thwarted desires ofmiddle-class males sought

expression in each ofthese fantasy lands ... but because such men wanted to preserve the

purity oftheir own homes, the preferred objects oftaboo practices were racial or

underclass Others.,,44 She concludes that during this period in European history,

representational cons'trUcts ofthe separate categories ofrace, ethnicity, class, and gender

"show a slippage among all varieties ofOthers.,,45

Locke also warns us to distinguish attempts at direct representation from

allegory. Because opera plots are so full ofarchetypes, we must look at them as allegories

ofcOffi1llon humantendencies and circumstances-"abuse ofl>ower, parental interference,

injuries ofclass and gender" -,-<Jemonstrating the common human needs for "tolerance,

decisiveness, and endurance in adversity."46

In another paper, Locke suggests that what these works reveal "about the

West's uneasy relationship to the larger world-and about the West's many internal

dissyrnmetrie$: ofrace, religion, gender, soci~ class-still rings hauntingly true.,,47 Locke

continues to remind us that interpretation ofWestern works with Eastern settings must

maintain two perspectives in a state ofcreative tension: " the work's essential

westemness-its irrelevance to the East, and the East's to it," and "its power to reflect

44 Susan McClary, Georges Bizet: Carmen (Cambridge: Cambridge Universi1y Press, 1992), 34.

45 Ibid.

46 Ralph Locke, "Reflections on Orientalism in Opera and Musical Theater," Opera Quarterly
10, no. 1,62.

47 Ralph Locke, "Constructing the Oriental Other," 302.
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and even shape, perhaps damagingly, the attitude and behaviorofWesterners towards the

non-Western world.,,48

Lindenberger refers to Edward Said's similar suggestion for "'a contrapuntal

interpretation, 'by means ofwhich. . . one maintains a kind ofdouble awareness,

experiencing the work at the same time one views it within the orientalistlimperialist

context in which itwas shaped," rather than within a politics ofhostile blame,49 He goes

on to obseFv'e that "behind these images ofsome mythical an<l ancient Near East there

stand the sexual desires ofa repressed culture that transferred these desires to a place

distant and powerless enough to ~ow free interpretive access. ,,50 Acknowledging that

displacement ofWestern tensions is a part ofOrientalism,· we remain disturbed by the

reality ofthe condition ofwomen in cultures ofpoverty or times ofwar.

Japonisme

This section will exaqrine some ofthe actual historical events affecting Japan in

the last halfofthe nineteenth century, and the resulting interest ofthe westem world in

Japanese culture. Japan was the most fascinating and mysterious Asian nation to

nineteenth-century Europe because it had so long been almost totally closed to the West.

Its widening opening to Western trade was initiated by an 1853-54 American expedition,

commanded by Commodore Matthew Perry. Perry, who advocated the use of steamships

48 Ralph Locke, "Reflections on Orientalism," 62.

49 Herbert Lindenberger, "OperalOrientalism/Otherness," 188-189. Citing Edward Said's
Culture and Imperialism (New York: Knopf, 1991), 18.

50 Ibid., 189-90.
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in the u.s. Navy, arrived via Africa, Singapore, and China (he was accompanied by a

Chinese interpreter and a Japanese interpreter). the anchoring ofhis "black ships" (coal-

burning steamships, with no sails)inEdo(later Tokyo) Bay onJuly 8, 1853, startled the

Japanese.51 Like European nations, America desired to establish refueling ports and

assurances of safety for personnel.

Japan had strongly attracted the attention ofthe West for nearly 300 years, for

both trade and religious purposes. Portuguese missionaries were so successful at

converting Japanese to Catholicism (there were at one time 300,000 in Japan), that the

nationalgovernmellt expelled them in 1587, completely banning Christianity in Hri12.

Under the Tokugawa shogunate, Japan had banned all contact with the west, executed all

entering or leavingJapan, and decreed it illegal to build ships large enough for ocean

travel. But by 1848; the Shogunate had executed commercial treaties with the United

States, Russia, Britain, France, and the Netherlands in Nagasaki, Yokohama, and

Hakodate. 52

51 Since 1983, Newport, RI., the hometown ofMatthew Perry, has celebrated an annual "Black
Ship Festival." In 2003, the l50th anniversary ofPerry's arrival in Japan, the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, the Consulate General of Japan in Boston, and the Newport tlistorical Society collaborated in
an art exhibit of"Black Ships an~ SamunV," which·was featured. at the East-West Center in Honolulu
during December 2003. The exhibit is based on the "Visualizing Cultures" website developed by MIT
professors John W. Dower andSlrigem Miyagawa. "T,lris exibition introduces three aspects of
Commodore Perry's mission to Japan-the Black Slrips, Encounters,and Portraits. Reproductions drawn
from numerous sources in Japan and the United States are juxtaposed for the first time to illuminate the
many dimensions of this momentous encountet." <http://www.ellensebring.comlnewportlexh_sum.html>
Accessed November 23, 2003.

52 Brian Burke-Gaffney, Star-crossed: A Biography ofMadame Butterfly (Norwalk, CT: East
Bridge, 2004), 25.
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In contrast with the other new treaty ports, Nagasaki had long hosted foreighers

011 the artificial island ofDeshima in its harbor. The island had been created initially to
n

isolate the few remaining Portuguese so that the city could to continue to benefit from

outside trade without religious corruption oftl\e local population; Following the complete

banishment ofallPortugLlese, th~ Shogunate granted spe9ial trading penpission to

auddhist Chinese and Protestant Dutch traders, to take advantage oftrading

opportunities without suffering further·Ca.tholic missionary influence. From 1641, the

latter were the only Europ~ans permitted in Japan. Thesexual services Nagasaki

businessmen provided for the residents ofthis island will be further discussed in Chapter

Three.53

The opening ofthe treaty ports resulted in the abolition ofthe shogLlUate in 1867

and the restoration ofthe Emperortwo years later. During this new Meiji era, the capital

moved to Tokyo (Edo). To gain worldwide respect, Japan adopted Western-type legal

and political systems, as well as an overtly Western life style. However, the country

retained great pride in its highly developed cultural past, considered to be unique among

colonized countries.54 The nation began to actively seek modernization, completing a

railroad between Tokyo and Yokohama in 1871, installation oftelephones in 1877, and

estabUshment ofa bieamerallegislature (the Diet) in 1890. Japanese missions traveled

53 Brian Burke-Gaffney, Star-crossed: A Biography ojMap<J11le Butterfly (Norwalk, CT: East
Bridge, 2004), 9.

54 Van Rij, Jan, Madame Butterfly: Japonisme, Puccini, and the Search for the I?eal Cho-Cho
San (Berkeley: Stone Bridge Press, 20Ot), 44.
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internationally to acquire Western technologies. To fund the~e expansions and·changes,

Japan needed to export, and Japanese arts and crafts were among the most available

commodities. Japan participated in international trade ~d industry fairs, and Van Rij

notes that during the last decades ofthe nineteenth century, every major European or

American international exhibition had ~ large Japanese representation.55 These exports

had significant influence on European art, literature, drama, and music.

The phenomenon ofjaponisme was a result ofthese increasing contacts with the

West. Japanese art became known to Europeans and Americans mainly through

exhibitions in London 1862, Paris 1867, Vienna 1873, Philadelphia 1876, Paris 1878 and

1889, Chicago 1893, and Paris again in 1900.56 The contacts also greatly influenced

writers and the reading public, and eventually resulted in Pierre Loti's Madame,

Chrysantherne, 101)n Luther Long's Madame Butterfly, and David Belasco's play,

Madafne Butterfly, thetbree literary sources 9fPuccini's opera (to be discussed in the

folloWing chapter).

Cecilia Segawa-Seigle notes that by 1855, the year ofLoti's first visit to Japan,

there was much foreign activity in the country's harbors, and Japan was eagerly imitating

any aspects ofWestern culture seen as valuable to the country.51 There was great social

55 Ibid., 44.

56 Joseph Kestner, "Bridge ofDreams,"10.

51 Cecjlia Segawa Seigle, "A Samurai's Daugh~r," Opera News 58, no. 8 (1994): 10. Segawa
Seigle, a professor of Japanese literature and langUage at the University·ofPennsylvania, is one ofthe
foremost researchers on the history of the Yoshiwara "pleasure district," wht;re government-licensed
prostitution thrived from 1618 to 1868 in Edorrokyo. She has also writt~n Yoshiwara: The Glittering
World ofthe Japanese Courtesan (Honolulu: University ofHawaii Press, 1993). Popular interest in the
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upheaval during the next few decades, including terrorism and civil war [the largest being

the Satsuma Rebellion in 1877, referred to by Long in his Butterfly story]. These

unsettled tinles and economic downturn·particularly affected the samurai and their

families, and often samurai wives and daughters had no recourse but·prostitution. Cecilia

Segawa-Seigle says that in Tokyo alone, as many as 33,000 women became prostitutes at

this time. The circumstances ofButtertly -would be credible for this time,. although

Segawa-Seigle notes that she does not fit all the formal criteria for a geisha.58

Japanese-theme operas

Puccini knew Saint-Saens' LaPrincessejaune (1872), Gilbert and Sullivan's The

Mikado (1885), Andre Messager'sMadame Chrysantheme (1893), based on the 1887

Loti novel (to be discussed in Chapter Three), and Pietro Mascagni's Iris (1898) for which

Luigi Dli(ia (one ofthe two librettists for Madama Butterfly) was librettist. There are

several interestingrelationships among the composers ofthese works.

Saint-Saens was an intimate friend ofAntonio BaZzini, who was the composition

teacher for both Mascagni and Puccini. His 1872 opera, La Princessejaune, with libretto

by Gallet, is considered the mst Westemmusical work using a Japanese theme and the

pentatonic scale. It influenced Debussyas w¢ll as Puccini.

eroticism/exoticism ofthe geisha continues in Lisa Crihfield Dalby's Geisha (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1998), and Arthur Golden's Memoirs ofa Geisha: A Novel (Vintage Books: New York,
NY, 1999). The latter is to be released as a feature film starring Ziyi +hang and Carey Tagawa in
NQvember, 2005.

58 Ibid.
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Messager had studied with Saint-Saens in Paris, and the musical language of

Madame Chrysantheme is sometimes related to that ofLa Princesse Jaune. Girardi finds

that two Japanese themes used by Messager inMadame Chrysantheme were also used by

Puccini: Hana saku haf!l (used as the postlude toButterfly's entrance, and for her

conversion arioso, "10 seguo it mio destino") and Sakura. 59 Messager was also .the

conductor for the 1903 Paris production ofTQsca,and Puccini worked closely with him at

that time.

Mascagni's Iris had almost no actual Japanese music, and for the most part

sounded like a Cavalleria set in Japan, althO\lgh Mascagni had attempted to imitate the

sounds ofJapanese instruments, b9th through use ofWestem percussion and designing

Japanese-like instruments. Puccini expected to do better, commenting on Iris, "This

opera, which contains many beautiful things and a most dazzling and colorful

orchestration, has a basic flaw: an uninteresting action that peters out and bores for three

acts.,,60

The scorefor Gilbert and Sullivan's 1885 Mikado was in Puccini's library, and

he had, met Sullivan in London in 1896. At this time he also experienced the continuing

popularity in London ofthe pseudo-Japanese operetta. Puccini used the Mikado 's

Miyasama theme in his own opera.

59 Michele Girardi, Puccini: His International Art, 209.

60 Arthur Groos, "Cio~Cio-San and Sadayakko," Monumenta Nipponica 54, I (1999): 44.
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Orientalism attracted composers because it permitted them to expand the

melodic and harmonic·resources oftonalit;y without completely leaving it Puccini was

fascinated with the new scales and sounds as a stimulus for his·composition. By the time

he composedMadama Butterjly, obtaining authentic Japanese music was not difficult.61

A Japanese export with significant influence for both musical and dramatic

concepts in Puccini's MadamaButterjly was Otojiro K4wakami's kabuki troupe. This

group toured America and Europe between 1900 and 1902. Scott Miller has noted that

during the Meiji period over three dozen Japanese performing groups toured Europe and

America, but few left the deep impression ofthe Kawakami troupe. Combining

"improvisational skill and entrepreneuri~ genius,"62 this group's performances were highly

acculturated.63 Westerners ofall social classes assumed they represented "real" Japanese

people and their theater, and were especially entranced with the star, Sadayakko.64 Their

performances in America and Europe greatly influenced Western expectations for an opera

set in Japan. The following chapter will provide more detail on this troupe's influence on

Puccini.

61 Mosco Carner, "The Exotic Element in Puccini," Musical Quarterly (January, 1936): 48.

62 Scott Miller, abstract ofsession presented at the 1997 annual meeting ofthe Association fur
Asian Stndies, in Session 57: "Meiji Innocents Abroad: The Kawakami European Tours (1900-1902).

63 Their director was seeking to learn western thea~er and featured his wife, Sadayakko, in
Shakespearean dtama as wenas'kabuki. .

64 Ayako Kano has commented that although Sadayakko was "regarded as the eIf1bodiment Qf
the archaic and mysterious Orient by Western admirers... upon returning to Japan she switched to foles
that represented the modem West to Japanese audiences." "Geisha, Actress, Mistress, Wife: Kawakanmi
Sadayakko Reconsidered," Abstract fOf Session 57: "Meiji Innocents Abroad: The Kawakami European
Tours (1900-1902)." Association for Asian Stndies annual conference, 1997.
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Puccini's personal life and temperament coincided with the prominent gender

and culture issues in the societies ofthejin de siecle, coming most clearly to a focus in his
\

operaMadama Butter.fly. MQre importantly, his attraction to nuanced representations of

women in his stage works culminated with this opera. The opera's evolution from literary

travelogues and a play, through the somewhat crude premiere version,· to the triumph of

its final version will be the focus ofthe next section.
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Chapter Three: Metamorphosis of a Powerful Heroine-Travelogue to Oassic
Tragedy

Not only was Europe acquiring Japanese art and lore, but (perhaps more

~ctively)Japan was acquiring Western ways during the latter part ofthe nineteenth

century. The literary sources ofMadama Butterfly demonstrate some ofthe

multidirectional cultural interactions ofthis period. As the last major nation ofAsia to be

opened to the West, Japan held great fascin~tionfor the Europe~public. The

importation ofmany Japanese works ofart and cultural exhibitions, such as those at the

Intem~tionalExpositions in Paris and the Knightsbridge Village in London, created

additional interest in stories ofJapan. Merchants, sailors, diplomats, missionaries, and

others who traveled to Asia often kept journals in which they recorded not only their

observations, but also their fantasies about what they saw, especially regarding Japanese

women.

Images fulfilling visitors? expectations ofan exotic, oriental civilization were

most prominent in the descriptions, and ffequendy mentioned were Japan's "graceful,

charming, and complaisant women." From the frequent depictions ofcustoms such·as

mixed-bathing and geisha houses, which shocked and titillated Europeans, Jean-Pierre

Lehmann concludes that "exoticism inevitably conjures up images ofsensuality.,,1 The

fact that visitors' contacts were mainly with the lower classes ofJapanese

society-shopkeepers, servants, and prostitutes-also affected their impressions. From

1 Jean-Pierre Lehmann, "Images of the Orient" Madam ButterflylMadama Butterfly, English
National Opera Guide, Nicholas John, 00. (New York: Riverrun Press, 1984), 8.
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these experiences, it seemed unimaginable that such a small remote Asian nation could be

seeking to copy the West's technicaland industrial development?

At the end ofthe nineteenth century, the port ofNagasaki was particularly

notorious, and built an industry on sexual services for foreign visitors. Burke-Gaffuey

documents such arrangements for the island ofDejitna in Nagasaki Bay (where the

Netherlands East Indies Company had a trading post) from the seventeenth century,

suggesting that all the prototypes in the Butterfly story existed from that time. The girls

•were almost always "daughters ofdestitute parents sold to brothels as children." A

German physician of that time reported,

The Girls are PlJrchas'd from their Parents, when very youllg. The·price varies in
proportion to their beauty, and the number ofyears agreed for, which is
generally ... ten or twenty, more or less ... great care is taken to teach them to
dance, sing, play upon musical Instruments, to write Letters, and ... to qualifY
them for the way oflife they are oblig'd to lead.3

Burke-Gaffuey also explains the absence ofany etQical concerns in the willingness of

Japanese entrepreneurs to market the girls. The difference between European and

Japanese moral values is demonstrated in a quotation from a ~venteenth-century Japanese

writer, reflecting on his couptrymen as well as foreigners: ''No matter how superior a man,

ifhe does not buy prostitutes, he is incomplete and tends to be urtcouth.,,4

2 Ibid., 10.

3 Brian Burke.Gaffuey, Starcrossed" 16.

4 Ibid.
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Henry Arthur Tilley, an Englishman, describ~ the brothels of 1859 in great

detail, but asserted that the girls "must not be judged by the same standard and measure as

the fallen ones ofEuropean lands: it is their misfortune, not their fault."s Burke-Ga.ffiley

explains that the girls simply c;>beyed their families, acquiescing to their subservient

role, in a value system based c;>n "parental, socjal, and ancestral demands ... that was the

way the world worked.,,6

Missionaries were shocked that catering to sailors' baser needs seemed to be the

major industry ofthe city.7 To avoid disease, offi,cers preferred more permanent

arrangements with women, and from the 1858 opening ofthe treaty ports, "term

marriages" had become common for men with long-term assignments. A westerner could

negotiate a price with a go-between for a temporary marriage (includiJlg rental house)

with a tea-house girl. She would return to her family or tea-house when the husband left. g

An Englishman observed in 1892 that such arrangements were an expectation

among both Japanese and foreign communities, and thfl! usually (but not always) the

S Ibid., 27.

6 Ibid., 17.

7 Arthur Groos, "Madame Butterfly: The story," Cambridge Opera Journa13, no. 2(1991): 129.

g Pat Barr, The Deer Cry Pavillion: A Story ofWesterners in Japan 1868-1905 (London:
Macmillan, 1968), 185. Ms. Barr has compiled western eyewitness accounts Ofthe period; jnc1uding
those ofLafcadio Hearn, Clive Holland (My Japanese Wife), Rudyard Kipling, and marty others. Becaqse
temporary marriages were so common, ·Japanese who saw the early opera could not believe that Cio-Cio
San would not understand the arrangem.ent from thebegiuning. Burk~ey clarifies the euphemism
of"tea-house" used "to obscure the reality ofprostitution in Jap~." He alSo notes theconnnon use ofthe
"butterfly with raised wings" crest by "courtesans, geisha, and oilier Japanese women who did not engage
in conv~~tionalmarriage." Starcrossed, 29, 25.
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foreigner provided for future needs ofthe wife and any children when he departed. The

parties to these temporary marriages signed a contract agreeipg to the terms. Arthur

Groos notes that under thesetetms, the Japanese ''wife'' had no legal rights to alimony,

property, inheritance, or even her children.9 Burke-Ga.f1hey suggests that concern forthe

future spiritual life ofthe children was one rationale for taking them from their mothers.10

These arrangements were appalling to the few European women in Japan.

Arriving in Japan in 1875, Clara Whitney noted the many merchants, with wives in theit

home countries, living with native women. She also saw a large number ofneglected,

"half-caste" children.11

The literary sources

Puccini's librettists took many elements from stories based on the descriptions

above. The role ofthe heroine evolved from one literary source to the next, and the

revisions to the developing libretto, as well as the post-premiere revisions to the opera,

continued this evolution toward a Butterfly who· was not only a central figure, but also an

unusually powerful one.12
,

9 Arthur Groos, "Madame Butterfly: The story,"150, 152.

10 Brian Burke-Gaffney, Starcpossed, 82.

11 Arthur Groos, "Madame Butterfly: The story," ·149. Quoted from Clara's Diary: An
American Girl in Meiji Japan, ed. M. William Steele and Tamiko Ichimata (Tokyo: Kodansha, 1987), 38.
Arthur Groos notes,however, that Jennie Corr'ell's reminiscynce ofO'-Cho-San, possible real-life model
for Long's heroine, "is surprisingly tolerant, expressing cotnpassion for the moral conditions ofJapanese
life, and for the~ and economic circun1stances that forced many young women into tea houses and
brothels." "Madame Butterfly: The story," 130.

12 Although Puccini had been inspired l>Y Belasco's one-act play, delays in obtaining it in Italian·
translation caused his librettists to work:first with Long's story in translation, augmented by elements of
Loti's story, for atmosphere in the:first act. Considerable material from all three sources is present in the
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One ofthe most influential writers.in forming Europe's concepts ofexotic

locales was a French naval officer, Louis Marie Julien Viaud (1850-1923), who wrote

under the pen name Pierre Loti. 13 His 1887 Madame ChrysaT!theme, set in Nagasaki, was

his most popular work and was translated into several other languages, including English.

Its popularity stimulated productionof~ore stories ofJapan.

Loti's realistic descriptions had great appeal for his readers, making them feel

they were actually experiencing the exotic settings. In his usual scenario, a handsome

European sailor P'lS a romance with a stereotypical exotic woman-simple, primitive,

dependent, helpless, and "actually craving male domination" ofthe god-like man.14 The

intimate relationship with the local woman provided rare insights into local culture. IS

These stories were immensely popular in Europe and resulted in Loti's election to the

Academie fran9aise in 1891,in preference to Emile Zola.16

Like Puccini, Loti was raised in a household dominated by women, and was his

mother's favorite. His older brother, a naval surgeon, sent him letters from Tahiti, which

final libretto.

13 He spent periods from a few weeks to several years in Tahiti, Japan, Turkey, Seneg'al, parts of
Southeast Asia, and the middle East.

14 Irene Szyliowicz, Pierre Loti and the Oriental Woman (London: The MacMillan Press Ltd.,
1988), 12. Szyliowicz has surveyed the most inIportant Loti scholarship and provided one ofthe most
detailed biographical and analytical sources on the writer.

IS ·Loti, as other writers ofbis time, lamented change and modernization in the exQtic areas,
particularly that in Japan.

16 Ibid., 32. ArthUr Groos notes that Loti's autobiographical novel "follows the outline ofa
travel adv~nture, with avoyeuristic sexual subplot common in European narratives about the Orient in the
nineteenth centmY," "Lieutenant F.B. Pinkerton: Problems in the Genesis ofan Operatic Hero," The
Puccini Companion, William Weaver and SinIonetta Puccini, eds. (NewYork:: W.W. Norton, 1994), 178.
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inspired Loti's travel fantasies. Following his brother's death in the Bay ofBengal and

burial·at sea, Loti decided on a navy career. He subsequently spent two months in Tahiti,

producing an autobiographical novel from his joumals.17 Loti biographer Szyliowicz notes

his technique was to "experience an adventure or situation, embellish it, then filter it over

time to suppress its negative aspects and enhance the positive in the author's favour.,,18

His self-centeredness and prejudices are especially clear inMadame Chrysantheme.

This most popular ofLoti's stories described his two-month Nagasaki

relationship with a seventeen-year-old Japanese temporary brid~, Ki-Hou-San. Even

before his arrival, Loti made plans to acquire a Japanese wife. While his ship was

anchored in Nagasaki in 1885, he "married" a geisha for the duration ofhis stay. The

usual monthly payment (approximately twenty dollars) was negotiated with the girl's

family through the matchmaker, Mr. Kangoutou.19 Dufing the sailor's briefabsence from

.Nagasaki, Ki-Hou-San watches anxiously for his ship's return, decorates the house with

fresh flowers, lights thelamps, and dresses in her best,z°

17 Ibid., 23-25.

18 Ibid., 25. She also notes that he was very likely bisexual (although he had a wife, son, and a
mistress), and that the detailed descriptions ofhis erotic experi~nces served to disguise his homosexual
tendencies.

19 Groos traces the nante of the matchtnaker in the various literary sources from the Yokohama
term Gankiro for their prostitute quarter, suggesting that through transliteration it became Kangourou (in
Loti's story), to Mr. Kangourou in Long's, and to Puccini's marriage broker, Goro. Arthur Groos,
"Madanle Butterfly: The Story," 149.

20 Pierre Loti, Madame Chrysantheme (1893), trans. Laura Ensor (LoQ.don: George Routledge

and Sons, Ltd., 1901), F9. Butke-Gaffiley notes that the main character quadranme ofMadama
Butterfly (young courtesan, younger servant, foreign naval officer,· and pimp) was already reported by an
eighteenth century Dutch writer in the late eighteenth century in Nagasaki, and all characters were
present in Loti's story. Starcrossed, 18,36-38.
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Loti dedicates his story to a Madame la Duchesse de Richelieu, apologizing that

it was [not] "altogether proper; b\lt ... it should not sin against good taste ... It is the

diary ofa summer ofmy life, in which I have changed nothing." He asked her to receive it

in the same spirit that· you wOlJld receive ... some grotesquely carved.ivory idol,
or some preposterous trifle brought back for you from this singular.fatherland of
all preposterousness ... Althol1gh the most important role may appearto
devolve on Madame Chrysantheme, it is very certain that the three principal
petsonages aremysf;lf, Japan, and the effect produced on me by that country.21

The novel's descriptions·are poetic, and the book is beautifully illustrated. Although

Chrysantheme's speech is refined, Japanese women in general are described as having:

a certain vagueness, something chiktlike which prevails to the end oftheir lives.
Chrysantheme is ... melancholy. What thoughts can be running through that
little brain? .. it isa hundred to one that she has no thought whatever, arid ifshe
had, what do I care!·. I have chosen her to amuse meP

Loti has a somewhat negative attitude toward Japan in general and his wife in particular.

He refers to all Japanese as monkeys (the story also features M. Sucre and Madame

Prune, his landlord and wife, and their fifteen-year old daughter Oyouki, Ki-Hou-San's

friend). His contempt for Japan reflects the fact that most ofEurope did not take Japan

very seriously, nor were most nations aware ofits rapid industnal and military

development. As a result, the world was surprised when Japan defeated the Russians in a

major battle. Lehman cites William Schwartz:

21 Pierre Loti, MadameChrysantheme, 5.

22 Ibid., 74. Although the story ends with Loti returnipg unexpectedly to find the geisha te$ting
the coins he has given her. this scene is omitted in Andre Messager's opera comique, Madame
Chrysantheme (1897). The composer and his librettists also added an epilogue inwhich "the lieutenant
receives a pathetic letter from the forsak~n geisha and is duly remorseful." Julian Budden, Puccini: His
Life and Works, 230. Burke-Gaffi1ey has commented that the image of the geisha counting her coins is
unrealistic, as money would not be paid to her. Starcrossed, 54.
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The importance ofLoti's writings on Japan lies in their reiteration in exquisite
language that the Japanese is amonkey... He suggests that the Japanese women
... have no honour, and that the race can have nothing in common intellectually
with Europeans '.' . the contempt for the Japanese expressed in Loti' s books in
some m.easure influenced the Russians to refuse Japan's requests and led to the
war of 1904.23

John Luther Long (1861-1927), a Philadelphia lawyer and author ofthe 1898

Century Magazine story "Madame Butterfly," borrowed elements from Loti's novel. His

story was more tragic, however, focusing on a tea house girl named Cho San. His sister, a

missionary wife in Nagasaki, had described such a relationship to him?4 Loti's French

captain, Pierre, is replaced by Long's chauvinistic American, B.F. Pinkerton. The geisha

has become far more central in Long's story, in spit~ ofher crude pidgin (retained in the

David Belasco play based on Lo.ng), with no relation to English as spoken by Japanese?5

In Long's story, the relatives approve the wedding (and Butterfly understands the price

and terms) until Pinkerton bans them from his home. They then disown the girl. When

Pinkerton also forbids her homage to her ancestors, Butterfly secretly visits the Christian

mission and considers converting ifshe has no other recourse. Although she was

~ LehJnann. "Images ofthe Orient," 12, quoted from William Schwartz, the Imaginitive
Interpretation ofthe Far East in Modem French Literature (paris: Champion. 1927).

24 There has beePe considerable debate regarding the real-life prototype for Long's story. Arthur
Groos' study ofNagasaki Methodist mission records suggests she was a tea-house girl known to Long's
sister; he has also identified Lieutenant Benjamin Franklin Pinkerton and his ship through American
naval records. Jan van Rij disagrees, and cites several other possibilities. Burke-Gaffney conclQdes that in
~ite ofNagasaki's featuring for tourists the former Glover house as the Buttetfly house, there was not one
real-life Buttetfly, but many. Starcrossed, 191-204. In most of these real-life examples, there wasno
suicide and the husband did not come back for the baby.

25 the same accent is used for the Japanese heroine, "Sakura-san," in Long's first novel, Miss
Cherry Blossom ofTokyo (1885), although she spent seven years in America, attended "Bryn Mawr
Gallo," and eventually married her American lover and sailed for the United States.
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pur(;hased, she loves and trusts Pinkerton, and assumes he will return to her and.her child,
/'-~

because he provided· for them in his. ab~ence. She considers herselfmarried legatly as an

American, and verifies with the consul the laws governing divorce in America. When

Pinkerton's American wife (Adelaide) visits the Consulate to ask for the child, Butterfly

overhears her and then attempts suicide.26 But she is saved by her maid, and they leave

with the child. To Loti's story, Long also added the characters ofthe consul Sharpless

and Prince Yamadori.

David nelasco was attracted to the potential ofLqng's short story as the setting

for a one-act play, the highlight ofwhich would be the fourteen-minute vigil. Lighting

effects to simulate dusk, the starry night sky, dawn, and sunrise depicted the heroine's all-

night wait for her husband's return from the ship.27 The play begins with Butterfly already

abandoned and the mother ofa child. By compressing Long's episodes, Belasco achieves

the c1assic~ unities oftime, place, and action. The encounter with Pinkerton's wife, here

named Kate, is at Butterfly's house. Belasco intensifies the tragedy with Butterfly's

successful suicide (and in fact called his playMadame Butterfly: A·Tragedy ojJapan).

The poignancy ofPinkerton's reluctant and tardy return (urged and accompanied by his

26 ArthUt' Groos, "Lieutenant F.B. Pinkerton: Problems in the Genesis ofan Operatic Hero," in
The Puccini COmpanion ( New Yotk: W.W. Norton, 1994), ed. William Weaver and Simionetta Puccini,
178, notes that "Long's swJ:y and play represent a critical response to the sexual adventure ofthe novel
[Loti's Madame Chrysantheme], transforming Loti's self-proclaimed comedie japonaise into a tragedy."

27 William Ashbrook, The Operas ofPuccini, 158, notes that Belasco told his biographer "when
Puccini's Mad01fUl Butterfly was staged at the Metropolitan on II February 1907,. <I loaned my models for
the decor and sent over my electricians.m InMadama Butterfly: A Guide, MPSCO Carner descnbes the
se1:$ for Belasco's playas <<fue creation of.romantic illusions by a cunning manipulation ofthe lighting and
ofpaittted curtains which resulted in almost~c effects ... to saturate the spectator in the
atmosphere ofthe play before it began," 21.
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wife, the only appearance ofPinkerton in the play) further increases the tragedy.28 But the

drama ofthe sceq.e is marred by Buttertly's final line (referring to P~erton'spromise that

he would return when the robins nest), spoken in the pidgin given her throughout the play,

and crudely emphasizingher naivete: "Too bad those robins didn' ne~' again."29

The Evolving Libretto

The preparation ofthe libretto was a complex process, reflecting its multiple

litetary sources and the diverse perspectives ofthe team members who worked on it. Not

only were Illica and· Giacosa involved with Puccini in a similar way to their collaboration

on La Boheme, but Giulio Ricordi played an even more prominent role than previously,

due to the many new challenges ofthis work. We can sense Puccini's impatience to begin

composing in his statement that s~eing the play was like "pouring gasoline on an open

&e.,,30 Although GiulioRicordi directed his New York representative to negotiate with

David Belasco for permission to set the playas an opera, the negotiations were delayed

for various reasons until almost a year after the initial request. Puccini urged Illica to

28· John LutherLong's works and corresponden~ (including correspondence with David
Belasco, 1902-1919) are archived m: the HarryRansom Humanities Research Center at the University of
Texas at Austin. Literary works archived include "versions ofMadame Butterfly and a potential seqIJeI,
as well as a copy ofMadame Glory (perhaps the original title to Madame Butterfly)." The biographical
sketch on the website cataloging archived material states, "David Belasco worked with Mr. Long to
produce a very elaborate play from this story. .• He worked on severn! other projects with
Belasco.''<http://www.lib.utexas.eduitato/uthrclOOOSOIhrc-OOOSO.html> Accessed January 5, '2004. But
notes on Madame Butterfly in the 1928 play collection (David Belasco, Six Plays (Boston: Little Brown &
Company, 1928), 5, state that "There is a mistakeJl notion that the resultant script [Madame Butterfly]
was a collaboration."

29 Ibid., 32.

30 Arthur Groos, "The Lady Vanislles: The Lost Act ofMadama Butterfly," Opera News 59, no.
8 (1995): 17; cited and translated from Carlo Paladini, Giacomo Puccini, 00. Mania Paladini (Florence:
Vallecchi, 19(1), 101.
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begin work on the libretto using an Italian translation ofLong~s story~ which he provided

by March 1901.31 At the beginning~no one was e<)ncemed about using both story and

play~ as dual sources had also been used for La Boheme. The story so inspired Illica that

by the time a translation ofthe Belasco play was available; he had drafted a complete

libretto based only on the story.J2 As the draft develOl>ed, he strongly defended his story-

based plan while Puccini insisted on an adAptionofthe play, evensuggesting he take Illica

to London to see it. The story and play differ in many respects. The story begins with

Pinkerton's arrival in Japan, and ends with Butterfly's unsuccessful suicide; the play

focuses on her final day ofwaiting ~d death. Because a ~~prologue" was needed to tum

the one-act play into an opera, the story became the source ofmuch ofthat material. The

play was then expanded into the final acts ofthe opera. To develop the heroine fully, it

was also necessary to expand and modifY the part ofPinkertoll, as he has almost no role in

the play, and quite a l\egative rol(f in the story. Groos has stated that the resulting

"multiplicity ofdiscourses. .. makes it difficult to isolate a particular 'vision' or

'intention,.'>33 He disagrees with the conclusion ofJulian Smith, that the premiere version

31 Arthut Groos has noted that a total of three different Italian translations were made ofthe
story. "The Story by Lon~ and the.Play by Long and Belasco," inMadama Butterfly; Fonti e Documenti
della Genesi, ed. Arthur Groos (Lucca: Centro Sturn Giacomo Puccini, 2005).

32 Arthur Groos, "Luigi Dlica'sLibretto for Madama Butterfly (1901)," Studi pucciniani 2
(Lucca: Centro smdi Giacomo Puccini, 2(00):92..94.

33 Arthur Groos, "Lieutenant F. B.Pinkerton," 186.
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represents Puccini's original vision and intention, and that the subsequent revisions

represent "a metamorphic tragedy."34

Asa result ofhjs study ofarchived early manuscripts, drafts, and published and

l.lnpublished correspondence, Arthur Grods has established the stages in the development

ofthe first libretto and recently published this libretto. thefaettbat lliica independently

prepared this draft suggests that "the commonly assumed division oflabor that designated

lllica as the 'drafter' and Giacosa as the 'poet'... is in need ofrevision."3$ The following

events parallel Long's very brieftreatment in the story: Pinkerton's negotiation with a
\

marriage broker for a wife and lease ofa house for 999 years, Pinkerton's insistence that

Butterfly renounce her ancestors, her visit to the mission, the wedding, Pinkerton's

dealings with the relatives, and their disowning ofButtertly. Elements taken from Loti's

story are the arr8l}gements with Kangourou(the tnatchmaker) for Pierre's household with

Chrysantheme on the hill above the harbor, tbe sliding partitions in the house, and the

gardens and vistas ofNagasaki. Other details from Loti include the heroine's small

belongings in her large kimono sleeves, Suzuki's even,ing prayers (from Madame Prune's

incessant praying in Loti's story), and most significantly, the comparisons ofthe Japanese

with animals, insects, and things, as well as candied flies and spiders as wedding

~4 Julian Smith, " A Metamorphic TUigedy/' Proceedings ofthe RQyalMusical Association 106
(1979·80): 105-14. Reprinted (and expanded) as "Tribulations ofa Score" inMadam ButterjlylMadama
Butterjly, ed. Nicholas John. English National Opera Guide 26 (New York: Riverrun Press, 1984), 15-23.

35 Arthur Groos, "Luigi Illica's Libretto," 92.
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refreshments.36 In Dlica's draft, both Pinkerton and Sharpless treat Japan, theJapanes~,

and the wedding arrangements as a big joke, with frequent stage directions for laughter.

This includes Sharpless's comment of "diavolo d'un Pinkerton," which has quite a

different mood and context when uttered in the final version ofthe opera in the painful

letter-reading scene.37

Puccini was fascinated by the character ofPrince YamadOQ in the story and play:

"He has changed into a degenerate American millionaire. This change is completely to the

advantage ofthe so-.called European ele~ent that we need.,,38 To provide this element in

Act I, Dlica then made his Goro a marriage broker who dresses like a European.39

Consideration was also given to using western apparel for the officials at the w~ding.

Groos suggests that "Such figures provide a·cultural context for the more extensive and

problematic assimilation ofButtetf).y.,,40

Suddenly, in November 1902, Puccini decided to delete the Consulate scene,

which had become a separate act. This retumed·the libretto to something closer to its

original distinct halves (first lllica's prologue derived from the story, followed by

36 Ibid., 97

37 Artbnt Groos, "Lieutenant B.F. Pinkerton," 175.

38 Ibid., 185. Translated from Ctlrteggi Pucciniani, ed. Eugenio Gara ((Milan: Ricordi, 1958),
no. 247,249

39 The three 2004 Dicapo Opera historical performances featured Yamadoriin a western suit for
the La Scala and Brescia production, and in flowing Japanese robes for the Paris production, gesturing

with a fan in all three. Although I·have seen productions with ·Goro inwestem dress, the director for the
Dicapo productions did not choose this style.

40 Ibid., 185.
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Belasco's drama). Puccini explained to Giulio Ricordi: "The consulate was a grave

mistake. The drama has to run to the end without interruption, closed, efficient, terrible!

With the opera in three acts, we were bound to fail ... I'm sure I can hold my audience,

and not send them away dissatisfied, by doing it like this. And at the same time we would

have a new type ofopera.,,41

Illica predicted to Ricordi that as soon as Puccini played for him the music

accompanying Butterfly's presentation ofher child to the consul (a triumphant

transformation ofthe entrance love music), Ricordi's concerns about the long

uninterrupted second act would be alleviated:

When Puccini arrives and you·feel your heart contracting in a breathless spasm as
Butterfly rushes off, returns, and presents the child, you will underst&lld my
enthusiasm! I am sure that only then will you see how that blessed Consulate
(after!) would have weighted down the whole opera! No, after the letter and the
presentation ofthe child everything must run dramatically to the .catastrophe.42

This change in focus for Act II ofButterfly's evolving tragedy challenged Puccini to

depict, more than ever before, the nuances ofa heroine's character. He began to achieve

this in the Act I love duet, far more complex than that forLa boheme or Tosca. Once

Puccini had defined this level ofcharacterization, he could not return to his more typical

series ofcontrasting scenes, but continued to develop Butterfly psychologically through

the music during her lengthy presence on stage.43

41 Michele Girar4i, Puccini: His International Art, 203. Cited and translated from Giacomo
Pucc,ini Epistolario, ed, Giuseppe Adami, Milan: Mondadori, 1928, no. 77, 93.

42 Ibid. 203-4, translated from Carteggi pucciniani, ed. Eugenio Gaia, Milan: Ricordi, 1958, no.
203,228.

43 Roger Parker, "At the Crossroads: Madama Butterfly and the Dra.ma ofCharacter," 35.
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Sources ofJapanese musical materials

Puccini initially assumed. that his opera would be balanced between scenes of

western and Japanese ambience. Because he wOll1d therefore need a great deal·of

Japanese thematic materi~ he began an exhaustive search, vowing to surpass the efforts

ofhis predecessors. Although Japanese-sounding orchestral timbres were important to

him (he had been impressed with Mascagni's orchestration fot Iris), supporting the

dramatic action ofa believable plot with melodies ofauthentic Japanese folk music

matteredfar more. He did not chooseto score for Japanese-type instruments as Mascagni

had done (Puccini knew that few opera houses would have the instruments or performers

for them). Rather, he produced exotic coloringwith the standard orchestra, not only

through his melodies and harmonies, but through the·instrumentation, texture, articulation,

and dynamics which support them. This enabled him more easily to combine authentic

material with his own sections composed in a similar style, integrating.all into a seamless

whole.

When Puccini first heard Japanese music, he felt.its possibilities to be somewhat

limited by the naqow range ofits melodies (rarely exceeding.an octave), pentatonic

character, regularity ofduple rhythntic patterns, and the typically unharmonized style. The

frequently heterophonic texture in songs accompanied by shamisen or koto (where the

instrument leads and the voice fonows in a slight variation ofthe melody) sounded strange

to the western ear.

Japanese music was not as well known or accessible to Europeans as its visual

arts, in spite ofthe participation ofJapanese musicians in the Paris world expositions.
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Later in the nineteenth century, however, western influences on Japanese QIusic education

led to the publication ofsome ofthe earliest volumes ofJapanese music in western

notation, with lists ofsong tides in English as well as J~panese. Some ofthe earliest

volumes included ~ series ofschool books for music instruction, a collection ofkoto

music, and several volumes of"popular music.,,43

Arthur Groos has established a chronology ofPuccini' s search for Japanese

musical materials, noting that it was easier for him to work with materials in western

notation when he could obtain them. He does not ~eewith those who assume that

Puccini's interviews with Hisako Oyama, the wife ofthe Japanese ambassador to Italy,

represented his earliest access to Japanese music. He cites sketch materials marked

"Chants japonais" found in the archives ofthe Accademia FilarItloni'ca in Bologna, datable

to IateJ90I, and says that one ofthem resembles the "melody ofButterfly's entrance.,,44

But the major source ofJapanese music for Puccini, Groos believes, was his

attendance at Milan performances ofthe Kawakami kabuki troupe in April, 1902. This

self-proclaimed "Imperial Japanese Theatrical Company," starring the ~eisha Sadayakko,

had toured the United States and Europe during 1899...1900, and appeared at the 1900

World Exposition in Paris. They were in the middle oftheir second European tour while

Puccini was working on his oper~ visiting several Italian cities between March and May

43 Arthur Groos, "Cho Cho San and Sadayakko," 43.

44 Ibid., 45. This is actually the Japanese melody following Butterfly's sung entrance. It
accompanies the bowing ofthe bride and her entourage to Pitlkerton. Groos credits Mosco Carner wfth
deriving this motiffrom Rana saku haru (included by Izawa Shuji in the:first music books used in
Japanese schools). Groos notes tbat although it is not clear that Puccini had access to these books, it is
obvious that he was able·to obtain this piece pu-Iy in his compositional process.
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of 1902. The leader ofthe group, Otojiro Kawakami, clearly wanted to learn western

theater techniques when he.planned the tours for the company that starred his wife,

Sadayakko, and shaped the performances to appeal to European audiences iq.

a swifl;,.moving, made-for-Eutopeans version culD1inating in a geisha's suicide ..
'. Japanese critics declared that he had disgraced Japan·. . . .instead ofintroducing
the authentic Kabuki ... Kl;lwakami [realized]that ... Americans preferred
comedies, whereas the French preference was for tragedies, cruel and bloody...
[and] made the harakiri scene more and more sanguinary.45

Jonah Salz has shown, however, thatthese scenes wer~ actually re~isted by Kawakami, as

not being·in keeping with the kabuki reforms he was trying to implement. But because the

Paris performances had been contracted with Loie Fuller (American dancer,

choreographer, and producer) at her theaterin Paris before they left Jap~ and she

suggested and insisted on thegory hara-kiri in each show, Kawakami gave in.46

During the troupe's second·European tour, Puccini tried to attend several time~,

hoping to interview the renowned geisha star. .He was finally able to see the performance

in Milan, although he could not converse with Sadayakko, due to the language barrier. A

letter to Dlica on April 30 suggests that Puccini now had the Japanese music he had been

seeking, probably as a result ofattending the troupe's performance.47 He may have

transcribed some music he heard, but it is also. assumed that he was able to acquire A

45 Yoko Chiba, "Sada Yacco and Kawakami," Modem Drama 35, no. 1 (March 1992): 39.

46 Jonah Salz, "Intercultural Pioneers: Otojiro Kawakami and Sada Yakko, The Journal of
Intercultl/ral Studies 20 (1993): 60.

47 Arthur Groos, "Cio-Cio San and Sadayakko," 49.
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Collection ofJapanese PopularMusicsINippon Zokukyokuslj~-48 at the theater, providing

Japanese songs in western notation. (Groos notes that Puccini took four ofsome ten

Japanese melodi~s in MadamaButterfly from this source, "three note for note and in the

same key."4~ Most nuportantly; this volume contained notation for Echigojishi which

immediately inspired Puccini to write the prelude preceding Butterfly's entr~ce, using the

music which he had heard just days before in Sadayakko's virtuosic koto performance of

the piece in an excerpt from Kesa Goten.50

Puccini now had music which would not only serve as the first Japanese theme in

the opera, but which would permeate the drama. One ofmost famous pieces ofkoto

repertory, Echigojishi was used in the kabuki excerpt to highliglit an excursion by

newlywed Kesa, her husbahd, and mother to theeoUntrywh~e she plays the piece under

trees in full blossom. Only a few days later, Puccini used the theme for his weddin~

party's entrance, alSo in a flowered setting. Not only is this the first authentic Japanese

48 First published in 1891 by lwaiNagai and Kenpacbiro Kobatake (a:final eighth edition was
pu9lished in 1899). Ibid.• 52 and 52n. Kimiyo Pow;ils-okano agrees thatthisnotebook was Pnc:cini's
soutce ofthe Japanese National Anthem. and Echigo-jishi. She adds that the editors were the conductor
and assistant conductor of the military music COrps in Japan. Puccini'8 Madama Butterfly. 48.

49 Arthur Groos. "P\lc:cini'sMadamaButlerjly: The Sadayakko.Connection." Abstract for
Session 57: "Meiji Innocents Abroad; The Kawakami European Tours (l900-19()2)." Associationfor
Asian Studies annual conference. 1991.

so Some ofthe.eatliest recordings were made ofthe~ 1900 Kawakami performances.
The London Gramophone lie. Typewriter Company cecQrdOO excerp~, during August 1900, recently
digi~ed by 1. Scott Miller. See; 1. Scott Miller. "Dispossessed Melodies; Recordings ofthe Kawakami
Theater Troup((." Monumenta Nipponica 53. no. .2 (1998); 225-35. Although the digitalized disc does not
include Echigojishi because ofa break in thema8ter.a tape recording contains parts ofthe original.•
Abraham and Hornbostel also recorded on wax cylinders and transcribed portions ofSa<Jay'akko's
performances in Berlin in 1901. including shamisen music for three dances and thekoto solo for the
"death scene" in Kesa. Arthur Groos. Cio-Cio-San and Sadayakko. 51-52.
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music in the opera, but the juxtaposition ofmusical styles and textures with the preceding

Western themes also highlights the theme dramatically (see following chapter). Staccato

strings imitate the sounds oOhe koto and shamisen; the duple meter and monophonic

setting also support the Japatiese style. Several writers note that the timing for Puccini's

attendance at the Kawakami perfonnances and hearihg this theme was fortuitous, as he

had previously been coping with trying to make Pinkerton sing "as much like an American

as possible." He then heard, saw in context, and obtained notation for the perfect

Japanese theme to provide the cultural contrast he was seeking. Four days after his return
,

fromMilan, he wrote: ''I'v~ done the entrance ofButtertly and am pleased with it."~1

The Milan performance provided Japanese music sources, but it also greatly

reinforced Puccini's plan for the suicide as climax to his tragedy. The swift-moving

kabuki performance convinced hiJ;n to proceed more directly to the denouement, without

the interruption ofthe planned consulate scene, placing the whole drama in Butterfly's

house.

In early June 1902, Puccini also wrote to Gaston Knosp, then in Vietnam

surveying music for the French government, to obtain information about the melodies,

rhythms, and use ofpercussion in Japanese music. 52 But his major need for Japanese

materials had already been satisfied.

51 GroPs, "Cio-Cio San and Sadayakko," 50-51, cited and translated from Giuseppe Adanri, ed.
Giacomo Puccini: Episfolario (Milan: Mondadori, 1928. Reprint 1982), nos. 72-73.

52 Ibid., 48.
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It was severalmonths later (September 1902) that PUccini began to work with

Hisako Oyama, wife ofthe Japanese ambassador to Italy (who lived in Rome but spent her

vacations in Viareggio, as did Puccini). Kimiyo Powils-Okano documents Mrs. Oyama's

presence in Italy from 1899 to 1906 through intervie;ws with her grandson, Toshio
I

Sawaka, who also reported that his grandmother was proficient in the kotq technique of

the Yamadaschoo~ and was giving koto lessons to Queen Margerita ofItaly. She played

koto and sang melodies for Puccini to transcribe, and also helped him obtain printed books

ofJapanese music and possibly recordings.53

Puccini claimed in a New York Times interview that he had acquired recordings

ofJapanese music from which 4e obtained themes used in his opera. However,Arthur

Groos discovered that the thousand recordings ofJapanese music Puccini had ordered

from the Gramophone & Typewriter Company early in .1903 (for payment, he was

composing a song) were destroyed in a shipboard fire. Although Japanese music

recordings are in the Celle Puccini museum, they could not have been used as resources

for the composition ofMadama Butterfly, as they are dated early 1904.54

Kimiyo Powils-Okano not only cites the possible sources ofthe authentic theme~

in the opera, she also provide's summaries ofthe folk texts associated with them by.

53 Kimiyo Powils-Qkano, Puccini'8 "Madama Butterfly, " 47-49.

54 Arthur Groos, "Cio-Cio San and Sadayakko," 48.
"
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Japanese ofher time and previous generations.ss lIer posited sources and texts will be

discussed in the f~llowing chapters together with the opera's setting ofthe themes.

In spite ofPuccitli's great pains tQ find and incorporate such authentic material,

audiences have probably responded prlnlarily to "generic exoticism markers" (mentioned

by Derek Scott above) includu,.g augmented seconds and fourths, modal sequences and

parallel chords, pedal notes, ostinato rhythms, and orchestration (to be discussed in the

analysis chapters). It is not likely that they have recognized specific melodies, with the

possible exception of "Sakur~"or the "Miyasama" theme used in previous European

works.

As important to Puccini's creative process as obtaining such authentic materials

was his ability to integrate them into his own idiom. Julian Smith notes that Puccini did

not wish ills Japanese melodies to "display themselves too prominently," and as a result,

his composed pseudo-Japanese motifs, recognized mainly by their interval patterns, could

blend more easily with the real Japanese tunes. By assimilating the Japanese themes into

his previously established musical language, and using them for dramatic funCtion, he

produced a cohesive music drama in which tragedy.was more central than exoticism.

[Puccirtil sought to put into music/dramatic form a tragedy wqichemphasised ..
. the dissatisfaction·and difficulties that love and passion could create His
colouring ofthe Japanese atmosphere was delicate and extremely ~btle but

ss Michele Girardi, Puccini: His International Art, 211-13, compiles Powils-okano's examples
(and mentions six cited by Camer and six by Juichi Miyasawa [In "Some Original Japanese Melodies in
Madama B'utterjly,"Giacomo Puccini nel centenari'o della nascita (Lucca: Lorenzettie Natali, 1958),
157-61], while rearranging ~em in the order in which they appear in the opera, andcom~ them with
Puccini's versions. He does not follow the order ofpresentation ofthe themes in herbf;lok, "since the
association ofcertain ideas, although brilliant, is forced and sometimes imprecise."
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[at] the emotional peaks ... Puccini cast exoticism to the winds.. [in a]
consistently developing, up-to-date, European musical style.S6

Because the style ofmost ofButtertly's sung music is in a European idiom contemporary

to Puccini's time, her character seems more current and universal. The most memorable

Japanese themes dramatically interrupt and challenge her hopes and dreams.

The opera's premiere and major revisions

Puccini commonly revised libretti and music, not only priodo public

performance, but after. However, the circumstances ofMatlama Butterfly's premiere

contributed to an immediate and substantial revision ofthe opera before any subsequent

perfonnance, and his great love for the opera caused him to revise it more than any ofhis

others. Puccini's three preceding operas had been highly successful, and this concerned .

his rival composers and their publisher; it is therefore plausible that an organized ~laque

instigated demonstrations at the premiere. Puccitli was so confident ofhis beloved opera

that for the :first time he had invited his family. Giulio Ricordi also expected great success,

and to heighten expectationshad kept rehearsals closed to the press and had forbidden

that scotes leave the theater. With this background for the opening night, the :first (and

last) Puccini premiere at La Scala was greeted by, "Grunts, roars, hpwls, laug4ter,

S6 Julian Sooth, "Musical Exoticism inMadama ButterflY' in Jfirgen Maehder, ed., Esotismo e

colore locale nell' opera di Puccini;- Atti dell convegno intemazionale sull' opera di Giacomo Puccini a
Torre del Lago (Pisa: Giardini, 1985), 114, 116-117.
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bellowing, guffaws. ,,58 Ricordi immediately withdrew the opera and retiImed payment to

the theater.

Although the post-premiere revisions significantly affected the success ofthe

opera and the outlines ofits characters, deciphering the order and complexity ofthe

revisions themselves has proven to be extraordinarily complex. Arthur Groos describes

the four different performance versions ofthe opera printed between its premiere in 1904

and the version currently performed, printed in 1907.59 William Ashbrook categorizes the

major revisions after the premiere affecting the characterization ofthe heroine as: 1)

purely musical, 2) primarily textual, 3) alteration ofsome bit ofstage business, and 4)

timing and practicality modifications.60 Changes made for the principal versions following

the premiere are summarized below (some will be discussed in more detail in later

chapters):

The original score, created for the La Scala premiere on February 17, 1904, was

revised in the following major published versions:61

58 Mosco Carner, Puccini: A Critical Biography, 148, cited aQ-d translated from Giulio Ricordi,
Muska e musicisti 59, nQ. 3 (15 March 1904): 189.

59 Arthur Groos, "Lieutenant F.B. Pinkerton," 171.

60 William Ashbrook, "Retlections on the Revisions ofMadama Butterfly," 159-60.

61 A 1996 recording, voxClassics 4 7525, p~nts the original 1904 La Scala Version, with
each section thatwas revised for Brescia and PMis (parnl1el Italian and English with annotations). In
2002, Naxos produced a reoordit,lg ofthe 1904 La Scala version, recorded at Bremen in December 1997.
Naxos 0008-660078-79. In April 2004, to celebrate the opera's centennial, Dicapo Opera presente4 the
La Scala, Brescia, and Paris ve,rsions on three subsequent nights. The presenters exhibited some
preference for the Brescia (second) version.
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A. For Brescia on May 28, 1904 (Second performance) :

1) Division ofthe second act into two parts. (The librettists had urged this
change prior to the premiere.)

2) Change in melodic contour for Butterfly's entrance.62

3} Chang~ in melodic contpur for Butterfly's:tinal aria, from a descending
to ascending line.63

4) Removal of it large part ofthe first act, including many relative scenes
with extraneous action and offensive caricature-the drunken uncle, and
some ofPinkerton's insulting remarks.64

5) Addition ofButterfly's second act triumphant exclamation on hearing
the cannon ofthe returning ship ("Trionfa il 000 amor'').

6} Addition ofa final romanza.for Pinkerton, "Addio fiorito asil" (which
Giacosa had already written and urged on Puccini).65

B. For the first London performance at Covent Garden on July 10, 1905:

1) Addition ofan introduction to the flower duet

2) Further reductions in Pinkerton's mockery ofthe Japanese.

62 The originalline'~ resemblance to a theme inMimi'sfirst aria in La boheme had precipitated
part ofthe hostile claque's comments at the premiere. Because this theme (ofButterfly's entrance) recurs
frequently, in the love duet and at other dramatic peaks, these changes redefined her character and will be
further discussed in the final chapter. .

63 The fact that the Brescia performance featured dramatic soprano Salotnea Ktuscenski, noted
for her perfonnances inAida and La Gioconda, increased the gravity ofthe heroine's role as well.

64 William Ashbrook observes that llIica's draft ofAct I bad almost twice as many wonb as the
:final version. The longer version continually interrupted and delayed the establishment ofButterfly's
character. The Operas ofPuccini, 112.

65 The romanza not only prQvided a more complete tenor role, but made the character more
sympathetic, thus giving moreeredibility to Butterfly's love for him.
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C. For the first Paris production, December 28, 1906:66

1) Further tightening ofthe first act, with the officials proceeding directly
to the wedding following Butterfly's revelation ofher age.

2) Direct movement from the wedding toast to "Kami, 0 Kami," and the
subsequent entrance and .CUfse ofthe Bonze.

3) Modifications oftext and music of"Che tuamadre" in Act IT, and
reduction ofthe role ofkate, with many ofher lines ~ven to Sharpless.67

The sets and costumes designed by Michel Jambon and Alexandre Bailly were

reminiscent ofearlier French exotic opera settings by this team. Oarre suggested a great

number ofstaging modifications, most (but not all) ofwhich were.approved by Puccini.68

William Ashbrook has noted that removing the nonessential local color and

slapstick humor was based only partially on the fact that these episodes were racially

insulting; they were also "expositional padding" that detracted from the focus on

Butterfly.69 The remaining humor is based on her naivete, with mo~te poignant effect.

66 The Paris Opera director, Albert Carre, whose wife, Marguerite, bad been cast as Butterfly,
urged extensive c~ges on Puccini. However, Dieter SChickling suggests tJ:~at "the alterations made at
Carrfs suggestion were far lesscxteJIsive than previously assUmed ... and for the most part [are) b;lsed
on cuts inten<1ed by Puccini himselfearlier." Dieter.SCbick1ing, ~Puccini's Work in Progress: The So,.
Called 'Versions" ofMadama Butteljly." Music and Letters 79, no. 4 (1998): 533.

67 Schickling has credited recent archival findings for revealing that many of the Paris changes
made supposedly at~'s bad long been consideredby Puccini and his team. Ibid., 33. Arthur Groos
verified the same in his works on development ofthe horetto

68 Michela Niccolai has edited the staging lll31llm1 ofthe Paris production asa thesis. Madame
Butterfly: Un 'opera di Giacomo Puccini con la regia di Albert Carre. Uni~ta diPavia, Faco1ta di
Musicologia,Diploma in Paleografi~e.Filologia Musicale, a. a.' 2002-1003. Cited by Arthur Groos,
"Madama Butterfly in the Press," inMadttma Butterfly: Fonfi e Documenti della Genesi, ed. Arthur
Groos. (Lucca: Centro Studi Giacomo Puccini, 2005),

69 William Ashbrook, "Reflections on the Revisions QfMadama Butterfly," 163.
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By 1906, Ricordi had published four different piatto-vocalscores, an4 had begun

engraving the orchestral score that appeared in 1907.70 Groos suggests that none ofthese.

versions seems sufficiently "definitive" to.exclude the others. Julian Smith argues for the

inferiority ofthe fourth as compared with the first version, but Groos notes thafmany

perfonnances based on the "original" version actually contain latermodificatioI1$. Smith's

1984 production for the English NationatOpera gerterally followed the premiere version,

but incorporated some ofPuccini's later cuts, attempting to differentiateJ;>etw~n

modifications which supported Puccini's "original visi<>n," and those which did oot.71

Smith argues.that the Paris production compromised the original anti-colonialist intentions

ofthe compo$er and librettists, in order to better appeal to middle class audiences. In

contrast, Groos suggests that ''the Paris version reflects unusual circumstances and

compromises at a particular theater and is therefore only a chronologically final version,

not a definitive one.,,72

Dieter Schickling applies recent discoveries to interpretation ofthe previously

accepted "versions," showing that many modifications were made hetween versions. This

suggests that the opera was changing from performance to performance, and that none of

the printed scores corresponds precisely to the performance to which scholarship assigns

it. He considers the versions only "retrospective snapshots" ofPuccini's values at that

70 Arthur Groos, "Lieutenant F.B.Pinkerton," 171.

71 Ibid., 172, quoted from Julian Smith, "'Madame Butterfly': The Paris Premiere of 1906," in
Werk und Wiedergabe, 229-38.

72 Arthur Groos, "Lieutemlnt F.B. Pinkerton," 172.
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time, and states that "every single performance in which he was involved was obviously a

new experiment for him until the very end ... "there is thus neither a 'final' version nor

earlier authentic versions that can be clearly separated from each other, ~xcept for the

version for the very first perfonnance."73

Puccini's team had long considered removal.ofmany ofthe sections deleted in

the Paris version-details ofJapanese color, Pinkerton's insulting remarks about Japanese

people and culture, a passage in the love duet where Butterfly has heard that Pinkerton is

a barbarian (restored by Puccini in a 1922 performance), as well as the reduction ofKate's

role.7'<J

Groos effectively suQllllarizes some ofthe elements in the evolution ofthe role oL

Pinkerton, as demonstrating the many considerations required in creating a fin-de-siecle

hero: various literary/dramatic sources, text and music balance, and dramatic values,

together with balance ofvocal roles and audience expectation. Groos concludes that these

factors do not permit the identification ofany ofthe four performance versions as

sufficiently "intentional" or even "definitive" to exclude the others. He concludes his

discussion by stating that

the frequent assumption that among performance versions ofthe opera there
must be an intended definitive version, derives not merely from an intentional
fallacy that hovers ... above traditional operatic scholarship, but also from a

73 Dieter Schickling, "Puccini's 'Work in Progress'," 528, 535.

74 Arthur Groos, "Lieutenant:B.F. Pinkerton," 172.
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false analogy with the presumed finality of... forms ofliterature whose unity
and autonomy are themselves being questioned in current literary theory.7S

To observe the centennial ofthe opera, BMG Ricordi has reprinted the piano

vocal reduction of 1907 score, and that is the source ofexamples for this paper.

Reference to the Dover full score ofthe same 1~07 version highlights significant

orchestration.

7S Ibid., 198--199.
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Chapt~r Four: Ba(kground for an Interpretation ofMadamalJutterjly

This and the followit\gchapterswill examine Puccini's compositional techniques

for Madama Butterfly and spg~sthow the music clo~ly supports the elements ofclassic

tragedy. The discussionfocuses on an interpretation ofthe prominent themes and motives

that frame, define, and challengethe berome. The musical elements comprismg each will

be described, as well as their drarn.aticcontexts.

Cont~mporary Italian Op~..a

While not abandonitigmany ofthe pr~vious values ofItalian opera, Puccini

blended mtemational trehdsinto the Italian verismo style ofmelodrama current at the

beginning ofthe twentieth century. InMatla1,na Butterfly, he found a subject particularly

suited to that style. Carl Dalhaus actually considers verismo a variant ofexoticism. He

notes that use oflocal color, one ofthe key features ofnitieteenth;,.ceI1tury opera,

permitte4 composers to "[enrich] the music without complicatmg the plot ... and kept

stylistic devices from becoming stale ... without puzzling audiences by partmg with

tradition."1 In addition to coloris~ic effects, Italian veriS(flo between 1890 and 1910 was

characterized by: simple and logical plots; differentiation ofvoice types, with .particular

exploitation ofthe high registers for dramatic effect; and dramatic use ofrepeated

rhythmic motifs (particularly ostmati and tremolo), as well as irregular rhythms and

meters. Within overall tonal stability, composers scored harmonic progressions and

1 Cad Dablhaus, Nineteenth Century Music, trans. J. BradfordRobinson (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1989), 354
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orchestral build-ups, as well as recurring themes, to produce the extreme dramatic

climaxes popular in these works. The orchestra carried the narrative, and a closer

interaction between orchestra and voice became typical ofverismo? All ofthese qualities

playa large part in the dramatic progression ofMadama Butterfly, much enhanced by the

themes and motives clearly associated with the dramatic elements ofclassic tragedy.

While Puccini employed the musical characteristics typical ofveristic

melodrama, he also expanded traditional melodic and harmonic material.3 The resulting

immediacy and accessibility for audiences in a fresh new idiom have made his operas the

most enduring ofhis era. This chapter will examine Puccini's characteristic use ofmelody,

motive, harmony, orchestration and vocal timbre, texture, rhythm/meter and form. The

following chapters will demonstrate Puccini's application ofthese elements in the creation

ofthe dramatic structure ofMadama Butterfly in its own unique musical world.

BecauseMadama Butterfly is the only one ofPuccini's operas to juxtapose

Eastern with Western culture, setting a theme or motive to elements which contrast most

in the two cultures' musical styles assumes major dramatic significance. In spite of

2 Adriana Guarnieri Corazzol, "Opera and Verismo: Regressive Points ofView and the Artifice
ofAlienation," Cambridge Opera Journal 5, no. 1 (1993): 40-41. Carl Dahlhaus notes that in terms of
popular aesthetics ofthe time, naturalism was viewed in terms of its more brutal aspects, and that these
qualities of Tosca, Madama Butterfly, and La Fanciu//a del West cause Puccini to be considered among
the veristi. Nineteenth Century Music. 353.

3 In Tosca, "pentatonic and whole-tone melodic material, supported by diminished, half
diminished, augmented, and whole-tone chords function in a diatonic context, with conventional
cadences," in which "a surface radicalism hides a clear, conventional functionality." Roger Parker,
"Analysis: Act I in Perspective," in Mosco Carner, Giacomo Puccini: Tosca (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1985), 134. This also applies to Madama Butterfly and, as can be seen below, is true of
Puccini's use ofform, as well as melody and harmony.
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Puccini'sweat pains to obtain authentic Japanese folk and art music and to compose

additional material in·a similar style, his use ofnon-diatonic scales and harmonies is

sometimes ambiguous; thesetnaterials were prominent in·contemporary European stYles,

as well as ,frequently used to signify "other.,,4 Julian Smith has correctly observed that

Puccini avoided falling into the trap'ofwriting an exotic opera, and that his musical

language in Bqtterfly is in a "direct line ofdevelopment" from his previous operas. Smith

believes that most ofthe actual Japane$e motives used by Puccini are absorbed into his

own style, with meanings·not always clearly "Eastern" or "Western.,,5

The interpretations in the following chapters will consider the combinatioq. of

melodic, harmonic, rhythmic, and timbral elements, in addition to text and context, in

scenes expressing Butterfly's hamartia and challenges. An introductory discussion of

individual elements permits a closer look at their contributions to this drama. Drabkin

identifies the main features ofPuccini's musical language-melody and timbre-as

4 "The use ofexotic elements in Puccini's music is not owing to cbahge, but to a deep-seated
psycholo8ical relation between primitive music·and exoticism on the one bahd and impressionism on the
other." Mosco Carner, "The ExoticElementinPuccint" Musical Quarterly (January, 1936): 47. Michael
Saftle comments on a Tur(Jfldot eX3lllPle: ~Pu~p~ts.an 'exotic' setting ofa pentatonic melody
consisting ofseventh chordS andchordS with added notes, creating an effect at once reminiscent both of
the Far East and ofDebttssy's and Faure's vocal works. The harmonic richness ofaccompaniments like
this, combined with the 'exotic' flavor ofPucci:nfs melodies, brings East and West tog~ther with
considerable sqccess in this and other scenes from Madama Butterfly and TfJrandot." "'Exotic' Harmony
in La Fanciulla del·West and TuramJot," in Esoti$fllO e colore locale nell' opera di Puccini: Atti dell
convegno internazionale SJJll' opera di Giacomo Puccini, 00. Jtitgen Maehder (Pisa: Giardini, 1985), 128.

5 Julian Smith, "Musical Exoticism inMadama Buttey.fly,"in Esotismo e colore locale nell'
opera di Puccini: Atti del I convegno internazionale sull' opera di Giacomo Puccini, cd. Jlirgen Maehder
(Pisa: Giar4ini, 1985), 112, 114.
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challenges to its analysis.6 As can be seen below, these elements, together with rhythm,

also happen to be some ofthe elements which most contrast in Western and Eastern

musical styles

Musical Elements in Puccini

Melody

Puccini's syllabic text-setting style (much influenced by Massenet, as noted in

Chapter One), as well as his often speech-like conjunct melodic shape, contribute greatly

to the naturalness and believability ofthis opera's scenes. Robert Lawrence describes the

opening conversation in Madama Butterfly between Pinkerton and Goro as "in essence,

play-actkg in the style of the London-New York theater: repartee and badinage ... in a

manner nearer to the timing ofspoken drama than anything that has gone before in opera

... 'throwing away' certain phrases ... bringing others forward with lightning effect.'"

Against this natural conversational background, which adds much to the intimate

chamber quality ofthe opera, disjunct melodic contours stand out dramatically, especially

where they contain particularly large intervals, as in moments ofButterfly's anagnorisis.

The usually diatonic melodies in this opera also contrast with the pentatonic and

whole-tone scales used by Puccini to suggest exoticism or "other." The unique intervals

in the latter scales can also suggest threat (such as previous European associations with

6 William Drabkin, "The Musical Language of!.A Boheme," in Arthur Groos and Roger Parker,
Giacomo Puccini: "La Boheme" (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986),86.

, Robert Lawrence, "Madama Butterfly," in Giacomo Puccini, Madama Butterfly, Vocal Score
(New York: G. Schirmer, 1963), vii.
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the augmented fourth diabo/us in musica). Their communication ofdramatic elements to

audiences is therefore not through the recognition of specific Japanese themes, but in the

perception ofthese elements as "other" and threatening; much ofthis perception depends

on whether and how they are harmonized (see Harmony and Texture, below).

In addition to contrasts of culture and ambience, melodic contours and direction

can also be associated with gender, emotion, and power. Although some writers have

briefly considered these associations,8 none has explored them in any depth. Becau~ such

associations are particularly prominent in Madama Butterfly, they can be used to interpret

Butterfly's increasing tragic power. Certain contours initially associated with the foreign

males are later appropriated by Butterfly. For example, the ascending arpeggiated themes

sung by the two Americans at the beginning ofthe opera characterize a strong masculine

and imperialist character. These occur both in Pinkerton's opening aria and the "Star

Spangled Banner" strains which introduce it, as well as in the consul's first-act theme and

Pinkerton's second aria. Later in the act, Pinkerton orders the Bonze offhis property in

similar, militant ascending arpeggios.9 But by the second act, Butterfly herself is singing

8 Sandra Corse has compared melodic contours in Puccini's "stronger" and "weaker" heroines.
"Mi chiamano Mimi: The Role ofWomen in Puccini's Operas," Opera Quarterly 1, no. 1 (1983): 101-15.

9 In discussing Rodolfo's Nei cieli bigi theme, Julian Budden notes that the "rising major-key
arpeggio is a well-known topos ofyouthful idealism." Puccini (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2(02),
158. On another occasion he says that Puccini often uses this device per raffigurare un jeune premier (to
represent a young leading man). "La dissociazione del leitmotiv nelle opere di Puccini," In Biagi
Ravenni, Gabriella and Carolyn Gianturco, eds., Giacomo Puccini L 'uomo, it musicista, it panorama
europeo: Atti del Convegno internazionale di studi su Giacomo Puccini nel 70° anniversario della morte
(Lucca: LIM, 1997),454. Bernard Keefe comments on the "upward thrusting arpeggio which expresses
Scarpia's lust," an upward arpeggio symbolizing Tosca's knife thrust. culminating in a high C, and a
gentled upward arpeggio of Cavaradossi "softened into a melodic caress" in "0 dolce mani." ''The Music
ofPuccini's Tosca," in Tosca, ed. Nicholas John (London: John Calder and New York: Riverrun Press,
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some ofthe arpeggios associated with male power. There is power, too, in octave leaps,

which are the most typical intervals characterizing Butterfly's moments ofanagnorisis.

The melodic sequence ascending by whole tones in Butterfly's entrance, steeper

than the usual diatonic major, establishes a hopeful, positive association in the early part of

the opera (although the "curse," a briefer, three-note whole-tone ascent, has negative

associations from its first occurrence, mostly by virtue ofits dotted rhythm and minor

harmonization). From Butterfly's final returoto the stage and recognition ofPinkerton's

wife, the prevalent descending whole-tone patterns denote the loss ofhope.

Motiveffheme

Puccini's distinctive use of recurring themeslO demonstrates his ability to build

dramatic structure through the music ofan act, and Madama Buuerfly represents the

highest development ofthis ability. Earlier nineteenth-century opera had used orchestral

motives to represent characters or ideas, and the orchestra also repeated melodies

previously sung. But Wagner's use of Ieitmotives as an organizing principle for an entire

opera stimulated French and Italian composers to further experimentation. Puccini was

the most successful among them at systematically highlighting motives to express a

singer's thoughts, or to signal something to the audience that the singer does not yet

1982), 18.

10 Although many writers use "motive" and "theme" interchangeably, here the former will
designate patterns ofonly a few notes, and the latter somewhat longer patterns.
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know. FromManon Lescaut on, he incorpotated recurring themes not only for their

emotional recalling effect, but as a unifYing and form-building technique.)

Roger P3fker refers to "analytical diStractions engc;ndered by the use ofrecurring

musical themes," and by Puccini's unique use ofthem in delineating form. Parker

considers the motives to be one ofthe greatest barriers toirtterpretation ofPuccini's

operas, while opera notes pt~pared for nQn-specialists focus on them as structural guides

for the listener.11 Due to the great ecopomy ofPuccjpi's melodic language, the repetition

ofa pattern mayormay not carry motivic significance.12 Parker suggests that the

listener's need to find such significance will determine tnotivic labelling.13

if

Although melody is the most important component ofPuccini's motives, they are

made up ofmultiple musical elements, which may be varied for dramatic effect in

subsequent repetitions. Some ofthe eleJPents he most commonly uses in thematic

11 Roger Parker, "Analysis: Act I in Perspective," in Mosco carner, Giacomo Puccini: Tosca

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 135. Examples ofsuch lay guides include Ray S.
MacDonald, PUCCini, King ofVerismo (New York; Vantage Press, 1973), and Spike Hughes, Famous
Puccini Operas: An Analytical GuNk for the Opera Goer andArmch4ir Listener (New York: Dover
Publi~ons, 1972).

12 "On occasions Puccini seepisto dlsregardany previous association and employ themes as part
ofa purely musical stnlctllre" and "in the wealth ofreeurting features," some may be merely."casual
repetition ofa personal cliche." Parlcer, "ActI in Perspective:' 138, 142.

13 Ibid., 1~8. A$ will be seen below, there is a great prevalence oftbjrds (especially
"oscillating" thirds) and seconds in Puccini's\motives for Madama Butterfly. A large number ofthemes
in this opera can be related to these intervals, as can theangJttented fourth intervaI and the added sixth
chord. Because ofthe common small interVals used in the motives, Antonino Titone relates each Butterfly
motive to every other, reducingthttn~ to cells oftwo- and three,.DOte segments. Vissi d'arte: Puccini e
if disfacimento delmelodramma (Milan: Gian.giacomo Fe1trinelli, 1972). Although the interrelationships
ofMadama Butterfly'S motives are striking, the dramatic impact ofa theme depends on many :factors
beyondjust these cell materials.
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statement, recurrence, and transformation are described below. Scoring and dynamics

also increase motivic effectiveness. A favorite technique, used frequ~ntly inMadama

Butterfly, is to jntroduce a mprlve quietly in.th~ orchestra, only later fully revealing its

meaning through context andlor sung text.

Puccini's motives are otl:~n distinguished by "an unexpected note, harmony, or

rhythmic quirk," contributing to their memorability. Julian Budden uses the image ofa

prism in descnlJing these motives in their different. settings, commenting on the ditferent

meanings associated with the same motive, depending on context and scoring.14 This

efficiency permits Puccini to achieve formal unity within a natural sequence·ofevents. 15

In this studY,·the primary motives associated with Butterlly's hamartia and

challenges will be traced in their many contexts. Just as the elements ofclassic tragedy

have been effective over the centuries due to their embodiment ofbasic human

wlnerabilities,so reinforcement ofthe tragic elements in easily perceived musical motives

has created a highly accessible opera ofenduring popular appeal.

Harmony

Haq:nony is a significant component ofthe identity ofa motive or theme. When

pentf,ltonic and whole-tone themes are set iti unison or octaves, they most clearly carry the

14 Budden demonstrates with the three .contexts ofHana saku haru, a Japanese melody used as
the pOstlude to Butterfly's entrtUlCe. She later tranSforms it into a westem-style arioso, and it appears in
the introducf0lY music to the finalaet "shorn ()f its Western accessories and speeded up ... to indicate the
city's waking." Julian Budden. "Forte e nuova, rna non facile," inMitdama Butterfly: 1904-2004, ed.
liaria NariCfi (Milan: Rieordi, 2004), 27.

15 Julian Budden, Puccini, 36, 274, 478.
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significance of"other." The following discussion will describe the effect ofhannony on

the possible multiple meanings ofa motive and the typical harmonies used at moments of

climax.

In Puccini's attraction to exoticism for the opportunity to expand his melodic and

harmonic materials within a tonal structure, Debussy's examples provided him with

models for new freedom and harmonic enrichment. His previous experience and training

in French traditions made him particularly receptive to these models, and Puccini was

probably more influenced by Debussy than any other composer outside France, an

influence most clearly heard in Butterfly.16 He had been using diminished, secondary, and

dominant sevenths (with much parallel chromatic "side-slipping"), as well as whole-tone

scales and harmony, as early as Edgar and Manon Lescaut, actually anticipating Debussy

in such techniques. Carner assumes that Russian composers probably influenced both

Puccini's and Debussy's interest in whole-tone effects. 17

In addition to the distinctive ways in which Puccini hannonizes the prominent

motives in Madama Butterfly, he uses impressionistic harmonies to provide exotic

16 Although often used to establish an "other-worldly atmosphere," certain harmonic aspects of
Impressionism are also used in Puccini's "normal" style. In delineating the four "tin13" used in Turandot,
Ashbrook and Powers contrast Chinoiserie, Dissonance, and Middle Eastern tin13 with the "normal
Puccinian 'Romantic-diatonic' style ofManon Lescaut, La Boheme, and Tosca." This style is
characterized by "traditional European tonal-harmonic base colored by piquant pseudo-modal touches
produced by replacing the leading tone with the lowered seventh scale degree and by occasionally using
the lowered second scale degree in the minor mode, and often featuring the so-called violinata, in which
strings in three or four octaves sound a strong legato melody with wind harmonies in the background."
William Ashbrook and Harold Powers, Turandot, 94.

17 Mosco Camer, "Portrait ofDebussy: Debussy and Puccini," Musical Times 108, no. 1492
(June 1967): 504.
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ambience. IS As part ofthis harmonic language, Puccini frequently used the submediant

andlor supertonic chords at moments ofclimax (temporary minor areas). A supertonic

seventh chord·(half-ditninished in a minor key) often underlie~ Butterfly's high climactic

pitches, and seems to be oneofJ:lQCcini's favorite harmonic colors. Roger Parker

mentions its q'ubiquity" in late nineteenth-century Italian opera, particularly in "action"

scenes.19

Frequent briefmodulations are also characteristic ofPuccini's writing. They are

often used subtly in anaceompaniment, to give variety to a melody without interrupting itS
j

continuity.20 .Sequences build intensity with repetitions at higher intervals, even more
"

often in descriptive orchestr~ passages than in arias.

Some controversies on the dram,tic role played by tonal areas in Verdi have

camed over into Puccini studies.21 Following Allan Atlas's publication ofan article on the

dramatic significance oftonal areas in the Butterfly love duet (the meaning ofwhich he

extends to the beginning and ending ofthe opera),22 Roger Parker responded in a follow-

IS Here we can extend the term "repatriatipn" usedby Arthur Groos fpr perfprmances pf
Madama Butterfly in Japan tp.~ utilizatiPll ofimpressionistic techniques in represqttation ofa Asian
subject. Del>ussy was considerably influenced in devel<>ping his harmonic style (what came later to be
known as "Impressionism") by ASian performanCes (especially Indonesiangamelan) at the Paris
Exppsitions in 1889 and 1900.

19 Roger Parker, "ActOne in Perspective," 131.

20 Jay Nicolaisen. Italian Opera in Transition, 194.

21 Many Puccini scholars are also prpminent Verdi scholars. These include Julian Budden,
William Ashbrook, Roger Parker, and others.

22 Allan Atlas, "Cros~Stars and CrOS$Cd Tonal Areas in Puccini's Madama Butterfly," I9h

Cefltury Musjc 14, 00. 2 (1990): 186-96.
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up article, and Atlas commented in reply.23 Parker disagrees that Puccini consciously

developed a long-range tonal plan in this opera. At a 2004 conference, he suggested that

considering key areas to be "easily coded theatrical signifiers isolated from the processes

that generated them" detracts from Puccini's more expressive musical aspects. Parker

suggests that analyzing the love duet, as well as the rest of the opera, should involve not

only tonality, but stage business, stage picture, thematic recall, etc. which present "a

multivalent surface.,,24 Not all who use this term agree on its scope. Atlas argues that

some consider it synonymous with "ambiguity," and disagrees with this, finding a place

within the concept ofmultivalence for his tonal analysis.25

Timbre-Orchestration

Puccini's orchestration contributes greatly to the success ofhis operas. Bernard

Keefe states, "I know offew composers who understood so well the emotional potential

ofevery instrument in the orchestra," and that Puccini could "trigger any emotion with

just the sound ofan instrument in a certain register, or in a particular lay-out ofa chord."

23 Roger Parker and Allan Atlas, "A Key for Chi? Tonal Areas in Puccini," 1()Ih Century Music
15 (1992): 229-34.

24 Roger Parker, "The Act I Love Duet: Some Models (Interpretative and Otherwise)," paper
presented at Madama Butterfly: L'Orientalismo di Fine Secolo, L'Approccio Pucciniano La Ricezione,
Convegno Internazionale di Stodi, Lucca e Torre del Lago, 28-30 Maggio 2004.

25 Allan Atlas, "Multivalence, Ambiguity and Non-ambiguity: Puccini and the Polemicists."
Journal ofthe Royal Musical Association 118 (1993): 73-93. Currently the term "multivalence" is used
in several ways. Although it initially designated the different symbolic systems ofopera, each carrying
meaning, it seems now to apply also to multiple possible interpretations for a single element.
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He also praises Puccini's matching oforchestration to the characteristics ofthe voice.26

Madmna Butterfly is sCored for three flutes (one·doubling on piccolo), two oboes, English

horn, two clarinets and bass clarinet, four horns, three trumpets, three trombones plus a

bass trombone, timpani, side drum, and harp, in addition to a full string section and an

assortment of$pecial percussion. Examination ofthe full score reveals Puccini's mastery

ofall sections ofthe orchestra, including frequent and detailed tempo, dynamic,

articulation/muting markings for strings and horns, and nuanced expressive markings.

Even more important for atmosphere ill this opera than Puccini's setting of

pentatonic and other modes is his scoring to imitate Japanese instruments. To create these

sounds, he expanded his percussion section to include tam-tam, Japanese tam-tam, and

"low tam-tam," handbell, tubular chimes, keyboard glockenspiel, and JapaQ.ese bells, in

addition to bird whistles, cannon shot, and chains for sound effects. Plucked strings and

muted strings and brass, as well as extensive use ofdouble-reed woodwinds and flutes,

also contribute to these effects. Such scoring for percussion, winds, and strings can

reinforce the oriental implication ofa pentatonic melody harmonized in unison. As can be

seen in Act I, however, the same "Japanese" melody ~an be transformed in its cultl.lfal

association when set homophonically and scored fQr flowing strings.

Probably the most significant timbre which Puccini scored was "the sound of

silence." Complete silence is one ofthe most effective intensifiers ofa scene, for example

26 Bernard Keefe, "The music ofPuccini's Tosca," 20-21.
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when the consul, in Act II, asks Butterfly what she would do ifher husband never returns.

PercusSive sounds, following this silence, are particularly effective an4 threatening.

Timbre--Vocal

The evolution ofthe types ofsoprano performing Buttertly corresponded with the

increased dramatic weight ofthe role. MQre complex differentiation ofsoprano, tenor,

and baritone voices evolved throughout the nineteenth century, with the development of

national schools ofvocal technique and pedagogy, and larger orchestras and performance

venues.27 Paulllobinson has COJl}j]1ented on Verdi's "creation and exploration ofvoice

types that convey a sense ofpower." The traditional voice types ofhis time were

insufficient for the characters that Verdi conceived; he needed far more volume and

intensity, particularly in the new high baritone and mezzo roles that he scored. In addition

to these new voice types, Verdi frequently scored more extreme tessituras (both high and

low) for his tenors and sopranos than previous composers; the upper G to high C range,

used in Verdi climaxes, requires greater physical effort by singers. Audiences re<lct to the

piercing sound, and to the observation ofthe increased physical energy required.

Robinson suggests that "Perhaps unconsciously We associate the physical strength that

makes such singing possible with a more abstract manifestation ofpower in the realm of

politics," and Verdi's males were frequently very political. In mezzos, Verdi explored

agressiveness and "tension-ridden relations between mothers and children" as well as the

27 "Sopranos" and "Tenors," in The NeW Grove Dictionary ofOpera, Vol. 4.
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"agonies ofspurned women."28 William Ashbrook also traces the development ofthese

more veristic voice types, beginning with Verdi's middle period operas. There was more

emphasis on "dramatic vehemence," with less on refined technique than "stentorian high

notes, italicized declamation, extremes ofvocal color, and a whole repertory of

extramusical effects.,,29 With Verdi and other versimo composers as models, Puccini

expanded the depiction ofdramatic and emotional subtleties through his knowledge ofthe

expressive capabilities ofwomen's voice types, shown most impressively in Madama

Butterfly. Robinson has suggested that "the second act ofMadama Butterfly does for

female singers what Sigfried does for men. ,,30

Puccini chose Rosina Storchio (1876-1945), a light lyric soprano, to be his first

Butterfly. She had played Musetta in a Rome La Boheme, and also Donizetti and Weber

roles. But for Brescia, Puccini chose Salomea Krusceniski, a dramatic soprano, and

approved Enuny Destinn for the role in London; both women were noted for performing

the roles ofAida and Gioconda.31

28 Paul Robinson, Opera andIdeas: From Mozart to Strauss. New York: Harper & Row, 1985,
168, 169, 175, 178.

29 William Ashbrook, The Operas ofPuccini (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1985),81.

30 Paul Robinson, Opera and Ideas, 169.

31 Ashbrook notes that "the prominence given these two dramatic sopranos suggests that Puccini
later modified his original view ofButterfly as a sort of Japanese doll and came to stress more the tragic
aspects of the role. He also says that fifteen years later, Puccini agreed that Storchio's interpretation was
"too brittle, her gestures too kittenish." Ibid., 114 and 114 n.
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A tradition ofcasting lirico-spinto voices, both for Butterfly and for Pinkerton, has

continued. Much ofthe Butterfly role lies·quite low in tessitura, and except for the final

high C in the love duet (the final high D flat at the close ofthe entrance is optional), high

B flat is the usual climax note (as it is for the tenor).32 A lirieo-spinto voice has a full

lower register, and a rich mixed quality in the higher range, containing the overtones of

what is referred to as "the singer's formant." .Such brilliance enables the vQice to cut

through a heavy orchestration and establishes its dominance.33 Butterfly is unique in
'1

Puccini's work in these vocal demands, with.Turmdot the only larger voice. Roger

Parker argues that PtJccini does not usually choose keys to fit any long-range tonal

planning, but to accommodate the sound and ease oftenors or sopranos in specific

registers.34 In contrast with the voice types ofthe bel ClQIto period, where orchestral

textures were far less dense, and legato line withfioritura provided the expressiveness,

heavier voices and more dramatic effects were the qorm in late nineteenth-centwy opera.

Voice-type differences are not absolute, however, but occur·along a spectrum ofrelatively

32 The high Dflat as final note in Butterfly's entrance bas beenprlnted as an option since the
1907 Paris version ofthe opera. The comfortable tessitura for most lirico-spinto sopranos does not
include this pitch, and few roles are scored above high C for this type ofvoice.

33 In the operas of this peri~ the timbre ofthe vocal sound itsel( and musical phrasing,
rbecome the priority, especially in the higher climactic registers, often compromising diction orverbal
phrasing. This contrastsgreat1y with the vocal priorities in art songs and earlier opera.

34 In most Puccini tenor arias, "high Bflat is the highest note which a tenor can be relied upon
to sing with security while stiUsoundipg in love (as opposed to in pain orpatrlotic fervour)." Roger
Parker, "Analysis: Act I in Perspective," 127. The same is true, an octave higher, ofthe soprano voice
types.usually associated with the Butterfly role.
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"heavier" and "lighter." Lyric sopranos, staged ina smaller venue with reduced orchestra,

are often very successfulin the role.

The frequent indications ofcrescendo, decrescendo, and messa di voce in this

opera also relate to voice type, requiring not only changes in dynamics, but changes in

vibrato speed and timbral mix. Portamenti and rubafo are major components ofPuccini's

1I
style, and as in other verismo operas, gasps, sobs, etc. add to the realism ofthe Butterfly

.. role. Similar marker& ofemotion also contnoutegreatly to the roles ofSuzuki, Sharpless,

and Pinkertotl--'-the final act remorse ofthe latter is far more believable through the sobs

in his voice. None ofthese elements can be determined exactly from notation. Training in
I

the performing traditions (which vary over time) is essential, aswell as a sensitive rapport

between the conductor and singers for effective dramatic realization.

Texture

As noted above (under Hannony), the meaning ofa theme can be varied through

the different textures in which it may be set. To emphasize the Japanese nature ofa

pentatonic theme, scoring i$ usually in qnison or octaves.35 The typical octave support

(usually "violinitii') ofa homophonic-harmonized theme establishes the Puccinian "norm"

(see note in Harmony~on above). This is one ofthe most important distinctions in

interpreting a motive as "Eastern" or "Western."

35 An example ofheterophony, a typical texture ofJapanese traditional art music, occurs in the
wedding scene in Act I,just after 83.
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In addition, Puccini achieves natural flow in his operas by integration ofaril\S into

the surrounding musical material. Part ofthis integration is supported by making the

beginning ofthe aria sound more conversational than aria-like.36 Carner notes that arias

rand duets always arise out ofthe situation, or conversely, that "the course ofaction is

always so directed as to demand culmination in a lyrical e:tfusion." 37 Helen Greenwald

attributes the continuous flow to the fact that in Puccini, the frequentarioso texture

functions more within the conte~ ofthe larger scene or seque~ceofmusi((al·events,

without a sharp separation from the continuous-texture conversational parts.38

Tosca and Madama Butterfly contain lessensemble singing than any ofthe.other

Puccini operas, showing that their libretti follow more closely the structure ofstage plays

consisting mostly ofdialogue.39 Mt;ldama Buttetfly is comprised mostly ofscenes built

around the interactions oftwo or three people. (Note that a section termed "duet" usually

consists mostly ofdialogue or monologue, with infrequent a due singing).4() The most

36 Jay Nicolaisen. Italian Opera in Transition, 1871-1893. Studies in Musicology, No. 31 (Ann

Arbor, MI: UMI Research press, 1977), 233. Nicolaisen notes that hannonic and melodic factors also
contribute to this continuity in arias.

37 Mosco Carner, Puccini: A Critical Biography, 3rd ed. (New York: ;Holmes and Meier
Publishers, Inc., 1992), 315.

38 Helen Greenwald, Dramatic Exposition andMusical Style in Puccini's Operas (phD

dissertation, City University ofNew York, 1991), 157-58. The endings ofaria and duet sections are often
open, with inconclusive cadences.

39 William Ashbrook, The Operas ofPuccini, 82.

4() See also notes on "duet" in Form sectionbelow.
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frequent texture is therefore stile mis/o, the hybrid speech-like style between recitative and

arioso, usually lightly·scored.

Scoring for chorus can be considered>bothtexture and timbre. InMadama

Butterfly, Puccini uses the chorus in quite a different way than does Verdi, mostly to

establish the color and context in Act I. The chorus repr~ts the mends and relatives of

Butterfly, and extensive cuts in their.presentation, while considerably tightening the first

act, diminished the detailedrepresentation ofButtertly's interactions and dependence on

them. In weakeningthese ties, as well as making Butterfly's character lessJapanese, the

changes also weakened the significance ofher alienation and isolation following the curse

ofthe Bonze.41

RhythmIMeter

Established European associations with certain rhYthmic pa.tterns proved useful to

Puccini. A frequent ,device in the melodramatic operas ofthe verismo period was the

tremolo.to suggest foreboding, which Puccini frequently scores inMadama Butterfly

(depending on implied harmony, it can have positive meaning as well). Another figure, the

anapest (two or more short durations, followed by a longer one) is described by Frits

Noske as "a musical figure ofdeath," and Theodore Gentry has explored this figure as a

41 Linda Fairtile, Giacomo Puccini's Operatic Revisions as Manifestations ofHis
Compositional Priorities (phD disse¢.ltion, New York University, 1995), 173,216.
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symbol ofdeath in Tasca.42 But this figure also happens to be a typical Japanese rhythm,

and it is pervasive inMadama Butterfly, firstheacd in the prelude's "Nagasaki"theme.4
:J

Meter and rhythm cannot be readily separated frO)ll other thematic elemen.ts. As in

other nineteent4-century operas, rhythmic elements may be the most (or even only)

distinctive signifiersofa motive. Achange in rhythm or meter often mar~ a new section,

as does a change in tonal area, texture, or harmony. Helen Greenwald has described how

the typical metric signifiers ofPuccini's heroines attheir entrances contrast with those of

their male counterparts, as well as with metrical contexts preceding their entrances.44 In

this opera, Bl,Jttertly rarely sings to a triple meter (although the Americans frequently do
"

so), but in the traditional Japanese duple meter.

William Ashbrook has observed that in phrases where Puccini wants to stress the

vocal melody, the vocal and orchestral rhythms coincide; at other times, vocal lines are

heard against a different rhythm in the orchestra. Orchestral off-beats, under a vocal

42 Frits Noske, "The Musical Figure ofDeatb," in The Signifier and the Signified: Studies in the

Operas ofMozart and Verdi (The Hague: Nijhoff, 1977). Theodore Gentry, "Musical Symbols ofDeath
in Tosca," Opera Quarterly 14, 110.14 (1998): 59-69. (This figure also occurs in the funeral corteges for
the Prince ofPersia and for Liti in Turandot.)

43 See Act I, rehearsal numbers ~ and!.

44 Helen Greenwald, "Character Distinction and Rhythmic Differentiations in Puccini's
Operas," in Giacomo Puccini L 'uomo, il musicista, il panorama europeo: Atti del Convegno
ihtemazionale di studi su Giacomo Puccini nel10oanniversario della morte (Lucca, 25-29 novembre
1994). Gabriella Biagi Ravenni andeamlyn Giantm"co, editors. (Lucca: LIM, 1997),495-515.
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melody, "impart a f~1ing ofurgency,,,45 and Puccini uses syncopation and hemiola in

many ways in this opera. Once again, the combination ofthese elements with others will

determine possible interpretations.

Form

Puccini's forms are so clear from the Smallest to largest level that they have been

the focus ofmuch scholarly attention. More importantly, they have contributed greatly to

.J

the immediate comprehensibility ofhis works. Helen Greenwald has expanded Carner's

observation ofthe bipartite structure ofPuccini's acts, suggesting a frequent division into

comiclseriousand kineticlstatic sections (apattem that is especially clear in the first act of

Madama Butterfly).46 The se~ons ofPuccini's arias and longer scenes are clearly

delineated by emotional focus. Michele Girardi uses a different formal analysis technique

for each opera in his 2000 volume; it is notable that his analysis ofMadama Butterfly

follows an entirely different strategy from that fOF La boheme and Tosca, dealing with

themes rather than a typical operatic structure. 47

In his discussion ofrealism in opera, Carl Dahlhaus notes the increased importance

ofthe duet by the time ofLa Traviata. "Dialogue ... came to occupy the foreground as a

medium ofdramatic confrontation. Accordingly, the duet isthe form in which realist

45 William Ashbrook:, The Operas ofPuccini, 60-61.

46 Helen Greenwald, Dramatic Exposition andMUsical Style in Puccini's Operas. (phD
dissertation, City Unjversity ofNew York, 1991), xii.

47 Michele Girardi, Puccini: His International Art.
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tendencies, ifany, will be found ... [It is] clear that the essential unit ofthe musical fonn

is not the larger~on designated by tempo but the melodic unit in which one emotion at

a time is expressed.,,48 This concept is partiCularly important inMadama Butterfly.49

The Centro Studi Giacomo Puccini sponsored a 2001· conference focused on

Italian <lperatic forms during Puccini's·composjtional career, and the new formal systems
,

emerging in the 1880sftom previous traditions. Harold Powers, who promoted la solita

forma (the customary fonn) as a basis for analysis ofmuch ofVerdi, was the keynote

speaker. He suggested that·in the late nineteenth century, "with the~~ion of

dramatic events replacing the ordering ofmusical genres as the dominant organizing

criterion," the previous fonnal org~ons were no longer applicable. Alternating

sections of parlante were accompanied by continuous orchestral texture, and where vocal

melody dOJ;ninated, the orchestra was subordinate. He also noted that (as discussed in

Chapter One) distinctions among verse meters and stanza designs became f~ less

influential.50 Examining episodes inManon Lescaut and Turandot, Powers finds no

consi~ent solita or insolitaforma, and concludes, "there is no general analyticpremise

48 earl Dablhaus. Realism in Nineteehth Century Music (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1985),66-67.

49 William Ashbrook finds this opera to contain the most extended duets in all Puccini's works,
including the first interchange between Pinkerton and the consnl, the love duet, and the seCond act
conVersation between the consul and Butterfly. The Operas ofPuccini, 122.

50 Harold Powers, "Form and Formula," in Studi Pucciniani 3 (Lucca: Centro studi Giacomo
Puccini, 2004), 38.
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comparable to la solitaforma that I know of to help in interpretirtg Puccini, let alone his

contemporaries."SI

At the same conference, David Rosen discqssed Girardi's choice to analyze the La

boheme scene in Act I between Rodolfo and Mimi as lasolitliforma, labelling parts as

tempo d'atfacco, cantabile, tempo di mezzo, and cabaletta. Rosen concludes that

although the duet has some resemblances to the older form, there are far more differences.

He determines that "it is unlikely that the) template elucidates either PuccWi's relationship

to this duet orthe 1896 audience's reception ofit."s2

The following discussion will examine the musical motives and themeS most

important to the dramatic structure ofclassic tragedy inMadama Butterfly in their

introduction, rect.lITences, and juxtapositions. The ways in which the$e motives and

themes build and reinforce..Butterfly's hamartia, as well as repeatedly challenge it, will be
•

interpreted through their·most prominent musical features, building on the contexts

described above and depending principally on the specific musico-dramatic features of

Puccini's score.

SI Ibid., 49.

52 David Rosen, '''La solitaforma' in Puccini's Operas?," In Studi Pucciniani 3 (Lucca; Centro
studi Giacomo Puccini, 2004), 199.
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C~apterFive: Madama Buttel!fly-AnInterpretation: Act I

This chapter will examine how the .prominent musical motives·and themes of

Madama Butterfly closely correspond to the dram~tic elements ofclassical tragedy and the

depiction ofa powerful tragic heroine. These dramatic elements include:

1. The heroine's basic goodness, innocence, and youth
2. Her errors in judgment/hamartia
3. "Cosmic collusion" (fate), and her struggles against that fate.
4. Her moments oftr~gic recognltionlanagnorisis

The following musioal themes fhune, l define, and challenge the.heroine, in their

frequent recurrences. Scenes selected for description and interpretation are those in which

these themes most effectively advance the tragic action.

I. Butterfly's hamartia; her confident but misplaced trust is represented by
repeated themes from the following:

A. "The Star Spangled·Banner": Butterfly's faith in America, her
"American dream.,,2

B. Spira suI mare, sulla terra: Butterfly's entrance love music,
representing faith in a man, her "dream oflove."

C. Un bel di: Butterfly's Act IT reassertion ofher faith in the American
man, following her three-year wait.

IT. Challenges to Butterfly's faith (pentatonic or whole-tone·theftles; three from
authentic Japanese sources). Labels are suggested by the context in which each
theme is first heard.

A. "Fate" (last part ofEchigojishi): the inexorable forces beyond
Butterfly's control, .defined by her lineMail turbine rovescia Ie quercie

1 Dtfferent approaches to framing can elicit different interpretations ofQpemtic works. Steven
Huebner suggests that frame is "a construct in interpretation and criticjsm." "Thematic Recall in Late
Nineteenth-Century Opem," in Studi Pucciniani 3 (Lucca: Centro studi Giacomo Puccini, 2004), 102.

2 This theme introduces Pinkerton's entmnce aria, but is taken over in Butterfly's thoughts
following his departure.
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piit robuste (But the whirlwind uproots th~ strongest oak
tree}-pentatonic. anapest rhythm.

B. "Death" (Uf!lenoharu): a conceptijrst associated with Butterfly's
father's death,. then his dagger and his suicide, and finally with Butterfly's
death-pentatonic, anapest rhythm.

C. "Curse"): the rejection ofButterfly by her relatives and culture
precipitated by her conversion to Christianity-whole-tone, dotted rhythm,
created by Puccini.

D. "Sbarne"(Suiryobu~hi): Butterfly's Act II description ofthe shame in
resunrlttglife as a geisha or beggar, and her preferencefor death
-penta-tonic, anapest rhythm.

Focusing on these major motives and themes in the most dramatic oftheir

recurrences, the study will also describe the musical introductions for each act,·which set

the ambience. The distinct vocal contours ofButterfly's moments ofanagnorisis are

noted, as wen as their orchestral settings. EXaJnples from the score will be designated by

act (Roman numeral), rehearsal number (underlined), and numb¢r ofmeasures before or

after the rehearsal number.

Melodic contour, hartnol1Y, timbre (including articulation), rhythm, and texture are

the most significant musical elements ofthe themes used to establish ambience and

differentiate the culture, gender, and attitu~es ofthe characters. Notable among the

themes ~epicting the "other" culture are those authentic Japanese melodies adapted by

Puccini, and those he cpmposed in a similar style or in whole-tone frameworks. Although

most ofthe rest ofthe music is in the "Puccinian Romantic-diatonic norm" (See Chapter

Four, note 17), the styles overlap considerably. Puccini's norm involves much uSe of

expanded dominants, as wen as diminished and half-diminished sevenths, functioning in a

diatonic context. Because these harmonies share intervals with pentatonic and whole-tone
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systems, and because Puccini blurs styles as mentioned above, clear binary cultural

oppositions are infrequent. With an initial significance established for themes in the

context or associated text oftheir first (or early) appearances, they subsequently recur in

the orchestra, emphasizing its Greek chorus "cinematic" function.

Although Puccini's first impulse in this opera was to juxtapose successive scenes

oforiental and western ambience, the Japanese and whole-tone motives and themes

became far more significant dramatically as the opera evolved into a tragic character

study.3 They now have multiple functions. In addition to providing ambience and color,

they also represent the elements ofhuman nature and culture which constitute Butterfly's

fate, relentlessly pursuing her and forcing her final choice.4 For the most striking contrasts

oforiental with western ambience, Puccini directly juxtaposes the most clearly "other"

musical elements (including pentatonic or whole-tone melodies) with more traditional

western styles.

The continuity ofPuccini's compositional style makes it difficult to remove

specific examples from the fabric of the opera for examination. As Bernard Keefe

suggests, "Each mood prepares the way for the next ... ,,5 Puccini assembles the melodic

components ofhis characteristic "mosaics" into cohesive wholes. As Carner states, "To

3 Butterfly is continually present on stage, except for a briefperiod during Act ill, and is the
focus of attention even when she is not on stage. This inspired the great variety and subtlety with which
Puccini imbued her role in the psychological continuity of her development

4 Puccini modifies the style ofone of the "other" themes to approach his "norm" in the dramatic
development ofButterfly and her crisis. (See Chapter Four, note 14.)

5 Bernard Keefe, "The Music ofPuccini's Tosca." in Tosca, English National Opera Guide,
Nicholas John, ed. (London: John Calder and New York: Riverrun Press, 1982),22.
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subject them to fonnal criticism ... would be like smashing a kaleidoscope in order to see

what is inside."6 But for purposes ofthis discussion, the above motives and themes most

fundamental to the opera's dramatic structure will be examined in the context oftheir first

occurrences, as well as in recurrences where increasingly complex orchestral textures

juxtapose and layer melodies that have previously been given an identity. 7

Structure of Act I

Each act ofthe opera has a musical introduction (although not fonnally designated

"overture" or "prelude")-these will be briefly described in their function ofestablishing

the setting (and after Act I, recalling emotions). Act I of the opera is nearly as long as the

following two acts combined and is constructed somewhat similarly to La Boheme and

Otello-a very active, colorful first half, and much more serene and intimate second half

Scenes are not designated as such. However, to understand the parts selected for study in

their dramatic context, it is appropriate to briefly outline each act. The following main

sections comprise Act I:

Musical Introduction for Act I-Establishing the Setting

I. Introduction ofthe Americans: Presentation ofPinkerton and its frame
Pinkerton's framelButterfly's hamartia: The "Star Spangled Banner"
Pinkerton's intent/Butterfly's hamartia

II. Introduction ofthe Japanese bride and her friends: Presentation ofButterfly
and its frame
Japanese frame: Echigojishi
Butterfly's hamartia: Entrance love music

6 Mosco Carner, Puccini: A Critical Biography, 3rd eel. (New York:Holmes and Meier
Publishers, Inc., 1992),317.

7 Although the outline above is thematic, motives and themes will be discussed in the order of
their occurrence in the opera.
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Japanese frame: Hana saku haru
Butterfly's difficult life and challenges to her faith: "Fate"
Challenges to Butterfly's faith: "Death"

m. The wedding scene
ButterflY'$ conversation with Pinkerton and recurrence of"Death"
Butterfly's conversion, further hamartia
Another recurrence of"Death" theme
Wedding blessing, and the "Curse" challenge to Butterfly's faith
American patriarchy banishes Japanese patriarchy

IV. The love duet: Seduction and resistance/hamartia and anagnorisis
Introduction (hamartia ofprotection; hamartia ofassimilation)
Part One (hamartia ofprotection; anagnorisis offamily' s curse)
Part Two (hamartia ofheavenly love; anagnorisis oflove commitment

leading to death)
Part Three (hamartia ofcommon feelings, anagnorisis ofcurse and cruel

treatment ofbutterflies, hamartia oftender love)
Part Four: Reprise ofButterfly's entrance (together, yet far apart)

Musical Introduction for Act I-Establishing the Setting:

A rapid four-voice 2/4 fugue, based on small intervallic patterns, introduces the

opera and its setting.8 The string sections enter in turn, with woodwind and hom chords,

and flute counter-melody. The alternating impressions ofminor and major in the subject

presage many ambiguities to follow in the opera. The subject begins in C minor, but the

accented eighth notes and dotted B-flat create a temporary E flat major feeling before the

minor cadence and the following answer at the fifth. The prevalent thirds and seconds in

the patterns are also found in the majority ofthe motives and themes to come in the opera.

8 Kimiyo Powils-okano compares this piece with the overture to Smetana's The Bartered Bride
(Carner first suggested the resemblance in Puccini: A Critical Biography, 422), and draws many
comparisons to the similarity ofsituation for Butterfly and Smetana's heroine-both are being sold.
Puccini's "Madama Butterfly" (Bonn: Verlag fUr Systematische Musikwissenschaft. 1986), 85.
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Example 5-1, Act I Introduction.

ftTOUNT ri
. ..

;>

~~~-q:;>~>~-~
(~~~~~~~§

Although one might assume that such a distinctive, polyphonic Western form represents

the West (Girardi suggests that it depicts "American efHciency"),9 others see Japanese

imagery in the theme. Julian Budden hears it as representing "the Lilliputian world. of

Loti," and asserts that its freq1,1ent recurrences in Act I are "always with Japanese

associations.,,10 Carner also hears this ambience, wqich to him suggests "tiny tripping

feet-"a quaint, fussy doll-like world.,,11 And Julian Smith insists that compared with the

opening ofPuccini's other operas, this prelude is "curiously neutral, suggesting no

location and no mood."12 Although the dynamics and expression markings, "fortissimo,"

9 Micllele Girardi, Puccini: His International Art, 217.

10 Julian Budden, Puccini, 244.

11 Mosco Carner, Puccini, 422.

12 Julian Sooth, "Musical Exoticism in Madama Butterfly" in Esotismo e colore locale nell'
opera di Puccini:Atti dell convegno internazionale sull' opera di Giacomo Puccini, edt Jiirgen Maehder
(pisa: Giardini, 1985), 113.
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"vigoroso"/sturdy, vigorous,. robust and "rividamente"/coarsely, harshly, ruggedly,

roughly (used at entrance pfeach new section ofthe fugal theme), would seem to

reinforce Girardi's interpretation, perhaps the modal ambiguity (recurrences ofthe fugue

theme feature only the initial minor section) and the srace notes suggest a possible

deliberate cultural. ambiguity.

As ifto clarify any doubt regarding representation ofJapan, the second motive in

the ptelude is set to an anapest rhythm, with accents on the first and final eighth note in

each measure. The contrapuntal texture is replaced with homophony, as the tutti

orchestra supports an inverted triadic harmony (the parallel octaves and fifl:h~ produce an

exotic effec~), with the addition oftriangle and tamborine, and a cymbal con bacchetta di

.ferro (with an iron stick), English hom, trombones and trumpets. This motive is later

identified with the town ofNagasaki itself, as the consul sings the town's name to its

rhythm shortly after his entrance. The motive also for the fitst time presents the typical

Japanese anapest rhythm which recurs frequently, significantly, and ultimately tragically in

the opera.

Example 5-2, Act 1, ~ "Nagasaki" motive
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Example 5·2 (continued)

(na lIa camera in fond" ~lla ca·

The fugue motive (but not texture) returns at ~+7, accompanied by ascending octaves ofa

diminished-seventh harmony, as the curtain opens. The first visual image is a Japanese

house overlooking Nagasaki Harbor, the single setting for the entire opera.13

Once the setting is established through the bustling fugal introduction, the

beginning ofthe first act introduces the leading characters, as well as others oftheir

culture. The personalities, plans~ and assumptions ofthe hero and heroine are divulged to

the audience, who from these revelations already understand the basis for the tragedy.

13 Helen Greenwald, "Picturing Cio-Cio-San: House, screen, and ceremony in Puccini's
Madama ButterflY." Cambridge Opera Journal 12, no. 3 (2001): 237-59. Greenwald comments on
Puccini's cultural accuracy in confining Butterfly to her house, as well as the ritual nature ofher entrance,
bowiI).g, wedding night, and suicide.
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The music that introduces Pinkerton and Butterfly (and becomes part ofher

hamartia) recurs at significant points in the exposition ofher character and faith,

sometimes in dramatic transformation. The following discussion will situate the principal

themes ofthe opera in the dramatic and musical contexts of their first appearances.14

L Introduction of the Americans: Presentation of Pinkerton, and its frame

This section contains an exchange between the hero and the matchmaker regarding

the house to be rented, introduction ofthe servants, and a three-part, almost "double aria"

form (Dovunque a/ mondo-Amore 0 gri//o) followed by a duet (fer /'a/frO, i/ conso/aio)

between the hero and his countryman, the American consul.15

Pinkerton's framelButterfly's hamartia: The "Star Spangled Banner"

The opening scene introduces the hero, U. S. Navy Lieutenant Benjamin Franklin

Pinkerton, and illuminates his personality and cultural values. He is negotiating with a

Japanese matchmaker/salesman on a price for a temporary bride and rental home during

his stay in Japan. The American consul joins the hero to encourage and caution him.

14 In the following sections, briefdramatic descriptions will be followed by text (if any), a
summary of musical elements in the chosen example, the musical example, and summary or transition
statements.

15 Although some critics see this double aria as a throwback to la solita forma (with the first and
second aria constituting the cantabile and caballeta, and the consul's inserted question Ed ebella la
sposa? and matchmaker's response as the tempo di mezzo, followed by the duettino between the two
Americans), David Rosen makes the case that ''vestiges do not constitute the form." David Rosen, "'La
solita forma' in Puccini's Operas?" in Studi Pucciniani 3 (Lucca: Centro studi Giacomo Puccini, 2004),
199.
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From these three men, the audience learns clearly, before ever seeing the heroine, that any

faith she places in a marriage to Pinkerton is doomed.

Having told the consul that he has bought the little house "for nine-hundred and

ninety-nine years, with the option, each month, ofannulling the contract," Pinkerton now

outlines the philosophy ofthe roving "Yankee" who takes his pleasure wherever he finds

it. The audience thereby has prior knowledge ofhis intent for the marriage.

A phrase ofthe "Star Spangled Banner"16 precedes Pinkerton's singing. This

excerpt serves not only to introduce Pinkerton as an imperialist American, but becomes

one ofthe components ofButterfly's hamartia or tragic misassumption-herfaith in a

country she believes to be more supportive ofwomen than her own. The hopes that she

has for an enduring marriage with her future husband, under the laws ofhis country, are

not at all what he intends. Therefore the recurrences ofthis theme in Butterfly's later

expressions of faith in him and in America poignantly remind us ofher misplaced loyalty

Dovunque a/ mondo /0 Yankee vagabondo si gode e traffica sprezzando i rischi.
Affonda / 'ancora alla ventura-finche una raffica scompig/i nave
E ormeggi, a/beratura
La vita ei non appaga se nonfa suo tesor ifiori d 'ogni p/aga
D'ogni bella g/i amor!

16 Although composed in 1814, the Star Spangled Banner did not become the American
national anthem until a bill was passed by Congress in 1930 and signed by President Hoover on March 3,
1931. The Army and Navy had adopted it as their official hymn in 1895 and 1904, respectively, and the
army regulations of 1917 designated it as the "National Anthem of the United States," as did the Navy
later the same year. P. W. Filby and Edward G. Howard, Star Spangled Books (Baltimore: Maryland
Historical Society, 1972), 168.
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All over the world the Yankee wanders on business and pleasure, ignoring all risks.
He casts his anchor at random until a squall up~ets the ship,

and all its moorings and rigging
And he's not satisfied with life unless he can get the greatest enjoyment

out ofeach place.he visits, and win the heart ofeach girl!

Representing the imperialist aspirations ofthe American navy in Asia at the end of

the nineteenth century, Pinkerton's perspective is the whole world, and t4e American's

role in it, exploitative ofits resources and its women. Following several recurrences ofthe

''Nagasaki'' motive (Example 5-2) at 20+3, and a tutti descending chromatic scale, there is

a change ofkey (G minor to A-flat major), meter (2/4 to 3/4), and instrumentation (mostly

strings and flutes to prominent brass) to introduce the American theme. At the ritomello

(21+5), the woodwinds, strings, and horns replace the brass, with the violas carrying the

m~lody. Some sections ofthe aria echo the ascending major triad arpeggios of the

introductory "Star Spangled Banner.,,17 Puccini's marking for the entering tenor voice is

conjranchezza (with frankness, openness, freedom, sincerity).18 Throughout the opera,

Puccini exploits the dramatic effects ofjuxtapositions of such major triadic music to

17 These ascending tonic triad arpeggios are also the basis.ofmuch military signal music,
including Reveille and Taps~ currently the folksong "Amazing Grace," which also fits the tonic triad
pattern, seems to be frequently used at military funerals. See Chapter Four, note 9.

18 This serves to increase the tragedy, as apparently Pinkerton sees nothing whatsoever wrong
with his attitude and plans. Carner suggests that the introduction ofmore leaps in the vocal line than
l1sua1 in Puccini's tenor arias "lends this aria a certain breeziness and nonchalance," Puccini: A Critical
Biography, 421.
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represent the West with the more static, ambiguous pentatonic and whole-tone music
\

representing the "other" (Japanese, in this case). The ritomello W+5) frames the verses

ofthe aria. It is initially played in the Qrchestra, but after several repetitions it is sung by

the consul in warning that this evangelofacile (easy creed) could result in

misunderstanding and pain.19 Not; only is the aria introduced by strains ofthe "Star

Spangled Banner," it concludes with a toast to another strain ofthe hymn at I,~ sung in

English first by Pinkerton, followed by the consul: "America forever!"

Example 5-3, Act I, 21. "Star Spangled Bannef' introduction and Dovunque Mondo

:Do - vun .queal mondo

19 Regarding the consul's comments, Mosco Carner has suggested that "The fact that.even in the
only aria he is given, Pinkerton is interrupted several times by.the consul who sings also the very last line,
well demonstra~eshis lack offull tenorial status." Ibid.
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Example 5-3 (continued)

PINKBR'l'ON

10 Yawe va..ga _ bon.do si go. de e traffi.ca

sprez.tiln. do i ri - scbi. At.

S4tlHto

>

Pinkerton's intent!Butterf1y's hamartia

When the consul inquires whether Pinkerton is in love or infatuated, Pinkerton

SiIlgS in his second aria (also built on the arpeggiated major triad) ofhis fascination with

Butterfly. Fle describes her "as light as\a delicate piece ofblown glass... [she] seems a

figure on a painted screen" who "flutters like a butterfly" and notes his desire to pursue

her "even though I should crush her wings in doing so." The consul (who has not yet met

Butterfly) criticizes this description ofthe woman as merely an exotic object, much like

the fans and screens so popular in Europe. He initiates the following three·part duet with

a comment on the depth ofher love, which he determined from hearing her voice (but not

seeing her) at the consulate. With his insistence that "that divine, sweet little voice should
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not utter notes of sorrow," Butterfly has now been described before her arrival through

the attitudes ofthese men. Pinkerton considers her to be a light-weight trifle, statue, or

picture-like being, while the consul perceives her goodness and· innocence through the

sound ofher voice?O

Something about each personality has been le~ed, as well as the role ofeach in

the dramatic interactions to come. The conclusion ofthe duet befQre Butterfly's entrance

adds further to her hamartia in showing that not only does Pinkerton consi<{er his

marriage to Butterfly temporary, but also that he fully intends to marry an American wife.

Sharpless:

Pinkerton:

Bevo alla vostrajamiglia lontana.

Here's to your family far away.

E al giomo in cui mi sposero
con vere nozze a una vera sposa americana!

And to the day when in a real wedding
I shall marry a real American wife!

Following the consul's toa~t to Pinkerton's American family in the duet's final

stanza, the sailor sings in octaves with the orchestra to text referring to una vera sposa

americana (a real American wife). The climax ofthe final phrase at 1§+5 is Pinkerton's

traditionally sustaineq high B flat on the word sposa (wif~a word which summarizes the

tragedy to come, with its implication that the Japanese marriage is not a real one to

20 This provid,es a clue to us that her power and personality will be revealed through the quality
ofher voice.
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Pinkerton). It is immediately followed by an qffrettato to a cadence elided with the

I beginning ofthe pentatonic music accompanying Butterfly's entourage and the Japanese

frame for Butterfly's appearance.

Example 5-4. I, 36. Conclusion ofPinkerton and Sharpless' duet and elision offinal
cadence ofduet with Echigojishi

jU""
SHARPLBSS

.,.t·

_ ta _ na.

It. ,J .I

(leva esso pun II blocblf,re)

E algiomo incuimis~t

PINKERTON

_to con ve _ re nO!lo . a u _ na

affrett.

"po _ sa... a_me-d _ ca_
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Example 5-4 (continued)

ll. Introdu~tionof the Japanese bride and her friends: Presentation of Butterfly
and its frame

This section reveals Butterfly's personality and expectations through her arrival

with her friends, followed by conversation!:\ that reveal some ofher past Jife. Framed in a

Japanese context by Echigojishi and Hana saku haru, the more western, diatonic nature

ofher first singing establishes her idealistic hopes and dreams as those of~~everywoman."

In her later singing ofthe Japanese framing themes, she uses the first melody to narrate her

past, and transforms the second in describing her future.
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Japanese Frame: Echigo jishi

Pinkerton and the consul had been singing in the Romantic-diatonic Puccinian norm, B-flat

major, legato, 3/4 at a moderato tempo (quarter=104), scored for woodwinds, harp, and

strings. Following the downbeat elision, punctuated by a sharp stroke on the tympani and

triangle, Goro rushes in to announce the women's approach (Second part ofExample 5-4,

above). His pentatonic melody is accompanied by violin tremolo fifths suI ponticello,

staccato unison melody in the lower strings and bassoon, and a staccato open-fifth

ostinato in the clarinets. The meter changes to 2/4, and the tempo is increased by almost

half This first authentic Japanese theme in the opera is a portion ofEchigo jishi, heard by

Puccini in the Kawakami kabuki presentation.21 The juxtaposition and elision ofthis with

21 The source ofone ofthe most frequently recurring motives in the opera, Echigo jishi was
composed by Kineya Rokuzaemon IX in 1811 as a dance suite for the kabuki theater of that period. Its
popularity inspired an arrangement for koto solo. The name means "Lion ofEchigo," originally an
acrobatic dance performed by little boys ofEchigo wearing lion hats. They came from poor peasant
families who sent their children to masters of the street artist guild to be trained in acrobatic dancing.
("Echigo-jishi" wurde im Jahre 1811 von Kineya Rokuzaemon IX als Tanzsuite Jilr eines der dama/igen
Kabukitheater komponiert. Dieses Stack wurde so popultir, dap es sptiter als das klassische Stack
japanischer Kunstmusik galt. Der Name "Echigo-jishi" bedeutet "Lowe (shishi) aus Echigo ...
Bezeichnet wurde damit ursprung/ich ein akrobatischer Tanz, der von den kleinen Jungen aus Echigo
aufgejahrt wurde. Diese Kinder trugen einen kleinen L6wenkopfals Kopjschmuck ... Die Kinder
stammten aus armen Bauernfamilien ... und deshalb ihre Kinder an die Meister der kumi genannten
StrafJenkanstlergi/den verkauften. Sie wurden im akrobatischen Tanzen trainiert.) Powils-okano
associates Puccini's use of the piece for the arrival ofButterfly and her geisha friends, with the fact that
geishas also come from impoverished families and try to make a living as entertainers, in a similar way to
the poor little boys. (Geishas stammen in der Regel aus armen oder verarmten Familien undfristeten ihr
Dasein, wie die "Echigo-jishi" Kinder, durch das Unterhalten der Gtiste mit ihrem Tanzen.) She assumes
Puccini heard this story from Mme. Oyama. Kimiyo Powils-okano, Puccini's "Madama Butterfly. "

Bonn: Verlag fUr Systematische Musikwissenschaft, 1986,52-53. [Although Girardi has noted the lack of
correlation between the titles of the Japanese tunes and Puccini's use of them, Michele Girardi, Puccini,

216, and Budden agrees, stating that "the character of the original texts bears no relation to the use
Puccini makes of them," Julian Budden, Puccini, 243, Powils-okano finds many connections among the
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the highly contrasting style ofPinkerton's preceding music forecasts the way in which

(

Puccini embodies dramatic meaning in the interplay ofwestern and Japanese rnotives

throughout the! o~era-here all elements support the binary opposition. There are

implications for Butterfly's hamartia and future cultural conflict in the juxtaposition ofthe

radically different musical styles just. prior to her entrance.

Butterfly's hamartia: Entrance love music

In Butterfly's vocal entrance, weJsee a beautiful, young and innocent woman

ascending into her dream world. Her text and music demonstrate her transcendent

spiritual perspective ofthe universe (which continues throughout the opera) as she climbs

the hill, in contrast with Pinkerton's view ofthe wide world as his to dominate. Evel)

more importantly, Butterfly's entrance establishes her strong faith in a love which will save

her from poverty and the shameful life as a geisha. With her father's suicide, Butterfly has

lost the status assured her ~s his daughter. She thinks that marriage to an American

represents a recovery ofsocial status. (The text ofher second act aria, "Che tua madre,"

makes it clear that Butterfly sees geisha life as shameful.22
) She believes in the protection

this marriage will offer her, in exchange for her commitment to this husband and his

texts of the folk songs and Puccini's settings, as can be seen below.]

22 E Butterfly, orribile destino, danzera per te ... /0 ghescia cantero!. .. Ah! No, no, questa
mail Questo mestierche a/ disonore porta! Morta! Morta! Mai piu danzar! (And Butterfly-dreadful
fate-willd,ance for yon ... the Geisha will sing! ... Ah! No, no, never that! That way of life which leads
to dishonor! I wolJid face death rather than dance again!)
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culture. Because ofthe frequent recurrence ofthis entrance theme, we are reminded over

and over ofthis aspect ofher hamartia----4lelief in a man.

Like Puccini's Mimi and Floria Tosca, Butterfly is heard before she is seen.23 The

western nature ofher entrance music signifies·her willingness to accept everything western

as a part ofher bride's duties, in return for protection and security. Puccini's choice also

establishes her as "everywoman," implying that the message ofher tragedy is for all.

Spira suI mare e sulla terra un primaveril soffio giocondo
10 sono.lafanciulla piu lietadel Giappone, anzi del mondo.
Amiche, io son venuta al richiamo d'amor! D 'amor venni aIle soglie
Ove s'accoglie il bene di chi vive e di chi muor!
Amiche, io son venuta al richiamo d'amor! Al richiamo d'amor,
al richiamo d'amor, son venuta al richiamo d'amor,d'amor!

Over the Sea and the earth floats the joyful breath ofspring.
I am the happiest girl in Japan, in fact, the happiest in the wbrld!
My friends, I have comeat the call oflove! I have come to the threshold oflove
Where joy is found in life and in death!
My friends, I have come at the call oflove, at the call oflove, at the call oflove!
I have come at the call oflove, love!

The last phrase ofEchigo}ishi is a~ompanied by the women's syncopated exclamations.24

Here there is again a dramatic change in musical character. The transition to·the next

23 This entrance technique also reinforces the consul's assessment ofher by her voice, and is one
of several elements ofthe libretto possibly influenced by Delibes' Lakme, who also kills herselfbecause
her lover loves another.

24 At 38+3, the basic function ofthe theme is to provide Japanese color. However, the women's
exclamations forecast the identity ofthreatening "fate" it will acquire to Butterfly's later text.
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section is carried out through four measures ofan F tremolo in the violas, accompanying'
/
the women's chorus singing inumson onF, "Oh, what a sky, what a seal,,2S

E~ample 5-5, Act I, 38+3. Transition from Jap~ese frame into Butterfly'S entrance love
music, and instrumental introduction ofButterfly's entrance love music.

. II s~ntl~ro d~tla call1oa)
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2S Here is a positive use of the tremolo, resolving to Amajor~ most occurrences oftremolo in this
opera have negative associations.
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Example 5-5 (continued)

LA.Mo J",60
llt;;t''tERFLY (Il\t~rl\o)

...
il ,~ (a.mpt..i Interno)
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A ... -- ~ --
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1>, ,....,

~. ., q'•

~ -
We are again in a new musical world which previews what Butterfly will sing. The meter~

changes to duple) and the tempo to largo. Scoring for harp arpeggios and harmonics)
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pianissimo violin and viola melody (solo instruments unmuted), tremolo viola, and

pizzicato accents in the cellos and basses suggests the delicacy and refinement ofJapanese

art and the heroine herself, while muted violins play syncopated pitches ofthe ascending

augmented triads. Butterfly urges the women upward, with her line Ancora un passo or

via (One more step to go), as the women continue their augmented triad harmonies,

repeating their exclamation over the view. Butterfly then takes over the theme introduced

by the orchestra in A flat, in the new key ofC major. The expression marking is sempre

intemo and, when Butterfly begins her text, serenamento. Butterfly's ascending

sequential phrases contain the same dominant-tonic incipit as Pinkerton's,26 but in a clear

"madrigalism," as Julian Budden describes the sequences. Each phrase resolves on a new

tonic, then settles in an unresolved cadence on an augmented (whole tone) submediant

triad, which then functions as a new dominant to the next tonic (ambiguity followed by

resolution).27 The highest notes ofeach phrase (and succession oftonal areas) ascend

sequentially by whole steps, depicting a steeper-than-usual climb in its departure from the

26 Francesco Rocco Rossi relates Butterfly's entrance theme to Pinkerton's "Dovunque mondo,"
and shows them joined in the love duet. "Genesi e dialettica dei Leitmotive nel duetto d'amore di
Madama Butterfly," paper presented at Madama Butterfly: L'orientalismo di fine secolo, l'approccio
pucciniano, la ricezione, Convegno internazionale di studi, Lucca e Torre del Lago, 28-30 Maggio 2004.

27 This, as well as most of the other significant recurring themes in the opera, illustrates
William Drabkin's statement on the importance ofhannony in Puccini's themes. "The Musical Language
ofLa Boheme," 90.
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expected major. This ascent expresses the transcendent view ofthe world and life which

Butterfly expresses as she climbs the hill, a universal hope and faith in love.28

Example 5·6, I, J2+4, "Spira sul mate" vocal themeofButterfly's entrance love music
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28 Arthur Groos suggests that Butterfly's offstage voice being heard first depersonalizes her as
simply part ofher surroundings, the Japanese milieu, railler than a living, breathing person. He does not
consider this piece.an entrance aria, and states that the emphasis in the previous scene between Pinkerton
and Sharpless, "on Western male privilege, helps clarify whyButter:fly does not have an entrance aria of
her own." Groos also considers the Japanese-style melody following the entrance to characterize Butterfly
more than her sung entrance, as it concludes with the arrival onstage ofButterfly and her friends. "Cio
Cio San and Sadayakko," 62, 45.
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Example 5-6 (continued)
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Just before the first peak on a high B flat, to the text al richiamo d'amor, d'amor venni

aUe soglie (to the call oflove, to the threshhold oflove)29, there is a distinctive turn

which, in addition to the first phrase ofButterfly's Spira sui mare, also becomes a

recurring theme.

Example 5-7, I, one before~ second entrance theme.
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29 Puccini had previously used the idea ofwomen responding to a"call of love" in Mimi's
second act aria Donde lieta usci al tuo grido d'amore (As I came happily to respond to your call of love),
n.~ in La Boheme. This is only one of several textual correspondences with that opera.
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Example 5-7 (continued)
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The staging ofthis entrance is extremely important to the impression Buttertly makes on

the audience, and therefore to her significance in the entire opera. Without caution on the

part.ofdirectors) her voice seems a light obbligato buried in the orchestral and choral

. \
texture, and the audien~e is aware only ofa blur ofmusic and a parade oflittle girls with

parasols, similarto that in The Mikado. But her entrance can be much stronger with

judicious control from the conductor (Puccini has suggested "pianissimo, pianississimo,

and pili piano possibile" for the orchestra), placement ofthe women, and timing of

Buttert1y's arrival on stage (several melodic "arrival points" are possible, although Puccini

has designated the measutejust before Butterfly's highest note). Arrival on the phrase

Ove s'accoglie il bene di chi vive e di chi muorl (Where joy is found in life and in death!),

with the clear appearance ofButtertly's visual and some selfon the first high B flat, is

particularly effective, and establishes her dominance and power.

Julian Smith feels that the entrance "is typical ... ofPuccitli's approach to

exoticism and to his characters as human beings ... the audience is immediately made

aware ofButterfly not as a Japanese but as a human. . . emotionally she speaks the same

language as girls from Rome, London, New York, or Paris."30 Rodney Milnes affirms this

in even more colorful language: "the setting is to a certain extent a red herring. Buttertly

could as well be Mgerian and Pinkerton a Russian Q.aval officer for all the bearing that race

30 Julian Smith, "Musical Exoticism," 113.
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has on the action."31 These statements demonstrate that Butterfly's entrance establishes

her as an archetypal romantic heroine.

Japanese frame: Hana saku ham

A Japanese-style theme completes the framing ofButterfly's entrance music. The

orchestra plays a postlude partially resembling the Japanese folksong Hana saku haru

(Blossoming Spring). There is some disagreement on the source and authenticity ofthis

theme.32 Harmonized in G-flat major, the texture, instrumentation (flutes, piccolo, bells

and harp, and tremolo strings), and staccato articulation ofthis postlude imitate Japanese

instruments, to frame a Japanese bride. Although the ending seems to be progressing to a

31 Rodney Milnes, liner notes for Giacomo Puccini, Madama Butterfly [videorecording), Wiener
Philharmoniker, von Karajan. Ponnelle, Freni, Domingo, London 071-504-3.

32 Mosco Carner assumed that this theme was from the Japanese folksong Hana saku haru
(Blooming Spring). Kimiyo Powils-okanocites the text of that song: "The grass fly sings, like she wishes
to say, stand up and look at the beginning ofthis blooming spring day! How full of thoughts she
interrupts the human dreams" (Die Grasmtlcke singt, als ob sie sagen will, steht aufund seht euch den
Anbruch dieses bluhenden Frahlingstags an! So gedankenvoll unterbricht sie die TrtJume der Menschen).
However, she also :finds it to be part of the school songs created by the Japanese government in the later
nineteenth century to acquaint Japanese students with European culture. On the basis of its text. music
form, and modifications to which Puccini subjects it in his opera, Powils-okano considers the motive to be
Puccini's personal composition. (Der belehrende Inhalt des Textes und die erwahnten musikalischen
Eigenschaften lassen daraufsChliefJen, dap dieses Lied zu jenen Schulliedern geh6rt, die vom damaligen
MusikausschuP des Kulturministeriums zwecks Gew6hnung an die europaische Musik zwischen 1880 und
1901 komponiert oder arrangiert wurden. Die Regierung des Kaisers Meiji bemuhte sich, die
europtJische Kultur einzuftlhren. .,. Die Melosftlhrung des Motivs "jugendliche Butterfly" richtet sich
nicht nach den japanischen Modi. Das Motiv wird dann auch variiert, was bei den Zitaten japanischer
Lieder nicht vorkommt. Aus diesen Granden kann das Motiv als Puccinis Eigenkomposition betrachtet
werden.). Kimiyo Powils-okano, Puccini's "Madama Butterfly," 61-62. Arthur Groos identifies it with
a sketch entitled "Vivace" found in Accademia Filarmonica archives in Bologna, and notes that while
published versions ofHana saku haru begin similarly to Puccini's phrase, it is not definite that Puccini
had access to them. He concludes that the music used in the opera is a "creative adaptation" by Puccini
from the sketch. "Cio-Cio San and Sadayakko," 45, 63-65.
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G-flat major cadence (and G flat is reached in the bass), the leading tone in the soprano

resolves down to the submediant E flat (doubled in an inner voice tremolo). The harmony

therefore gives the impression ofan inverted E-tlat minor chord, or incomplete tonic with

no fifth but with an added sixth. The incompleteness ofthe cadence is interpreted by

Carner as a question mark, and the same ambiguous cadence is repeated at the end ofAct

I (end ofthe love duet, following a recurrence ofButterfly's entrance music, sung by both

Butterfly and Pinkerton), and at the end ofthe opera.

Butterfly demonstrates her culture's ritual as she instructs het entourage to bow to

"B. F. Pinkerton." Some critics interpret every recurrence ofthis cadence, at the end of

the love duet and end ofthe opera, as a repetition ofButtertly's basic submission to

Pinkerton. Julian Budden suggests that Puccini's framing ofthe western tinta entrance

with the two Japanese themes "seals the blend ofEast and West.'>33 What is even more

clear is the "exact symmetry" between Act I and the original Act n (which became Acts II

and III). Both begin with a fugue and end with the ambiguity ofthe added sixth chord

which closes the opera.34

33 Julian Budden, Puccini, 248.

34 Michele Girardi, Puccini: His Internatiorial Art, 231.
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Example 5..8, il, "Hana saku haru" postlude to Butterfly's entrance
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Example Sor8 (continued)
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Butterllyts difficult life and challenges to her fa.ith: "Fate",

Following the introdtlction ofthe heroine, we learn ofthe family tragedy that has

brought her to this wedding. Her conversation with the consul reveals the story ofher

family's fall from high social status (to the Echigojishi melody, first sung by Goro

preceding her entrance);' The music ends with a theme that will become symbolic offate's

continuing threat to her hopes and dreams. The text ofher final phrase endows it with an

implied meaning throughout the opera-the inexorable continuing thteat ofcircumstances

beyond Butterfly's control:Ma il turbine rovescia Ie quercie piu robuste (But the
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whirlwind uproots the strongest oak-tree).J5 The theme intrudes frequently from the

orchestra as a relentless ideefixe, continually sounding, the p\lfsuit offate, a destiny that

cannot be escaped.

Nessuno si conjessamai nato inpovefta; non c'e vagabondo
Che a sentirfo non sia di gf4fl prosapia. Epplir conobbi fa ricchezza.
Ma il turbine rovescia fe quercie piit robuste
E abbiarn jatto fa ghescia per sostentarci.

Nobody ever confesses to having beenbom in poverty; there isn't a beggar
Who doesn't claim to come ·from a noble family.36 Yet I have known riches.
But the whirlwind uproots the strongest oak-tree.
And we became geishas to support ourselves.

The augmented fourth most distinctively identifies this theme, which occurs in retrograde

versions as well. Here the I;lccented oboes,·English horn,··bassoons, and horns play in forte

octaves with the voice, while the strings..punctuate with accented half-diminished seventh

(or minor triad with added sixth) chords.

35 This is an excellent example ofthe sort ofmultivalence With which Puccini's themes might be
interpreted according to context, as suggested by Julian Budden in Chapter Four, note 15.

36 Goro sang only the first two lines ofthe melody to the text "Listen! They're coming, a lively
swarm ofbees! Already you can hear the female chatter, as clear as wind in the trees." He did not sing the
last lines ofthe melody, where the girls sang off-beat "Ahs!".
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Example 5-9, Act I, 45+3, Butterfly sings "Fate" theme (final phrase ofEchigojishi)
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Challenges to Butterfly's faith: "Death"

The final theme to challenge Butterfly's hamartia introduced in this section ofthe

opera arises as the consul asks about Butterfly's family, and learns that she is an only child

and has no sisters, only a mother. When he inquires ofher father, we first hear the theme

that Puccini introduces quietly, its full meaning only gradually unfolding. Although it

resembles a prominent Japanese piece, Ume no haru (plum blossoms in spring), there is
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some controversy regarding Puccini's source.37 At 49+2 the theme in piano and staccato

lower string octaves follows Butterfly's answer, "Dead," to the consul's inquiry about her

father, and is therefore associated with "Death" in its subsequent occurrences.

37 Kimiyo Powils-okano believes that Puccini used this koto piece to represent the father's exile
and suicide because the plum blossom was the favorite flower ofan aristocrat, Michizane, who was a
famous scholar and high-ranked employee ofthe emperor. Due to the machinations ofa political
opponent, he fell into disfavor with the emperor and was banned to the island ofKyushi, where he died.
Because his soul was restless, his ghost continued to seek vengeance, and temples were built to appease
and honor him. (Ich vermute, dap Puccini dieses Kotostuck jar das "Verbannungsmotiv" verwandte, weil
sein Titel "Ume no haru" hieP. Unter Japanern ist es eine bekannte Tatsache, dap die Pflaumenblilte
die Lieblingsblute eines Adligen namens Sugawara no Michizane (845-903) war. Michizane war ein
berahmter Gelehrter und zugleich ein hoher Beamter des Kaisers. Er wurde jedoch durch die Intrige
seines politischen Widersachers aufGeheip des Kaisers aufdie Insel Kyushu verbannt, wo er in
Unfrieden verstarh. Sein Gram und Groll waren so groft dap die Menschen sich nach seinem Tode vor
seiner unerlosten Seele und vor seiner Rache jarchteten. Man baute ihm Tempel, 14m seine Seele zu
best'J.njtigen, und verehrte ihn als Gottheit der Gelehrsamkeit.) Powils-okano insists that the association
between plum blossoms and Michizane's exile remains today in the memory ofJapanese, and that for her
as a Japanese woman, the piece has a clear connection to exile and hara kiri as a result ofbanning by the
emperor (Butterfly's father was also banned by the emperor). She theorizes that Puccini learned of this
connection from Mme. Oyama. (Die Assoziation zwischen Pflaumenblute und Michizanes Verbannung hat
sich bis heute im GedhtnisjedesJapaners erha/ten. Von diesen Zusammenht'J.ngen kann Puccini durch
Frau Oyama erfahren haben. Sowohl Michizane als auch Butterflys Vater wurden vom Kaiser verbannt.
Butterflys Vater mufJte allerdings Harakiri begehen. Fur mich als Japnerin ist die Zuordnung des "Ume

no haru" zu "Verbannung" und "Harakiri" durchaus einJeuchtend.) Puccini's "Madama Butterfly, " 59

60. Groos refers to the piece as "pseudo-Ume no ham," not finding it in the Collection ofJapanese Koto

Music (1888) to which Powils-okano's attributes it. "Cio-Cio San and Sadayakko," 47.
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Example 5·10, Act 1,49 First occurrence of"Death"
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Ill. The Wedding Scene

This section in the opera cpnsists ofthe arrival ofthe officials who will conduct the

wedding, introduction ofthe friends and relatives ofButterfly,. a conversation between

Butterfly and Pinkerton where she shows him some ofher things, her report ofher

conversion to Pinkerton's religion, the briefwedding ritual itselfand following

congratulations, the toasts to the couple, and the interrupting curse ofthe bride's uncle, a

priest. Because they feature recurrence ofsignificant motives and build the hamartia and

threatening themes, only Butterfly's conversation with Pinkerton, her conversion arioso,

part ofthe toasts, and the interrupting curse will be discussed.

Conversation with Pinkerton and recurrence of ~'Death" theme

The "Death" theme appears a second time just before the wedding. Butterfly has

been showing Pinkerton some ofher personal things, but falls silent when he questions the

,
last wrapped item, the dagger with which her father committed hara kiri. In a monotone,

Goro explains its significance, over a recurre~ce ofthe Ume no haru threatening theme. in

the orchestra. Preceded by two fortissimo descending augmented fourth lines (retrograde

of"fate" theme, suggesting that the father's d~athwas an example ofthe "whirlwind

uprooting the strongest oak: tree"), here the theme is associated not only with the father's

death, but specifically with the dagger he used to commit hara kiri, and which Butterfly

will use in a similar suicide for honor. Scoring differs from that ofthe first statement in

that the first three notes are played only by pianissimo strings, misterioso, followed by a

fortissimo accented, (briefly) minor chord adding clarinets, English horn, and bassoons,

with the volume rapidly diminishing in completion of the theme.
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Example 5-11, Act 1,12 second occurrence of"Deathlt
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Butterfly's conversion, further hamartia

The following arioso demonstrates Butterfly's effort to assimilate to her husband's

culture by changing her "Japaneseness,lt as exemplified in her transformation ofthe closing

Japanese frame ofher entrance.38 Preceded by a scene in which Butterfly offers to discard

any ofher small personal items that Pinkerton might dislike, she then reveals that she is

willing to give up more than objects for Pinkerton-even her very religion and people.

Ieri son salita tutta sola in segreto alia Missione.
Colla nova mia vitaposso adottare nuova religione.
Lo zio Bonzo nol sa, ne i miei 10 sanno.

38 Some stage directors show Butterfly in Western Victorian dress in Act II and during the
Intermezzo. demonstrating her conviction other ability to assimilate.
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Yesterday, all alone and in secret, I went up to the Mission.
With my new way oflife I wish to adopt a new religion.
My uncle the Bonze doesn't know, nor do my relations.

In the introductory recitative accompanied by pianissimo woodwind chords,

Butterfly confides that her uncle, the Bonze, does not know ofher visit to the Christian

mission. Significantly, the lines tutta sola in segreto alla Missione (all alone and in secret,

I went up to the mission) in the recitative text are set to a descending whole·tone pattern

at 79+2, forecasting the prevalence of such patterns in the final act, inverting the

hopefulness ofthe ascending whole·tone entrance and demonstrating that her conversion

will playa critical role in her fate.

Example 5·12, Act I, 79, Recitative preceding Butterfly's "conversion" aria.
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Butterfly has gone to the mission to show her willingness to convert to

Christianity.39 Her assumption that if she identifies enough with Pinkerton and his

culture, rejecting her own, he will take care ofher, is a dramatic example ofher hamartia.

10 seguo il mio destino, e piena d'umilta, al Dio del signor Pinkerton m 'inchino.
Emio destino. Nella stessa chiesetta in ginocchio can voi preghero 10 stesso Dio.
E perJarvi contento potroforse obliar la gente mia. Amore mio!

I am following my destiny, and full ofhumility,
I bow before the God ofMr. Pinkerton.40

It is my destiny. In the same little church, on my knees with you
I pray to the same God.
And to make you happy perhaps I shall be able to forget my people. My love!41

In illustrating her conversion, she transforms the traditional Japanese song (to

which she and her entourage initially bowed to Pinkerton) into flowing western

lines-musical evidence ofher submission to Pinkerton. Butterfly asserts that her destiny

now rests with her husband and his faith. As a symbol ofher conversion and new cultural

allegiance, the Japanese theme is now westernized as a dolcissimo lyric line with violins

39 In Long's story, Pinkerton has banished all her relatives from the house, calling them an
"appalling horde," and telling Butterfly that she'll have to "get along without ancestors," and that he'll
have to serve in their place. Although she begs him and cries, "he did not try to understand [they were
her] sole links to eternal life." John Luther Long, "Madame Butterfly," in Madame Butterfly, Purple
Eyes, and Other Stories (New York: Garret Press, 1969),4-8. She then "went secretly to the church of the
missionary who served on the opposite hill, and ... learned that she might adopt this new religion at any
time she chose, even the eleventh hour. She went outjoyously~ not to adopt his religion, it is true, but to
hold it in reserve if her relatives should remain obdurate." Ibid., 8.

40 In early versions, this line was "Per me spendeste cento yen, rna vivro con molta economia"
(You paid one hundred yen for me, but I will try to live very economically.) The change gave Butterfly
more status and emphasized her full sharing ofPinkerton's life, including his religion.

41 In early versions, this line was E questi via! (Away with these!), referring to the discarded
objects, rather than Butterfly throwing herself into Pinkerton's arms in the revised version. [Carner
considers her too shy and reserved for this open declaration oflove. 437]. Only with the Paris version did
Butterfly openly display her passion for Pinkerton. (This exclamation is immediately followed by Ume no
haru, and it is a matter of interpretation whether it is discarding her ancestors' religion or marrying
Pinkerton which is the toot cause of her eventual obligatory suicide.)
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and cello accompanying the voice in octaves, while the harp plays glissando arpeggios,

and the flutes and clarinets triadic arpeggios, with muted comet sustained tones (all

pianissimo). The same harp arpeggios accompany this theme when it recurs after the love

duet.

Example 5-13, Act I,~ Butterfly's "Conversion" ofBana saIcu haru
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This "conversion" arioso is significant, for it demonstrates how easily Puccini can

transform the cultural orientation ofa pentatonic Japanese-style theme through harmonies,

texture, and timbres. The emotional impact ofthe piece thereby becomes European

romantic, and its singer, a European romantic heroine. Arthur Groos suggests that this

piece symbolizes Butterfly far more than her entrance music (he and others state that she is

not privileged with an entrance aria).
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Another recurrence of "Death" theme:

In ~ concluding coda tothe moso, Butterfly ascends to her highest pitch, and the

harmony abruptly·changes to minor as she climaxes her declaration by throwing herself

into Pinkerton's anns. This musical, textual, and dramatic gesture is immediately followed

by the "Death" theme in the lower strings.42 In contrast with the previous occurrence of

this theme, it is set in octaves for all the brass, English hom, bassoon and horns, and all

strings except violins-fortissimo, accented on each pitch, and deciso edenergico, as ifto

emphasize that here Butterfly has.committed the gravest offense to her culture and

ancestors.

Example 5-14, Act 1,6 before~ Climax ofButterfly's "Conversion" ariosoand
recurrence of"Death" theme

for_seobtiar la gen_tc mi _a ...

(Si Ilotta llolle braccia dl Pinkerton)

~.~..c.

42 Poindefert suggests that it is "not by chance that the first affectionate gesture ofButterfly is
shown to us after this allusion to religion, because love for her is the true sacred thing." (Ce n'est donc
paspar hasard si Ie premier geste affectifde Butterfly se precipitant dans les bras de Pinkerton,. nous est
montre par Puccini apres cetle allusion ala religion, I'amour etamtpour elle un veritable sQcrement.)
Bnmo Poindefert, "Cotnnientaire musical et litt6raire," L'avant-scene opera 56 (October 1983, reprinted
2003), 26. FOllowing this with the "Death" theme, as if to punish her passion and trust, initiates a pattern
which will be continued with :recurrences of the "Curse" theme in the love duet.
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Example 5-14 (continued)

. (Si arresta COl'I)e aVilSU paur. d'easere .tat. udlt. <1.1 p«rtD.ti)

>
>-

r
:>

, Wedding blessing, and the "Curse" challenge to Butterfly's faith

The wedding ceremony itself(highlighting portions ofboth American and Japanese

national anthems) is very brief In the original version, it is immediately followed by

extensive multicultural toasts. (A striking compound meter song about sake, the Japanese

rice wine, was among the more charming sections cut.) But the multiple toasts led to a

focus on Butterfly's drunken uncle Yakuside and the antics ofher naughty nephew (who

grabbed sweets and then the uncle's whiskybottle)-some ofIllica's overload ofcultural

detail reduced in later versions. In the early versions, this comic scene was interrupted by

the sudden arrival of the Bonze. In the final revision, the Bonze's curse dramatically

interrupts the peaceful wedding song 0 kami, 0 kami. 43 Although sung in unison, the

entreaty to the Japanese gods to bless the newlyweds is set to a homophQllic Western

accompaniment. This almost hymn-like blessing ofthe relatives is juxtaposed with the

43 AJapanese opera company has Corrected this. as well as other "cultural errors," noting that
kami refers to one god and is not a usual wedding blessing in pantheistic Japan. Their substitution is
Medetaya! Med~taya! (How happy!) "The Revised Edition ofPuccini's Madama Butterfly, NPO Opera
del Popolo, Minnao opera, Tokyo, 2003. <http://www.minna...no-opera.comloperalbutterfly> Accessed
June II, 2004.
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jagged threat of the Bonze. He appears with his attendants, cursing Butterfly for betrayal

ofher people and religion. Her relatives then join in the curse, increasing its impact:

Butterfly has now been completely ostracized-from her past, her ancestors, and her

culture.44 The abrupt change in the attitude ofthe relatives with their participation in this

curse emphasizes the increasing isolation ofthe bride and her increasing dependence on

her husband, for whom she has sacrificed everything.45

The pianissimo con mo/lezza (with softness/suppleness) wedding toast is

interrupted at 100 by a sforzando minor-third tremolo ofviolins and violas. The tempo

and dynamics increase as the Bonze's repeated cries of 'Cio-Cio-San!,' each punctuated

by a gong stroke, are heard from the distance.46 The curse motive is first stated very

softly, accompanying the Bonze's distant voice (101+6), and for sixteen measures differs

from all its recurrences in containing the melodic interval ofan augmented second. The

relatives cling to each other fearfully.

44 As Bruno Poindefert expresses it:. "excommunicated." (En tout cas, elle n 'a plus de passe, sa
culture, de parents. Elle est excommuniee, Pinkerton est Ie seul etre au monde qui lui reste.)
"Commentaire musical et litteraire," 30.

45 In Belasco's play, Butterfly makes it clear that the relatives set up this marriage, then rejected
her for entering it. "Sa-ey, tha's foanny! My people make me many when I don' want; now I am many,
they don' want." In the next section, after revealing her father's death, she says "I get marry accoun' my
grandmother don't got no food." David Belasco, "Madame Butterfly: A Japanese Tragedy, " in Six Plays
(Boston: Little Brown & Company, 1928), 18-19.

46 Another "error" pointed out by the artistic director of the Minnano opera was the Bonze's use
of the honorific "-san" while cursing Butterfly. <http://www.minna-no-opera.comJoperalbutterfly>
Accessed June 11,2004.
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Example 5-15, Act I, 100. "The Curse" interruption of0 /cami. o/cami

~:~~ ..~:,
~. _ mo.i no_ vi.~.
LAMADRll

iJ'Otlo ...1

(lllrlndltllOllO IntImIU1 dlI stnnollrid.
~. parlop.o dal .ontiortl deU. oollllM)

,1.0,110 BONIO (. questo er1dn tutti I puentl • ICII ."'Iel .JIIblseo..
(da11'Intem2·1,yntuo) ~.,.....". I':!\ .. ~.,.....".

.....~. -- -
" Sopt

CIO-clo - Banl...~•. Clo-cio-unt...... Abbqmi.na_
I':!\ .....

f r... .....

" r... r...

i~ ~.....:.......ilF~ .~ It~ ''--!1==-...................... ...... ................... • ........... n ....... .....ll.'................. ,

(Tam-tam IQtetno)(~)i oi
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Example 5-15, Act I, 100, "The Curse" interruption of0 kami. 0 kami (continued)

BUT'l'JIiJUl'LY
j, .P

.. Lo Jio B'on.lol

10 (Inmildlto dl.ll. ftftut. dll .onco)

.. Un como &1 gua.ita.
no I .lnHlC0lcOno Imp&lIrltH Butt.rft7 rlllUlnl i,ollt.ln lUI anco1o)

1l01'lZot (aTricfncn4oll) ....

•Iio ~ nel Cio-cto•
10 (a11lbltl) .. II

'11/ Lo :ao Bon.leal

"
(lIUlbftl) .II

~ Lo iio Bon.lol

A - -
III/ ,".: '".. .... .

f\''Y• Il".' ''T_ '. 'T_

p.fnl/lo
.b .~

I' .. I' .

From I, .lQ2., the curse motive is distinctive and consistent in its whole-tone melodic!

harmonic material and a dotted rhythm (at some occurrences double-dotted). It recurs

more frequently than any other theme in the opera, and probably with more varied

interpretations. As mentioned above, Puccini's previous use ofwhole-tone materials was

in impressionistic harmonic settings; here he exploits the possibility ofexpressing strong

negative associations in its minor-key context. Although the Bonze never sings the curse

motive (only Butterfly sings a fragment ofit to the text about impaled butterfly specimens

in the love duet), it recurs frequently in the orchestra to convey the threat ofhis curse.
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Example 5-16, Act I, 102, Final whole-tone form of"The Curse" theme

Chohal tu

~v=--

...
fat. to aI.la Mis.

!'U1KRRTON", .

.,
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_IlONZO;" iJ,.
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S~l'! " ta Cultlna

'l!I
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(seccatOl'pJ'la SCenat.. del BOhro)
;-
-" -'., __ I

~ r--..q-"l ~ ~

CbEl mi8tril..1a"ql1el mat.to?
,

Ri .spon.dl, Cio·cio - sanl
.L>

'.... Ft.i: spon_di.Cio-cio· sanl

J..

.... .po its.
l.

- --:._-

~

A.~ericanPatriarchy Banishes Japanese Patriarchy

Following the Bonze's interrogation ofButterfly on a G-minor triad, over a half-

diminished seventh tremolo and the final form ofthe curse (above), Pinkerton responds.

In probably his most impressive statement in the opera, prepared by a chromatic

modulation preceded by ascending triadic triplets, Pinkerton orders the Bonze away in a

-powerfully heroic, arpeggiated major triad over a tremolo octave, then minor second. It is

punctuated by a half-diminished seventh and followed by the "Death" theme at 108

(eliding Pinkerton's final note), in the tutti orchestra vibratissimo. Here we can see that
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Butterfly is caught between the patriarchy ofher country and family and that ofthe

occupying Americans.

Example 5.17, I, 107+2, Pinkerton's Banishment ofthe Bonze
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This effort ofPinkertonsttengthens the hamartia ofButterfly, who believes that in spite

ofher relatives' rejection, he is her strong protector. The Bonze leaves, followed by

Butterfly's relatives (including her mother) and other guests. The intetjecte4 "Ahs" of

Butterfly's friends during her entrance have become angry "Hous" in the departing group

( whose cries f~de away. The curse theme becomes fainter and slower, with "[the

relatives'] imprecations persisting like the waves ofa receding tide.,,47 Reminiscences of

the curse will continue to haunt and mark: sections ofthe love duet.

IV. Love duet: Seduction and tesistancellIamartia and anagnorisis

The first act ofMadama Butterfly displays Puccini's typical two~part act structure:

the first part more active, with much colorful detail and many characters, the second a

more 'static' scene between the two principals.48 In this act, the second part is

cortstitutedentirely by the love duet, which is the most fully-developed duet in all of

Puccini's operas. Because the forms ofthe four sections following the introduction are

so clear, they have received the most scholarly attention.49 The first and second are

modified ternary forms, the third a large-scale arch form, and the final section a climactic

reprise of8utterfly's entrance music. Butterfly's expressions are at the center ofeach of

47 Julian Budden, Puccini, 255.

48 Building on Mosco Carner's observation, Helen Greenwald has explored this fornmI
organization extensively in her 1991 dissertation, Dramatic Exposition andMusical Style in Puccini's
Operas.

49 Mosco Carner deliheates the duet sections (Puccini: A Biography, 424, n. 13), and is cited by
Michele Girardi (puccini: His International Art, 243, n. 49). Karl Berg discusses the duet sections in
great detail. "llduetto d'amore dellaMada~a Butterfly, Considerazioni sulla drammaturgia della scena,"
in Puccini, ed. Virgilio Bernardoni (Bolona: II Mulino, 1996), 81. Trans. from "Pas Liebesduett aus
Madama Butterfly: Uberlegungen zur Szenendratnaturgie bei Giacomo Puccini," Die Musikforschung 38,
no. 3 (1985): 183-194.
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the first three forms, and she introduces and dominates the final section. Although

recognition ofthe forms alone is not sufficient for interpretation ofthis duet, the modified

traditional forms do provide audiences with support for understanding the emotional

development ofthe principals in the duet. Each section (except the final one) is initiated

by Pinkerton, and his efforts at seduction are the basis for most ofthe A sections, while

Butterfly expresses her anxieties and!or commitment in the B and other contrasting

sections. 50

Here the nuances of each character are expressed through their vocal lines and the

orchestral support. In varying textures ofmonologues, dialogues, and the final a due, the

duet further explores the characters ofButterfly and Pinkerton and the expectations each

has for the relationship. Although many elements ofthe duet increase Butterfly's trusting

hamartia, the themes ofher challenging fears constantly interrupt, particularly when she

has expressed an especially passionate declaration of commitment to Pinkerton, and.
sometimes result in briefmoments ofanagnorisis. The positioning again suggests

punishment for sexuality and departure from her culture.

It is clear that the two live in completely different emotional and cultural worlds.

The A section melodies reveal Pinkerton's sexual urgency, and Butterfly's responses

alternate restraint, anxiety, and passion. Those who have commented most extensively on

the love duet see Pinkerton as superficial and deceitful in his lyrical lines, feigning love to

50 Giorgio Pagannone shows that Puccini's use ofcontrasting A and B sections in duets mirrors
other operatic use of such contrasts in seduction scenes, citing Rigo/etto and Samson and Dali/a. "Puccini
e la Melodia Centesca: L'effeto 'barfonn'," in Studi Pucciniani 3 (Lucca: Centro studi Giacomo Puccini,
2004),219, n. 18.
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reach his sexual goals.51 Butterfly, however, is ~ous to assure her security, and reallzes

that sex, which she hopes will be packaged in love, tenderness, and delicacy, is part ofher

obligation as a wife. At the same time, she fears punishment for abandoning herself to

Pinkerton.

Introduction (hamartia of protection; hallUl11ia of assimilation)

This section highlights Butterfly's hamartia in assuming Pinkerton's continued

protection and her ability to assimilate to Western customs. In this conversational

introduction, Pinkerton conforts the still-shaken Butterfly (addressing her as "bimbd' or

child), as she reacts to the Curse continuing to sound softly in the strings. Here the

hamartia reinforced in Butterfly by Pinkerton's casting out of the Bonze is increased with

th,is continuing evidence ofhis protection, which she assumes he owes her. (But his

reassurance is followed at I, 112 by the "Death" theme, indicating that Pinkerton's

banishment of the Bonze has not freed Butterfly from Japanese patriarchy.) Butterfly then

kisses Pinkerton's hand in gratitude, and her naivete is demonstrated in her explanation

that she has heard hand kissing is done as a sign ofrespect in .foreign lands.52 Similar to

her conversion arioso above, this also shows Butterfly's hamartia in assuming that she can

51 Karl Berg, "II duetto d'amore," and Bruno Poindefert, "Commentaire musical et litt6raire.",

52 The earlier versions of the opera featured even more embarrassing inStances ofButterfly's
naivete regarding American ~o,ms, making:fun ofthe foreigner's lack ofsophistication. Arthur yroos
suggests that the opera was originally conceived as a ~omedy to ridicule the Japanese, and especially to
embarrass Butterfly. "La Commedia eStupenda," paper presented atMadama Butteifly: L'orientalismo
di fine secolo, l'approccio pucciniano, la rice~one, Convegno internazipnaledi studi, Lucca e Torre del
Lago, 28-30 Maggio 2004. In an earlier paper, he cites a letter from nlica regarding the American
consulate act planned in the first version of the libretto: "one can take advantage precisely ofthe villa
furnished in the European style for some little details to embarrass Butterfly," quoted and translated from
Eugenio Gara, ed., Carteggi pucciniani(Milan: Ricordi, 1958) no. 249, in "Cio-Cio-San and Sadayakko,"
58. Most ofthe incidents ofnaivete from the earlier drafts ofthe opera were elinlinated; those remaining
becoJIle much more poignant than comic.
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assimilate to the customs ofPinkerton's country. As Butterfly kisses his hand, Pinkerton

says,

Pinkerton:

Butterfly:

Chelai? La man, .. ?
What are you doing? My hand ... ?

M'han detto che laggiufra la gente costumata
Equesto il signo del maggior rispetto.

rve·heard that there atnong well-mannered people
This is a sign ofthe greatest respect.

Accompanied by woodwind and harp arpeggios, this turning theme recurs in the

intermezzo between Acts II and ill, as a part ofButterfly's subconscious memory. The

oscillating thirds and seconds much resemble the lullaby/child's theme to be develop~d in

Act TI,as well as the initial theme of"Un bel di," also built on thirds and seconds. These

intervals can be related to the majority ofthe themes in the opera, including those

featuring the augmented fourth (often approached as a third plus second),

Example 5 -18, I 113, Butterfly's naive gesture of respect to Pinkerton

A

1IJ
M'han det _to ' , .

.fra la
Ii' NKJl:kTON

che lag_gill

fai?... la man?
[!il J~

Ii I ~ .
~ '!' :!:
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j 'I , r
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Example 5-18 (continued)
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Following the chanted prayers ofSuzu~, a reminiscence ofthe ambiguous op~ning fugue

motive reappears at 114, moving through several tonal areas before coming to rest on a

dominant ninth ofA (preparing the key ofPinkerton's next section).

Part One (hamartia of protection; anagnorisis of family's curse)

This section again highlights Butterfly's trusting hamartia ofPinkerton's

protection in spite ofher family's rejection, and a moment ofanagnorisis in remembering

the family's curse. The modified ternary form (A-A'- B-A begins with Pinkerton's 6/8 (a

new meter) nocturne-like theme in A major at 116.53 Butterfly adds restrained comments

53 Pink(lrton frequently, butnotl invariably, sings in 3/4 or 6/8, while Butterlly more often sings
in duple meters. Atlas makes much ofPinkerton's "seduction key" ofA major, which Butterlly avoids,
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about the quiet ofthe night, as the orchestral nocturnal phrases are extended in length and

range through brief changes ofmeter, ~losing thefitst sec.ion with the comment that she is

"rejected, but happy." The theme repeats at I, 117 (A'), with interjected comments from

the principals.

The B section begins a sensuous syncopated :Qlelody at I, 118,·featuring flute and

oboe bird-like calls. Butterfly enters the house to change into her nightdress; Pinkerton
I

stares at the shadow ofher shape against the screen and voices his increasing passion.54

The characters' different moods and assumptions are reflected in their texts two measures

before 119 (return o,fthe A section). Butterfly sings ofher shyness and blushing, while

Pinkerton describes her as like a squirrel or plaything. As he sings ofhis feverish desire,

the restatement ofthe A theme in the flowing tutti orchestra1line is interrupted by

Butterfly's octave e~~lamation that she still hears ,the curse,55 followed by the curse theme

itself sounded softly on two oboes, with syncopated chords. in the rest of the woodwinds

andhoms.

Bl,ltterfly: E ancorl'irata voce mi maledice
Butterfly, rinnegata, rinnegata efelice.

And still the angry voice curses me
Butterfly, rejected; rejected, and happy.

and to which Pinkerton constantly returns. Allan Atlas, "Crossed Stars and Crossed Tonal Areas in
Puccini's Madama Butterjly, " llJlh Century Music 14, no. 2 (1990). But the key can also be seen as the
most grateful for a tenor in expressing relaxed lyricism.

54 Many stagings have him impatiently smoking a cigarette at this point, watching from the
bridge over which she and her attendants entered.

55 Octave exclamations will mark several ofButterfly's later moments ofanagnorisis in the
opera.
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Again,she rep~ats her earlier statement that she is rejected, but happy. This re"eals her

assumption that Pinkerton.will protect her, now that her family has completely renounced

her-another aspect ofher hamartia.

Example 5-19. Six before 120. Fitst recurrence ofcurse theme in love duet
; . I
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Part Two (hamartia of heaven; anagnorisis of commitmellt leading to death)

This section highlights Butterfly's hamartia in assuming that Pinkerton's images of

love are as exalted as hers, contrasted with her anagnorisis flash ofrealization that

commitment to Pinkerton may cause her death.

Inthis second ternary (A-B-A') form beginning at 120 + 2, Pinkerton continues to

comfort and admire Butterfly in the A section, addressing her as "bimba" (as she will refer

to herselflater at the· climax ofthe duet) and· referring to her physical features. Butterfly's

response constitutes the contrasting middle B section where, a~ at her entrance, she

identifies herselfas one with the beauty ofnature, a little moon goddess crossing the

"bridge ofheaven.,,56 We can here· see how far apart the couple are in their assumptions of

the depth oftheir relationship, as Butterfly continually relates human love to heavenly

images.

Butterfly: Somiglio la Dea della luna, lapiccola Dea dolla luna
Che scende la notte dalponte del del.

1am like the goddess ofthe moon, the little goddess ofthe moon57

Who comes down by night on the bridge ofthe sky.

the triplet rhythm and the descending whQle-tone scale ofthe melodic line in

Butterfly's middle contrasting section ofthis form give it an archaic, other-worldly feel,

increased by the A natural introduced in the accom.paniment, suggesting a Phrygian mode

on A. The accompaniment is provided by solo strings in octaves on the beats, with flute,

56 This imagery poignantly returns in the final act when Butterfly says that Pinkerton's wife,
Kate is now the happiest woman "under the great bridge ofheaven." See Chapter Five.

57 Section ill ofLong's story is entitled, "A Moon-Goddess Truly"; here Pinkertonaddresses
Butterfly as "Moon Goddess," as he explains that his attempts to prevent 4er relatives from disowning her
were in vain.
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bass clarinet, and harp harmonic filling in the harmony on the second part ofthe triplet.

The affrettatto performance indication as the line crescelldos over a syncopated orchestral

accompaniment supports Butterfly's triadic'ascent to high A

Example 5-20, I, 121. Butterfly's heavenly images ofherself.
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The A section returns with Pinkerton's assertion that Butterfly has not yet committed her

love; he ithitates her earlier triplet rhythm. Butterfly'sclimaeti~ response modifies the

form ofthis closingA section. In revealing her fear that her relationship with Pinkerton

might cause her death, she again ascends to high A then descends to Pinkerton's A major

key.

Part Tbree(halnartia of common feelings; an4gnorisis of curse and ernel
treatment of butterDies; hamartia of tender love)

This section highlights Butterfly's increased hamartia ofassuming Pinkerton's

(

feelings are as exalted as hers,when he sings part ofher entrance music; a moment of
\

aflagnorisis when her dramatic cot11tWtfllent to him is followed iinmediately by a forte

statement ofthe"Curse~" her plea for tenderness, and a powerful moment ofanagnorisis

when she identifies with the cruel treatment ofbutterflies in the West.

Beginning at rehearsal number 123, this section is the longest and most complex of

the duet, and can be seen as a modified arch form with six sections, A-B-C-D-B'-A'. 58

Butterfly is again at the center ofthe form, dominating the B and C sections, as well as the

touching D section. In the A section, Pinkerton reassures Butterfly (123), Stolta paura

(Don'tbe afraid) in 6/8. The peak ofhis line (123+4) is accompanied by the melodic

contour ofButterfly's entrance,59 presaging his imminent joining with her in this theme in

the final section ofthe duet.

58 Mosco Carner, Puccini, 424, n. 13; Michele Girardi, Puccini, 243.

59 Michele Girardi has noted that this contour may have provided the SQurce for Puccini's
Brescia revision ofthe contour ofButterfly's entrance, as it already existed here in the duet. Puccini, 223
24, n. 35.
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Approached by a two-octave glissando in the violins, Butterfly's entrance theme

here is con anima, forte, and initially slower than at her entrance. The meter is compound

duple as compared with the earlier common meter, with melody carried in the higher

woodwinds and violins, with the brass, and strings playing sixteenth-note harmonies. It is

as ifPinkerton is turning Butterfly's first love music to his own advantage in urging her

submission.

Example 5-21, I, 123+2, Pinkerton sings to Butterfly's love entrance theme
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PUlXERTON

And his effort is successful-B1,1tterfly then declares her commitment in the B section,

again in a celestial image: Adesso voi siete per me l'occhio delfirmamento (Now
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you are to me the sun in the heavens).6O Set to a rising syncopated triadic figure in the

strings (Budden relates it to the "Star Spangled Banner"),61 the section begins softly and

builds with the entrance ofwoodwinds and then brass, in Butterfly's strongest

commitment up to now.

Example 5-22, I, 126+3, Butterfly's commitment to Pinkerton
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60 Both a dramatic and musical abruptness begin this section, due to a section cut for the Paris
edition which Puccini actually restored for a 1921 performance at the Teatro Carcano in Milan. Although
the duet now flows more smoothly, the excised passage showed Butterfly's concern about the relationship
in her statement that when the marriage broker suggested her marriage to Pinkerton she at first was
shocked to be urged to consider "An Americanl A baibarianl A wasp'"

61 Julian Budden, Puccini, 258.
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Example 5-22 (con,tinued)
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Her dramatic declaration is then interrupted by a fortissimo tremolo and repetition ofthe

curse theme at 127. The orchestra once more threatens Butterfly for her complete

commitment to the foreigner. The strongest occurrence yet ofthe "curse" is sounded

fortissimo in the high woodwinds, horns, and trumpets, with violins playing a triadic

sixteenth note descending figure over a tremolo in tt~e violas and cellos.
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Example 5-23, I, 127 Second duet occurrence ofcurse the~e,:fonowing Butterfly's love
declaration
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Covering her ears, Butterfly quickly recovers and continues in her praise ofPinkerton's

personal characteristics in the C section-Siete alto, forte (You are so tall and strong)

accompanied with string octaves. She concludes that she is now happy62 to a three-note
"

figure, followed by a rising whole-tone figure anticipating her visioh ofPinkerton's return

in her Act II aria (two measures before 128).

The central D section ofthe duet is Butterfly's plea for sensitive caring and

understanding, considering the cultural differences ofher people.

62 Because Butterfly repeatsUtat she is happy, or rejected but happy, so frequently, it seems that
she finds it difficult to convPice herself of the fact.
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Butterfly:
Vogliatemi bene, un bene piccolino, Un bene do bambino,
Quale a me si conviene. Vogliatemi bene.
Noi siamo gente avvezza alle piccole cose umili e silenziose,
Aduna tenerezza sjiarante epurprofonda come il ciel,
Come I'onda del mare!

Lov~ me, just a little, With the love ofa baby,
That is my due. Love me.
We are a race accustomed to little things,to humble and quiet things
To a tenderness gentle as a caress, yet profound as the sky,
As the wave ofthe sea!

the orchestration, with muted upper strings, reflects her delicacy, as Butterfly asks

Pinkerton to love her unconditionally and tenderly, as ifshe were a baby. Especially

touching is Butterfly's major seventh pianissimo ascent to a high A on the first syllable of

"bambino" ( 128+ 8). However, the increasingly passionate nature ofher following

ascending sequences also reflects her strength. Her images from nature echo another

Puccini heroine, Mimi, in her line "profound as the sky, as the wave ofthe sea!" in

asserting the depth offeeling her small and sensitive people can expres~.63 With

Pinkerton's ardent reply that her name suits her loveliness, the peacefulness of the scene is

interrupted with Butterfly's sudden horror of the stories she has heard ofbutterflies being

caught and impaled on qisplay boards in the West.64

Pinkerton: Dammi ch'io bact Ie tue mani care.
Mia Butterfly! Come t 'han ben nomata, tenue farfalla.

Give me your lovely hands, so that I may kiss them.
My Butterfly! How aptly you were named, slender butterfly..

63 This exact text "profimda come it ciel, come l'onda del mare" (profound as the sky, as the
wave of the sea) is used in Mimi's f'ina1 act aria Sono andati in La Boheme as she expresses her love for
Rodolfo.

64 This illustrates that she is aware of some foreign customs.
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Butterfly: Dicon ch 'oltre mare se cade in man dell' uom,
Ogni farfalla da uno spillo etrafitta, ed in tavola infitta!

They say that in other countries ifa butterfly is caught by a man,
She is transfixed with a pin, and fastened to a boardI

The harmonic succession to which this fear is set is a return to that ofButtertly's

earlier commitment to Pinkerton (Adesso voi -the f) section ofthe arch form).

Accompanied by bass tremolo and syncopated chords, Butterfly sings a disjunct

arpeggiated triadic line, culminating in a high B-flat, as she reports what she has heard and

fears, in a moment approaching anagnorisis,

Example 5-24, I, 131, Butterfly's fear ofWest~m treatment of"butterflies"
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Example 5-24 (continued)
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The fear ofimpalement is set to the rhythm and so~ pitches ofthe "curse". The theme

here is sounded fortissimo by oboes and clarinets, with horns playing syncopated chords,

over string tremolos; the vocal line is marked con strazio (with torment).
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Example 5..25, two before 132, Butterfly's fear ofimpalelllent and singing to the "curse"
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Pinkerton acknowledges that such treatment ofbutterflies is· true, but only to keep the

lovely creatures. Then, to an orchestral tremolo, he says that he has caught and holds

Butterfly and, over continuing tremolo, she responds in an arpeggio again ascending to

high B flat, "Yes, for my whole life." The final A sectionofthis arch form reprises the

music ofits beginning. Pinkerton continues to reassure Butterfly, commenting <m night as

the setting for love. She repeats his theme at I, 133+8, but to a text focused on the beauty

ofthe night and stars, as the music approaches the final section ofthe duet.

The above sections have revealed Pinkerton'seffort~at seduction, veiled in

reassurances, as he persuades Butterfly to forget her anxieties and join him as his wife.
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They have also revealed Butterfly's continuing doubt, recurring intermittently between her

expressions oflove and trust. Only in tile final section, where both join in a reprise ofher

entrance music,are Butterfly's fears forgotten, as she assumes Pinkerton's emotions are as

idealistic as her own.

Part Four (Reprise ofButterfly's entra.nce; together, yet far apart)

This section strengthens Butterfly's hamartia expressed on. her entrance, as

Pinkertop. joins her in that music. Their contrasting texts show how far apart they really

are. At 134, Butterfly begins a reprise ofher entrance love music, this time in C.

Alt40ugh Pinkerton joins her in this theme at six before m the first time that the two

sing at length together, it is clear that their focus is quite different. Butterfly's text

continues to reflect on the beauty ofnature, and her part Ut the firmament, as P~erton

continues with impatience and urgency to coax her to bed. His only referrals to nature are

to the faet that it is night, they are completely alone, and no one will bother them. The

orchestral accompaniment is "largamente, con calore," slightly faster than .Autterfly's

entrance, and in compound meter rather than the entrance duple meter. Most ofthe

orchestra supports the melody in octaves, except for harp arpeggios, trombone, second

bassoon, bass clarinet, and bass harmony, and viola tremolo.

Butterfly: Dolce notte I Quante stelle! Non Ie vidi mai si belle!
Trema, brilla, ogni favilla col baglioll di 'una pupilla!
Of Quanti occhi jissi, attenti d'ogni parte a riguardar,
Pei jirmamenti, via pei lidi, via pel mare!
Quanti sguardi ride il del! Ahf Dolce nottef
Tutto estatico d'amor, ride il del!

Lovely night! All.those stars! I've neVer seen them so beautiful!
Each little spark trembles and shines with the brightness of an eye!
Oh! So many steady eyes, watching, looking from every comer,
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Pinkerton:

From the heavens, over the shore and across the sea!
The sky smiles down! Lovely night!
Full ofthe ecstasy oflove, the sky smiles down!

Vieni, vieni! Vien sei mia!
Via 1'angoscia dal tuo cor!
Ti serro palpitante.
Ah! Vieni, guarda: dorme ogni cosa!
Ah! Vien, se mia!

Come then, come! Come you are mine!
Banish all distress from your heart!
I hold you as you tremble.
Come, look: everything is asleep!
Ah, come, you are mine!

While it can be argued that the domination ofButterfly's theme in the closing

section demonstrates her power, Berg sees "the ficticious character" ofPinkerton's

singing her theme. "When the two sing the same melody, it's never the sign oftrue union,

but the opposite.,,65 Poindefert·states that "the chasm between them is huge, even if the

music seems to unite them in an ephemeral apotheosis."66 Ping-hui Liao finds a similar

imitation in Turandot to be "appropriation, incorporation, and domination.,,67 It is quite

clear that Butterfly is ecstatic to have pinkerton joining in her music. While she sings her

awe ofthe heavens, she assumes that he shares her sense ofthe coming love act as also

heavenly. She does not hear his words~ she hears only his music, the language in which

65 (Quando nel corso del brano I due cantono la stessa melodia, do non e mai segno di vera
unione. al contrario.) Karl Berg, II duetto d'amore," 86.

66 (Le fosse reste profond, meme si la musique les unit Ie temps d 'une apotheose ephemere.)
Bruno Poindefert:, "Commentaire musical et litteraire, 36.

67 Ping-Hui Liao, "OfWriting Words for Music Which is Already Made": Madama Butterfly,
Turandot, and Orientalism, Cultural Critique (Fall 1990), 58-59.
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she expresses, as at her entrance, her hamartia ofthe power oflove to save her and to

bring her joy.

Example 5.26, six before 135, Pinkerton joins Butterfly in her entrance theme
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At the repetition ofher text line "Oh! So many steady eyes,,,68 Butterfly continues the

entrance music alone, as Pinkerton continues his repetitions of "Come, oh come," in

68 Butterfly's reaction to the shimmering stars as many watching eyes seems to reinforce her
discomfort at society's intrusion into her future.
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counter melody. Their contrasting texts continue to the end where Butterfly is still singing

'ofthe sky smiling down, as Pinkerton joins her musical line to the text "Ob, come, you are
,

mine." Butterfly ends on high C, which is optional for the tenor (although most take it)

The postlude to'ButterHy's entrance, Hetna saku ham, also concludes the duet as

the.couple enter the house, but as it was transforined in auttertly's conversion aria, "10

seguo it mio destino." The orchestration is quite different here from the first occurrence

of the theme. Although marked largo as was the first occurrence, the theme seems slower

because it is set in quarter, not eighth note values. Beginning fortissimo and rapidly

diminishing to piano, the high woodwinds, horps, and Japanese bells catry the melody Over

an F pedal Wthe cellos and basses, without the staccato articulation or grace notes used in

the first occurrence, while the harp plays arpeggiated chords under the melody. The

violins and violas support with tremolo chords. The first act ends with the same

ambiguous resolution that closed Butterfly's entrance, repeated, as ino emphasize the

intent at ambiguity.
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Example 5-27, I, 136, Hana saku haru postlude to the love duet and end ofAct I.
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In the first act, Puccini has masterfully established the hamartia associated with Butterfly's

desperation to establish her personal security in becoming "an American wife." Her

hamartia has been challenged by threats from the world around her, and she has exhibited

briefmoments of realization that many ofthose threats are associated with her new
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relationship. The remaining acts will increasingly test her hamartia, as she follows the

path to her final anagnorisis.
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Chapter SiL Madama BIltterfly: An Interpretation-Acts nand m

The second and third acts of the opera are based on Belasco's play and include

much of its detail. Puccini's highly developed theatrical skill is shown in his portrayal of

the increasing threats to Butterfly's hamartia-her status as a secure American wife-and

her reactions in trying to preserve her own and others' confidence in that status. The

audience shares in the nuanced depiction ofButtert1y's internal psychological state,

alternating between hope and despair, as she waits for Pinkerton's return. The recurring

themes ofButterfly's hamartia and threats-supported by the pacing, balance, and

realistic ordering ofstimulus and reaction-arouse the audience's empathy for her

fluctuating emotions. As noted in Chapter Three, Puccini initially conceived this section

as one act, making the audience part ofButterfly's long wait for her husband's return.

Structure of Ad n

This act is set in Butterfly's house, three years following Pinkerton's departure,

and has three main sections:

Musical Introduction for Act II-Establishing the setting

I. Effects ofPinkerton's Three-Year Absence
Poverty and the old and new religion
Butterfly's faith/hamartia: "Un bel di"

II. The intrusion ofreality: the consul
Butterfly's shock and anagnorisis
Further hamartia: the child
Butterfly's choices

ill. Renewed hope
Vindication
Preparations for Pinkerton's return: The last flowery bower
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Musical Introduction for Act U-Establishing the Setting

The second act is introduced with a fugue, as was the first, but one that is far less

boisterous. Although the first intervals ofthe pattern and rhythmic figure are the same,

and the tempo marking is almost the same, this fugue seems much slower (because it is set

in eighth notes, rather than sixteenths) and less ambiguous (it traces a natural minor scale

from its beginning). This is the only significant new theme in the prelude, in contrast with

the two in the Act I prelude. Rather than the ascending major scale incorporated in Act I,

the pattern here features descending thirds, "surrounding a pitch."

Example 6-1, Opening fugue for Act II.
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The curse theme recurs just at the curtain (II, ~, and the whole-tone ascending passage,

which will be introduced in Butterfly's vision aria, is anticipated at ~ +2, with repetitions

in the soprano (at ~+5) and bass a+6).
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Example 6~2. Curse theme at curtain (II, Z,) followed by whole~tone theme (Z+2), both
over half~diminished seventh harmoniesl

sciando la camua in una semiOscudtA. SuZUki pregll, rall'lloiJIitolata ,davanU ali'imma.

!line oi. Buodat suona. 4,1 quandO ~Q quando 1a CllllllpaoeUa dene prerhlere. JlutterFly·~ atesa

L Effects of Pinkerton's Three-Year Absence

Poverty and the old and new religion

Acts lI·and III are set in the same little·house that Pinkerton and Butterfly entered

at the end ofAct I. Three years have passed, and the money Pinkerton left to support the

two women is nearly gone. In contrast with the bustling excitement introducing the first

act and its two male protagonists, and in contrast with the magical love duet closing the

act, this act begins with the quiet desperation oftwo deserted women.2 Recurrences of

1 Although their rhythmic patterns are quite different, it may be because of the close
juxtaposition ofthese two themes with the same interval patterns here that Girardi chooses to treat them
as versions ofthe same theme. Example 5·25 (two before ill> makes their similarity especially clear.

2 Arthur Groos has pointe4out several parallels between the beginning of this act and Act
I-the fugal introductions and the conversation between two people ofthe same gender. In the following
aria in Act I, Pinkerton presentslrlntselfas a heedless sexual adventurer; the first aria in Act II shows the
resillts of that attitude. "La Commedia eStupenda," paper presented at Madama Butterfly:
L'orientalismo di fine$eCOlo, l'approccio pupciniano, la ricezione, Convegno internazionale distudi,
Lucca e Torre delLago, 28·30 Maggio 2004.
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important themes ofButterfly's hamartia and their challenges underscore her struggle to

continue to believe in her husband's return.

The prelude leads directly into a minor chord ostinato accompanying Suzuki's

chant ofher prayers to an authentic Japanese folk song,3 punctuating her words with a

hand bell. Before Butterfly speaks, an important new theme associated with the women's

difficulties is sounded at n, 1,+2 and will recur frequently in this act. The first three notes

of this theme are a retrograde ofthe "Fate" theme (Example 5-10), the Echigo jishi phrase

to which Butterfly sang ''But the whirlwind uproots the strongest oak tree." This theme,

which Girardi calls "DestinY,,,4 permeates the first part of the act, alternating with themes

from Act I. Puccini varies both its melodic line and rhythmic pattern in recurrences, which

Poindefert suggests "gives multiple faces to the tragedy ofthe situation."s Arising forte

out of the piano syncopated D-minor chords which precede it, the theme is introduced by

solo oboes (the double reed timbre associated with oriental music suggesting that it is the

3 Kimiyo Powils-0kano identifies the song as Takai yama (The high mountain). Although the
Japanese text is about eggplants and cucumbers, she explains that the vantage point of the song is from a
high mountain looking down into a valley at blooming plants below. She assumes that Puccini used it for
his prayer music because of its title, since Japanese assume the gods live in the mountains and have to be
summoned down. (Wenn Suzuki zu den japanischen Gottern betet, tut sie dies aufder Melodie eines der
Popultirlieder vom Ende der Edo-Zeit, des Takai yama "Hoher Bt;!rg. .. "(Wenn ich) vom hohen Berg ins
Tal hinunter schaue (sieh' mal anI), haben Gurken undAuberginen ihre Hochblatezeit. "... wurde bei
Puccini ofJenbar wegen des hohen Berges zur Gebetsmusik. In den japanischen Mythen undnach dem
Volksglauben wohnen ntimlich die Gotter meist aufhohen Bergen. Sie milssen beim Gebet erst
heruntergebeten werden. Daher ist die Verbindung dieses Liedes mit Suzukis Gebet durchaus
einleuchtend.) Puccini's "Madama Butterfly" (Bonn: Verlag fiir Systematische Musikwissenschaft,
1986),55.

4 Michele Girardi, Puccini: His International Art, trans. Laura Basini (Chicago: The University
ofChicago Press, 2000), 233.

S II sera constamment modijie, altere dans son profil melodique et rythmique, procede rare chez

Puccini qui donne ainsi de multiples visages au tragique de la situation. Bruno Poindefert, "Commentaire
musical et litteraire," 39.
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destiny ofthe Japanese women which is at stake), which are joined by flutes, clarinets, and

violas in its next occurrence. The syncopation contiJ;lues, but over a harmOJ;ly comprised

ofthe theme's pitches, which form a half-ditnimshed seven.th chord (D minor with added

sixth, ifread with the bass as the root), as Butterfly criticizes the Japanese gods.

Example 6-3. "Destiny" theme, IT, ~+2 (retrograde of"Fate")
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Repeated several times between i and 2, forte, and then softer, the theme accompanies

Butterfly asking Suzuki how much money remains, and Suzuki showing her how little,

.remi~ding us again ofthe text Butterfly 'sang about her family's financial ruin, and the

present threat ofpoverty due to Pinkerton's desertion. With a soft recurrence ofthe curse

thelrte, and fragments ofthe Act I opening fugue, 'Suzuki expresses doubts that Pinkerton

will ever return, and Butterfly insists he will, arguing that he provided their rent money
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and locks for the house to protect his little wife (sung to a recurrence ofth~ love entrance

music at II, 2). Here it is obvious that Butterfly is trying to preserve her hamartia offaith

in her status as an American wife with the protection ofher husband. When Suzuki asks

whether Butterfly ever knew an American husband who returned, Butterfly reacts )'\lith

anger in adisjunct line to a forte recurrence ofthe "Destiny" theme, "Ob, be quiet, or I'll

kill yoU.,,6 We can see here how the tension ofuncertainty is beginning to build, and how

the sweet, innocent, and child-like girl ofAct I has deepened and matured during the

three--year abandonment, and sometimes shows moments ofanger. Butterfly urges Suzuki

to repeat the ~onvictionthat Pinkerton will return, and at 20 before .u., over the strains of

a greatly deformed version ofher entrance music, and in a descending chromatic melody,

she asks Suzuki why she is crying. Because the entrance theme here is change4 both

harmonically and melodically, but c~ still be recognized, Girardi sees it as a Wagnerian

gesture.7 In contrast with the harp arpeggios and string melody ofthe entrance, and the

hopeful augmented triads ascending by whole tone, here the melody is a descending

chromatic line (which will play an in«reasingly important role in the final act), over string

tremolos. Butterfly then shares her vision ofthe day ofPinkerton's return, through the

music ofthis expression ofhamartia ensuring the survival of her other themes offaith-in

America, and in Pinkerton .

6 This is the first ofincreasingly intense outbursts ofanger from Butterfly, treated by"Some as
evidence of increasing madness, insanity, or delusion-a drifting further and further from reality. Arthur
Groos sees the influence on Puccini of Sadayakko's "mad" scenes, and the general sentiment that oriental
wom«n are unstable. Arthur Groos, "Cio-Cio~San and Sadayakko," Monumenta Nipponica 54, 1 (1999),
55.

7 Michele Girard, Puccini: His International Art, 231.
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Example 6-4, I, 20 before 12. Deformation ofButterf}y's entrance love music.
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his climb and calling to her, staying hidden. to tease and his calling out to het, and her

assertive coda offaith.

Un bel di vedremo levarsi unjil di fumo suI estremo conjin del mare.
E pOi la nave cppare. Poi la nave bianca entra nelporto,
Romba ilsudsaluto. Vedi? Egli evenuto!
10 non gli scendo incontro. 10 no. Mi metto la suI ciglio del colle e aspetto
E aspettogran tempo e nOn mipesa la lunga attesa.

Euscito dollfolla cittadina un uom, un picciolopunta
S 'avvia per la collina. Chi sara, chi .sara? E come sara giunto.
Che dira, che dira? Chiamen;, "Butterfly" dalla lontana
10 senza dar risposta me ne start}nascosta unpo'per celia,
E unpo'per non morire alprimo incontro,
Ed egli alquanto inpena chiamera, chiameril; Piccina mogliettina,
Olezzo di verbena, 1 nom.i che.mi dava alsuo venire.

Tutto questa avverra, te 10prometto.
Tienti la tuapaura, io consicurafede 1'aspetto.

One fine day we'll see a wisp ofsmoke rising from the'sea's far horizon,
And then the ship will appear, then the white ship will enter the harbor.
Thundering out its salute. ·You see? He's come!
I won't go down to meet him, not I. I shall go to the top ofthe hill to wait.
And wait for a long time, but I won't mind the long waiting.

Out ofthe city crowds a man is coming, a little speck,
Climbing up the hill. Who is it? Who is it? And when he gets here,
What will he say? He will call "Butterfly" from the distance
I without answering shall stay hidden partly for fun,
And partly so as not to die at our first meeting,
And he, a little troubled will call: Tiny, little wife,
Scent ofverbena, the names he used ~o call me when he came here.

This will all come to pass, I promise you.
Keep your fears to yourself> I shall await him with unshakeable faith.

The musical sections ofthe aria mirror these changing perspectives. Reversing the

ascending sequences ofButtertly's entrance arioso, the sequences in the A section descend

by step throughout a whole octave. Puccini previously used this procedure for Mimi's
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final aria in La boheme, "Sono andati." Bu~ that aria is harmonized in minor throughout.

Manon Lescaut's second act aria, "In. quelle trine morbide," uses similar descehding

contours.

This aria can be interpreted as depicting Butterfly's view ofthe harbor below from

her hill-top house, a rever~ ofher exclamations over t~e view as she ascends during the

entrance music. It also clearly demonstrates a favorite Puccinian melodic technique

(exploited at I, 40 in the entran(;e as well), "advancing a melody by surrounding or

bracketing a pitch."8 Here Butterfly expresses the reality ofher confidence in Pinkerton's

return, almost goiQ.g into a trance in the clarity ofher vision. She imagines she sees the

wispy smoke from the ship first, and the pianississimo winds, violin tremolo, and harp

harmonics come da lontano (as iffrom the distance) reflect this. As the orchestra and

voice gradually increase dynamics and tempo, Butterfly expresses every detail ofher

imagined order of events -hearing the ship's cannon, declaring her vindication in her

husband's return, and watching him come up the hill.

8 William Ashbtook,The Operas ofPuccini, 57. It was pr~viously pointed out that these
"oscillating thirds" are an inversion/retrograde ofthe theme just befOre the love duet where Butterfly
kisses Pinkerton's hand, which also resembles the child's theme to be introduced later in this act with
J3uttertly's presentation ofher child to SharpleSs. Rather than having dramatic meaning in itself, this
pattern is probably just a favorite melodic technique ofPuccini.
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Example 6-5, I, 12, beginning ofButterfly's vision ana, "Un bel di"
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Besides the incipit, which will, frequently recur to recall her hope, another phrase which

will also recur is scored to her phrase s 'avvia per la collina (climbing up the hill),

accompanied only by woodwinds. This whole-tone scale in octaves (four measures

before W is here a 'madrigalism' ofPinkerton ascending the hill, approached from major
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harmonies, with the same qualities ofhope expressed by Butterfly in her entrance music to

sequences ascending by whole tone.9

Example 6-6, "Hill-climbing theme," 5 before H
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Following the interlude in which :,autterfly describes how she will coyly hide, the

oscillating thirds theme returns fortissimo, with ot,Jter parts doubled at 15, con molta

passione, and the aria concludes with Butterfly's sustained high B flat on the word aspetto

(I wait) at 16 over a fortissimo tutti orchestral repetition ofthe theme.

9 This hopeful theme recurs at the ~d ofthe opera at the end ofthe opera, as Plnkerton :finally
does climb up the hill to find Butterfly dead.

/
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Thetotal effect ofthis aria is powerful, as Butterfly counters Suzuki's doubts with

her painting ofthe certainty ofPinkerton's return down to the last detail. The recurrence

ofits themes during the actual arrival ofhis. ship recalls her certainty in this aria. 10

n. The intrusion of reality: the consul

The next. scene, which culminates in Butterfly's first major expression of

anagnorisis, marks a major turning point in the opera. ··It is one ofthe most extensive and

complex ever constructed by Puccini, and it is coooected with the rest of the opera by

recurring motives from the first act and the first scene ofthe second act.

Initially ovetjoyed to see the consul with a letter for her, Butterfly invites him into

an "American home," and complains about Goro's promotion ofnew marriage candidates,

especially Prince Yamadori. ll His arrival interrupts the consul's attempt to give her an

important message, and the comic aspects ofhis ~cene partially relieve the building tension

and delay the ultimate denouement and anagnorisis. Although the "Fate" theme is heard

fortissimo at 32 and 33 just after Yamadori advocates himselfas her new husband,

Butterfly insists that an American husband cannot divorce simply by desertion: "That is

not the law ofmy country, the United States," she sings, over a reminiscence ofthe "Star

Spangled Banner" (six before M). Her hamartia is further demonstrated ina briefcomic

10 Avery different perspective on this aria will be discussed inthe conclusions.

U His theme is Miyasama (My Prince), also prominent in The Mikado, a score Puccini
possessed. This theme is used for both comic and serious effects in the scene.
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scene in which she role plays her impression ofAmerican judges' protection ofwives

whose hu~bandswish to casually divorce them. 12

ButterOy's Shock

Following the departure ofYamadori, Puccini stages a scene much resembling that

between the elder Germont and Violetta in La traviata, his only extended baritone/

soprano scene (voice types which Verdi frequently juxtaposed, particularly in father-

daughter type interchanges). The consul has received a letter from Pinkerton, and tries to

prepare Butterfly for its content. The music underlying their conversation forecasts the

humming chorus accompanying Butterfly's vigil at the end ofthe act. The simple diatonic

melody is partly sung by Sharpless and Butterfly, with melody later carried by solo first

violin.

Butterfly assumes from the letter's initial ambiguous·lines that it brings good·news,

anp constantly interrupts to confirm her assumptions, delaying.her moment ofanagnorisis,

and jncreasing tension in its anticipation. Frustrated that he cannot finish his unpleasant

task:, Sharpless suddenly stops, realizing that she does not understand, and curses

Pinkerton.13 He then asks very bluntly, without accompaniment, what she would do if

Pinl<:erton were never to return, modulating in his unaccompanied vocal line from B- flat

•
12 Julian Budden ~otes that Carre wanted the brief scene cut from the Paris perfonnance, but

Ricordi insisted on retaining it. Puccini, 261.

13 In the origirud version, this same line Quel diavolo d'un Pinkerton! (What a devil, that
Pinkerton!) is spoken itljest in Act I, laughing at Pinkerton's ability to get girls anywhere.
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major to an Anatural minor. 14 A string and timpani fortissimo accent on the second beat

ofmeasure 45 emphasize the following silence.

Sharpless: Ebbene,che!al'este, MCldamaButterfly
s 'ei non dovesse ritornar piu mai?

Well then, what would you do, Madama Butterfly,
ifhe never returned again?

Example 6-7, the Consul's shocking question, II, 5 before 46
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14 One notes Puccini's sensitivity to the power of silence at this turning point in the opera.
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Butterfly does not immediately respond, and when she does, her shock is evident.

Butterfly: Due cose potrei far:
tomar a divertir la gente col cantar . ..
Oppur, meglio, morire.

I might do two things:
go back toentertaiDing people with my singing ...
Or else, I would prefer to die.

I tJ •

An ostinato oftwo-chord patterns then begins in clarinets and bassoons, followed by a

tonic pedal in the harp and bass.clarinet, as Butterfly, in a breathless chromatic response,

suggests·her only choices-to return to life as a geisha, or to die.

Example 6-8, Butterfly's choices, 46.

; op..pur,... . meglio, filo-ri _;$•
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Over the continuing threnody-like ostinato, Sharpless advises her to accept the Japanese

prince, which makes Butterfly angry. She cannot understand why he, a representative of

the American government, does not respect her American marriage, and she asks Suzuki

to show him out, although Sharpless apologizes for being so blunt.
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To string tremolos, Butterfly slowly begins to react to what the consul has told her

and what she has answered. Her shock is set to an ascending, then descending five-tone,

whole-tone scale. The upward direction ofher entrance sequences and the hill-climbing

theme ofher vision aria now have been reversed, turning the subsequent path ofthe opera

in a downward direction. As Butterfly realizes the truth ofPinkerton's letter, her

unaccompanied octave ascent and descent to the text Ah! m'00 scordata? (Ah! Has he

forgotten me?), in an exclamation ofanagnorisis, further marks this turning point in the

opera.

Butterfly: Niente, niente! Ho creduto morir
Ma passapresto come passan Ie nuvole sui mare
Ah! M'OO scordata?

It's nothing, nothingI I thought I would die
But it's passed already, as swiftly as clouds above the ocean.
Ahl Has he forgotten me?

Example 6-9, II, 4 before~ Butterfly's anagnorisislrealization ofthe truth,
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Butterfly's basic hamartia has been faith in her secure status as an American wife,

expressed in the two prominent themes ofthis faith, the "Star Spangled Banner" and her

entrance love music. Up to this point in the act, she has gone from argument with Suzuki

to expressing a powerful faith and confidence, to having her trust and vision totally shaken

for the first time in the opera.

Further hamartia: The child

Until the turning point anagnorisis described above, Butterfly has not let herself

consider any possibility except Pinkerton's return. All her reasoning powers have

confirmed it to her-why else would he ever have left rent money and put locks on the

house for her security? She did not conceive ofany need to defend her status as his wife.

But she now realizes that her assumptions ofhis return were not enough, and therefore

decides that she must make the consul aware ofher greatest asset as a wife-Pinkerton's

child. This is her last hope, and she carries the boy in to a triumphant setting ofthe love

entrance music. The relatively late appearance ofthe child for the first time in such a

dramatic setting provides a peak in Butterfly's hamartia. and a delay in the final

denouement.

The whole orchestra bursts out in the theme, this time in C major (its key in the

duet reprise ofthe theme). This is not an ethereal, impressionistic setting, but a

triumphant, accented march-forte, allegro, and in 3/4 rather than its original 4/4. Winds,

trumpets, and violins ornament the beginning ofphrases with triplet arpeggio flourishes.
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E"ample 6-10, Recurrence ofButterfly's entrance love music in dramatic presentation of
her child, II. 50
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As she carries out her child, Butterfly questions the consul.

Butterfly: Equesto? E questo?
E questo egli potrapure scordare?

And this? And this?
Perhaps it too will be forgotten?

Her text is underlaid by a new Japanese theme, Kappore honen, beginning in the orchestra

at 50+6, played in octaves by the flutes, oboes, clarinets, and first violins. This theme is

identified with Butterfly's child in all its subsequent occurrences. She will sing the theme

in the final act as a lullaby, and it is most heart-rendingly reprised just before Butterfly
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realizes she must give up the child to Pinkerton and his new wife. 1s The juxtaposition of

this theme with the powerful recurrence ofher love music demonstrates that producing

this child has been the most important result ofButterfly's marriage.

Buttertly's Choices

Following the consul's insulting query regarding the child's paternity (the mother

stresses his blue eyes and golden curls), Butterfly examines her choices in an aria,

ostensibly directed to the child, but obviously replying to the consul's question about what

she would do. She then asks the question ofherself and, for the first time in an aria, the

sources ofher hamartia·are shaken.

A: Che tua madre dovra prenderti in braccio
Ed allpioggia e al vento andarPer la citta
A guadagnarti ilPane e il vestimento.

B. Ed aile impietosite genti la man tremante stendera
Gridando: Udite, udite la triste mia canzon.
A un infelice madre la carita, muovetevi a pieta.

B': E Butterfly, orribile destino, danzera per te,
E come fece gia, la ghescia cantera!

1S Powils-0kano traces this song from a song from around 1874, Toba bushe, with an original
text expressing joy at the rich rice harvest. It was danced by a priest at harvest festivities, and later
performed as a somewhat vulgar dance by street artists called Kappore dancers (from a verb meaning "to
fall madly in love"). Powils-0kano interprets Puccini's use of it as a lu11abye in comparing the joy ofa
good harvest to the joy of a mother in her child, the fruit of her love. The grandson ofMs. Oyama reported
that his grandmother was not very happy with Puccini's use ofthe vulgar Kappore honen as a lu11abye,
but Puccini didn't pay any attention to her objection. ("Kappore honen" zu Anfang der Meiji-Zeit (um
1874) war es sehr popular. Sein Text drackt die Freude uber die reiche Reisernte aus. Der Ursprung des
Liedes war ein Volkslied, "Toba-bushi." Es wurde beim Erntefest von den Priestern getanzt. SptJter
wurde es wegen seines komischen Tanzes aufden StrafJen der Vergntigungsviertel von den Kappore
Tanzer genannten StrafJenkunstlern dargebracht. Das Wort kappore soli angeblich aus dem Verb
kapporeru "sich Hals tiber Kopfverlieben" stammen. "Kappore honen" wurde offenbar dadurch zum
Wiegenlied . .. dapPuccini die Freude iiber di gute Ernte mit der Freude der Mutter iiber ihr Kind, iiber
die Frucht ihrerLiebe, gleichsetzte ... Der Enkel von Frau Oyama berichtete, dap seine GrofJmutter
iiber Puccinis Einfall, "Kappore" als Wiegenlied einzusetzen, nicht sehr erfreut war. .. Puccini
kiimmerte sich jedoch nicht um ihren Einwand.) Kimiyo Powils-0kano, Puccini's "Madama Butterfly,"
55-56.
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Transition:

A':

A:

B:

B':

Transition:

A':

E la canzon giuliva e lieta in un singhiozzofinira!

Ah! No, no, questo mail Questo mestier che al disonore porta! Morta!
Morta! Mai piu danzar! Piuttosto la mia vitavo' troncar! Ah, mortal

that your mother should take you in her anns
And in wind and rain should go through the city,
To earn morley for bread and clothes.

And to the pitying people should stretch out her trembling hand/6

Crying: Listen, listen to my sad song,
Charity for an unhappy mother, have mercy_

And Butterfly, dreadful fate, will dance for you,
And as she has done befare, the geisha will sing!

And the joyous, happy song will end in a sob!

Ah! No, no, never that! That way oflife which leads to dishonor! Death!
Rather~han to dance again! I would rather cut short my life! Ah! Death!

To an A-B-B'-A' form, the text shows Butterfly's gradual realization ofthe

implications for her life ifher husband never returns. In the initial section, she realizes that

being aloq.e and penniless will reduce her to begging and shame, as she seeks food for her

child. This section combines modal (Aeolian) and minor on A flat with chromatic

seetions,17 but many phrases can also be heard as pentatonic. With the initial melody

16 The text from this point was altered between the third and Paris versions. The original text
concerned the Mikado admiring Butterfly's child,·and taking him to his palace to be raised as the
handsomest prince in the land (all from Long, where itis spoken to Suiuki in pidgin).: Ed alle
impietosite genti, ballando de' suoi canti al suon, gridare:-Udite, udite udite la bellissima canzon delle
ottocentomila divinito vestite di splendor. E passero una fila diguerrieri co1l1mperator, cui
diro:-Sommo duce ferma I tuoi servi e sosta a riguardar quest'occhi ove la luce dal delo ~zurroonde

scendesti appar. (And to the pitying people, dancing to the sound ofher song,cry:-listen, listen, listen to
the beautiful song ofeight hundred thousanddivinities robed in splendor. And a troop ofsoldiers will
pass with the Emperor to whom I will say:-Supreme leader, halt your servants, and pause to look at
those eyes where the light from the azure skies from which you descended apPears.)

11 The lowered leading tone minor is prevalent in Butterfly's final aria, too, and gives a
somewhat modal/archaic feel to her mature expressions.
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ascending and descending five tones, the lowered third shows the sagging from the

previously optimistic ascending whole-tone melodies.

Example 6-11,11·55, Beginning ofButterfly's lament, Che tua madre
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The B section presents a new theme ofchallel1ge for Butterfly, to the text Edallapietosite

gente (And to the pitying people should stretch out her trembling hand). Because this

Japanese theme taken from the folksong SUiryo bushi also closes the opera, it is worthy of

inclusion in Butterfly's tragic challenges of fate, and her overcoming ofthem in her heroic

death. The theme is repeated in octaves at II, 56 in itsmost characteristic anapest form, to

Butterfly's text E Butterfly, orribile destino, danzera per te (And Butterfly, horrible
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destiny, will dance for you), showing that it represents Butterfly's potential shame ifshe

returps to life as a beggar or geisha. 18 Here, the theme is played pianissimo in octaves, un

poco agitato. When it recurs at the close ofthe opera, in vastly different dynamics and

orchestration, the theme.relates to the honor ofher choice ofdeath over the shame of

returning to geisha life, and can be labelled "Shame".

Example 6-12, II,~ Butterfly's final threateningtheme, Suiryo busht("Shame")
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18 Powils.Qkano says that this melody, a dance rhythm, comes from the popular song SUiryo

Bushi (which she translates "sympatb.y")of around 1888. One text version was translated by J.L. Long
and cited in his novel. "Joy oftb.e encounter, sadness oftb.e separation. Would there would be only the
encounter, without the separation." According to Powils.Qkano, Puccini took this poem from the novel,
the music from Ms. Oyama.
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A brief transition inB major at IT, 56+9, to the return ofthe A section is

accompanied by the child's theme over an F-sharppedal, and the text E la canzon giuliva

e beta in unsinghiozzajinira! (And the joyous, happy song will end in a sob!) It is during

this transition that Butterfy makes the decision that will be expressed in the return of the

aria's first theme. There.is no happiness jn a return to geisha life for a mother.

A deceptive cadence leads to aD-sharp chor4, which·becomes the dominant for

return ofthe A sectionin B-flat natural minor at IT, 57. This closing section is

accompanied by minor chords in the full orchestra with accents on the second beat ofeach

measure,19 initially piano, but increasing in volume as Butterfly's melody does not tum to

descend but continues upward. Over·a halfdiminished seventh chord with A-natural root

(with continuing pedal Aflat in the bass), she asserts her rejection ofgeisha dancing to

make a living. Octave descents (the anagnorisis ofher forced choice), and a final ascent

to high B-flat give emphasis to Butterfly's determination to choose death as her only

alternative. These dramatic melodic changes were made only for the Paris version, for

which the text was also changed from the mythical Mikado tale to one ofButterfly's

increasing misery.20

19 Mosco Carner sugg~ that the second beat accents suggest a sarabande, and that the whole is
like a funeral march cOJnbined with a dance song. Puccini: A Critical Biography, 420.

20 "By replacing a renewed evocation ofJapan's mythical past with one ofButterfly's recent
pa~, Puccini Shows clearly that the heroine has acquired a "moralistic" Western mentality, now refusing
to return to prostitution." Michele Girardi, Puccini, 253-54.
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EXanlple 6-13, II, 21+4, Ending ofChe tua madre
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Example 6-13 (continued)

(Q.un • ta pie.
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The aria ends with a repeat ofthe Suiryo bushi theme (here expressing the honor of

choosing death) in fortissimo tutti octaves at six before a repeated with fewer

instruments pianissimo two before a.

This aria has as powerfully expressed Butterfly's gradual and detailed realization of

the implications ofher desertion as "Un bel din expressed her detailed anticipation ofher

husband's return. The contrasting perspectives ofthese two major arias in this act frame

the moment ofanagnorisis between them in which she first understands the possibility that

she has been deserted.
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The consul is upset by Butterfly's declaration, and prepares to leave, promising

Butterfly he will inform Pinkerton ofthe child. When he asks the child's name, Butterfly

answers that it is D%re, but when his father returns it will be changed to Gioia; to

reinforce her conviction, the initial melody of"Un bel di" is sounded fortissimo and

accented by the horn section, accompanied by tremolo in the strings (eight berore 60).

m. Renewed hope

Progress toward the final denouement is interrupted by a series ofevents featuring

dramatic juxtapositions and rapid change in emotions. Following the departure ofthe

consul, a briefscene ofgreat anger provides a frame for the following scene ofequally

intense positive emotions. A furious Suzuki, singing in a high register, bursts in dragging

Goro-he's been telling everyone that no one knows the father ofButterfly's child. Over

jagged and dissonant orchestral repetitions of the curse theme (previously associated with

the rage ofthe Bonze), Butterfly threatens to kill Goro with her father's dagger; but

Suzuki restrains her, and he runs away.21 Poindefert links Butterfly's progressively

increasing anger and violence with her "last act ofdesperation-her suicide."22

21 In addition to noting the influence Sadayakko's "mad" scenes might have had on Puccini,
Arthur Groos states that "the orientalizing reception of Sadayakko's performances invite a reading of the
opera's imagined Japan in terms ofa similar ... contrast between civilized and primitive, white and
yellow, male and female," and notes that reviewers were fascinated by the "protean instability ofthe
primitive heroine in roles ranging from doll-like beauty and childishness to raging fury." "Cio-Cio-San
and Sadayakko." 55.

22 (La progression dans la violence s 'achevera avec son prochain et ultime acte de desespoir:
ce sera son suicide.) Bruno Poindefert, "Commentaire musical et littemre," 53-54.
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Vindication

Returning to her child, Butterfly reassures him ofhis father's return, in a new

increasingly confident theme, ending with an octave ascent to high G sharp on the phrase

Lontan ci portera! (He'll take us far away!). As Butterfly sustains the pitch (the orchestra

drops out), a cannon shot is heard, and Suzuki recognizes it as a ship arriving in the

harbor. Immediately at Q.t the strains of"Un bel di" are heard as the women rush for a

telescope, and seek to read the name and identify the flag ofthe arriving ship. Over a

tremolo in the second violins, the cellos, first violins, and flutes play the melody with

downbeat accents in harp and cellos. The dynamic is pianississimo, increasing as the full

complement ofwoodwinds join in the theme at 2 before Q2., followed by brass sections

two measures later.

Butterfly:

Suzuki:

Butterfly:

Ci portera lontano, lontan,
Nella sua terra, lontan ci portera!

He will take us far away, far away,
To his country, he will take us far away!

II cannone delporto! Una nave da guerra . ..

The harbor cannon! A warship ...

Bianca . .. bianca. .. if vessillo americano delle stelle . ..
Or governa per ancorare. Reggimi la mano ch'io
ne discerna if nome.
II nome, if nome. Eccolo: Abramo Lincoln!
Tutti han mentito! Tutti, tutti!
Sol io 10 sapevo, sol io che I 'amo.
Vedi 10 scimunito tuo dubbio?

White ... white . . . the American flag with the stars. . .
It's coming to anchor, Hold my hand steady,
So I can make out the name.
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The name, the name. There it is: Abraham Lincolnl23

They were all lyingI All ofthemI
Only I knew it, only I who love him.
Now do you ,see how foolish it was to doubt?

Puccini has carefully led us to this climax. The vision of"Un bel eli" is now carried out in

reality, almost exactly as Butterfly had dreamed it. The melody supporting her previous

text in the aria, Vedi? Egli evenuto! (You see, he's comel) now underlies her shouting

out the name ofthe ship. The "Un bel eli" melody is carried by flutes, violins, and violas

over harp harmonics and second violin tremolo, and being only instrumental, is intensified

by scoring up a minor third from its original key ofG flat.

Example 6·14, Un bel di reprise for sighting of ship, II, four before~.
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23 Later in the third act, Suzuki will tell Pinkerton and the Consul that Butterfly has scrutinized
the flag and color ofevery ship entering into the harbor for the last three years. There is much
intertextual significance here. The ship Butterfly awaits is white (not one of Commodore Perry's "black
ships"). The stars of the American flag are conflated with the stars so prominent in the background for
the love duet. as the belief in a man and his country (and the two themes that represent them) are here
related. Puccini was to attach even more significance to the question "11 nome"?? in his final opera
Turandot.
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Example 6·14 (continued)

8UTTERFLY (
LSNf',A.MBNl'l1 Butterfly ~ Suzuki corrono verso 11 terrauo)
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After confinning that it is an American flag on the ship and is indeed the Abraham

Lincoln, Butterfly sings triumphantly ofher vindication against all who considered her

foolish. This exclamation is set to the contour ofthe "Star Spangled Banner," expanded in

an arpeggio to a higher triumphant pitch.

Butterfly:
it giunto! t giunto! it giunto!
Proprio nelpunta che ognun diceva: piangi e dispera.
Trion/a il mio amor! II mio amor, lamia/e trion/a intera:
Ei toma e m'ama!

He's come! He's come! He's come!
Just at the moment everyone was saying: Weep and give up hope,
My love is triumphant! My love and faith have triumphed overall:
He has returned and he loves mel
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This most dramatic recurrence ofthe American anthem belongs to Butterfly, and was

added for the second performance in Brescia.24 In triumphant assertion ofthe efficacy of

her faith, Butterfly declares her victory to a thrice-repeated dominant/tonic, followed by

the melody of"by the dawn's early light,"and extending the following arpeggio to the

octave dominant on m 'ama (he loves me), before settling on the final tonic. The power of

her fanfare-like triplets, dotted rhythms, repeated harmonic resolutions, and final

arpeggiated ascent to the octave dominant surpasses any previous arpeggiated declarations

ofthe American men. The orchestral diminution ofher ascending arpeggio, over

descending bass octave arpeggios, increases the impact of the climactic phrase. Adding to

its power is the closing frame, a recurrence ofthe second theme ofButterfly's entrance

music at II, 70 (see example 5-8) sounded ffftuttaJorza, in tremolo with the melody

carried by the violins and first trombones. This climax is supported by the conflation of

two ofButterfly's central hamartia themes: the "Star Spangled Banner" and her love

entrance music-the themes ofher identity as an American wife.

24 In the premiere version of the opera, this section described how the child's name would
change from D%re to Gioia with his father's return.
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·Example 6-15, II·7 before 1Q, Butterfly's vindication
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Preparations for Pinkerton's return: The last flowery bower

With his keen sense ofdramatic pacing, and to heighten the anticipation ofthe final

tragedy, Puccini immediately changes the mood with a feminine, joyful flower duet,

accompanying the strewing ofgarden flowers all over the stage. It contrasts with all

previous styles in the opera (in 6/8, it is one ofthe few scenes in the opera where women

sing to a rhythm that feels triple, and is criticized by some as below the standard ofthe

other set pieces. But it appropriately represents the respite of false hope in a traditional

nineteenth-century Italian female duet form with voices in thirds, also employed in Lalane.

Most significantly, this piece sets the stage (literally) for Pinkerton's final aria, preparing a

scene typical in Orientalist literature and earlier operas: the flowered bower of refuge for

the Western male. However, it is obvious here, as well as in the rest ofthe opera, that

Butterfly expects something in return, and has from the beginning. She has intensely

hoped, from the time she first agreed to the marriage, that her giving would be

reciprocated-that providing comfort, sex, and love would be repaid with·lifelong

protection and loyalty. She had a modern woman's attitude about marriage: that the

caring she offers will be returned, that she and Pinkerton will take care of each other. The

flower duet is her final gesture in this caring-preparing a welcoming, comfortable,

fragrant bower for her returning husband.

At the close ofthe duet, as the stage is darkened for another evening, Suzuki

prepares Butterfly and her child to meet the long-absent Pinkerton. As Butterfly dons her

wedding kimono and Suzuki dresses her hair, they laugh at the sufferings ofthe past-the
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curse ofthe Bonze, Goro, the pompous Yamadori. The three then settle in front ofthe

shoji, to watch for Pinkerton's return.25

The humming chorus repeats the melody to which the consul earlier attempted to

read Pinkerton's letter to Butterfly, providing a "Greek chorus" comment on the tragedy.

The off-stage unison voices sound almost as instruments, evoking the peaceful evening

ambience ofthe love duet. Except for the staccato accompaniment, there is no oriental

(pentatonic or whole-tone) association with this music. Like the wedding blessing, Komi,

oKomi, it is homophonic and diatonic, almost hymn-like in its Western effect. In

Example 6-16, the delicate texture of soft humming voices is accompanied by pizzicato

strings, flutes, and harp, all diminishing to pianississimo as the vocal line rises to high B

flat.

Example 6-16, end ofHumming Chorus, final seven measures ofAct II
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25 Here the fonn of the opera underwent significant changes between its premiere and the second
perfonnance at Brescia. As noted in Chapter Three, Puccini had been inspired by Butterfly's'long silent
vigil in David Belasco's play, and wanted the same for his opera. with the final scene continuing
unbroken. In the tradition ofopera ofhis time, he had composed an intermezzo between the scenes.
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Example 6-16. (continued)
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In Act II, Puccini has shown itl music and text the desperate situation of

Butterfly's household, and her refusal to doubt. When faced directly with the increasing

evidence ofher husband's desertion, the idea ofdeath as a solution first enters her mind.

Several musical/emotional peaks forButterfly have expressed these feelings-her vision

aria "Un bel di," in which she visualizes the details ofher husband's return; her shock at

the suggestion that she has been deserted, demonstrated in an octave exclamation

anagnorisis; the triumphant presentation ofher child to the consul; her gradual realization

ofthe implications ofher desertion, and consideration ofdeath as her solution in the aria

"Che tua madre;" and the recreation ofher hope and hamartia in the sighting ofher

husband's returning ship, followed by her expressions ofvindication.
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Structure of Act ill

The act is comprised ofthe following sections:

Musical Introduction for Act ill, the intermezzo-Establishing the setting

1. Arrival of the Americans: Confirmation ofreality
Three perspectives
Pinkerton's farewell

II. Butterfly and Mrs. Pinkerton
Butterfly's appearance and anagnorisis
The nobility ofrenunciation

III. Butterfly meets her fate
An unfulfilled hamartia
Final recurrence ofchallenges ofthe "Curse" and "Death"
Butterfly's victory
Butterfly's triumph over the challenge of"Shame"

Musical Introduction for Act ill, the intermezzo-Establishing the Setting

The final act is framed by the first and last ofthe themes representing challenges to

Butterfly's faith. The act is introduced with "Fate," which was the first challenging theme

heard in the opera. The act and the opera close with "Shame," the last challenging theme,

which was introduced in the Act II aria "Che tua madre."

As noted earlier, Puccini wanted no curtain between the first and last part ofwhat

was then the second act. In his original conception ofa two-act opera, the music now

introducing Act III was an intermezzo between the first and second parts of the long

second act. Ifperformed without a break between Acts IT and ill, the silence following

the ending ofthe humming chorus is violently interrupted by the "Fate" theme from

Echigo jishi (Example 6-17), sounded in fortissimo octaves by flutes, oboes, English horn,
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bas~Qon, horns, and strings, ,with the brass and timpani sustaining a chord on the second

beat The theme is repeated piano in the strings and oboe.

The impatience ofthe audience in the resulting ninety-minute final act (puccini had

been warned by his librettists that this was folly) was one ofthe major causes ofrevisions

for Br~scia, designating the final section as Act II, Part One and Act II, Part Two.

However, drawing the curtain between the parts loses the dramatic juxtaposition ofthe

wispy final strains ofthe humming chorus, with the fortissimo, tutti orchestra recurrence

ofthe "fate" theme, which now follows an intermission and introduces the prelude to the

final act.

Example 6-17, "Fate" theme opening Act ill (Act IT, Part IT)

J=56
AND!' SOSirENlfto

Beginning the act with the powerful "Fate" theme reminds us that whatever is to come,

Butterfly will not escape her tragic destin.y. This is most appropriate as the following

intermezzq section consists mostly ofButterfly's /umlartia themes, playin.g in her

subconscious during her long vigil. They form the first section ofthe most extensive
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orchestral passage in all Puccini's operas. The images are ofButterfly juxtaposing her

memories to reassure herself The audience is drawn into Butterfly's hamartia once again

by the powerful climaxes scored in the recurrences ofthese themes.

Framing the entire vigiVhamartia section, the oscillating thirds theme to which

Butterfly kissed Pinkerton's hand just before the love duet (see Example 5-18),

accompanied by parallel ninth chords, is heard beginning at ill, 1, and again at one before

1,. The barcarolle meter ofa long 12/8 section beginning at III, 2, establishes a nautical

feel, as if to suggest Pinkerton's ship returning across the waves. The dominant pedal and

a yearning feeling created by an unresolved dominant eleventh harmony at 2,+4 is followed

by ebb and flow ofthe theme, then sequences ofa related theme at 1+2. These passages

build tension to culminate in a fortissimo, largamente restatement ofthe second theme of

Butterfly's entrance music (see Example 5-7) at ill, 1+6 (with brass especially prominent

in this basic hamartia theme), and the music ofPinkerton's line "My Butterfly," from the

duet (see I, 130+3) in the following measure. There is then a buildup in repetitions ofthis

theme to another fortissimo climax at six before 1,.
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Example 6-18, ill, ,3,+6, Reminiscence ofButterfly's entrance music (See Example 5-7) in
intermezzo, followed by "My Butterfly" theme

The closing hamartia hand-kissing theme then returns for six measures, and a

chromatic shift to a B-flat ninth chord is followed by the Tristan-like seamen's cries

marking the beginning ofthe second section ofthe prelude. Here the music leaves the

dream world ofnight and the subconscious (also the setting for the love duet) for the real

world ofday and Butterfly's anticipation ofPinkerton's arrival. As the lights gradually

come up, a reminiscence ofthe vision ofPinkerton climbing the hill in "Un bel di" sounds

at llL i+4.26 The tempo increases and a dawn motive (somewhat resembling "Morning"

from Grieg's Peer Gynt Suite in its arpeggiated triad) is heard. Abriefreminiscence of

Hana saku haru (most recently associated with Butterfly's conversion declaration) at four

before III, B. provides Puccini with a second theme for development in the closing section

26 Puccini was most impressed with Belasco's lighting effects in the London play, with gradual
depictions of nightfall and dawn.
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ofthe introduction. The themes are treated in canon and variation, building to a flf climax

at the final canon, then diminishing to a high A three measures before III, 11.

Suzuki and the child have been sleeping while Butterfly kept watch. She now for

the first time puts text to the Kappore honen theme identified earlier with the child, in a

lullaby ending in a pianissimo high B (optional) as they retire to her room, still hopeful that

Pinkerton will be coming.

I. Arrival of the Americans: Confirmation of reality

Three perspectives

Eliding the final cadence ofthe lullaby, a new ostinato theme in a largo triple meter

underlies the arrival of the Americans. They have come early, hoping to see Suzuki alone

to negotiate for the child without directly confronting Butterfly. The music stops when

Suzuki sees a woman waiting out in the garden, and Sharpless reveals that she is

Pinkerton's wife, Kate. His statement is followed by fortissimo half-diminished seventh

chords, as Suzuki exclaims that Butterfly's future is now hopeless. These events confirm

our anticipation ofthe tragic outcome: Suzuki's realization forecasts that ofButterfly a

short time later.

A multitext trio among Sharpless, Pinkerton, and Suzuki reveals their different

simultaneous emotions. The trio builds in mostly ascending lines to a forte climax on a

minor chord at ill, 12 beforeli where the lines begin to descend. (This climbing and

falling in the trio mirrors the descending lines that will dominate in the orchestra and vocal

lines when Butterfly recognizes Kate's identity.) Another climax is reached at seven
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before ill, g and in a coda Sharpless urges Suzuki to speak with Butterfly, and Pinkerton

tells the consul that he must flee.

Pinkerton's farewell

As Sharpless remonstrates with Pinkerton for his errors ( to his Act I warning

theme), Pinkerton comments on the bitter fragrance ofthe flowers in the room.

Acknowledging his mistake, he says he will never be free oftorment, then asks the Consul

to deal with Butterfly alone. His 'final aria, Addiofiorito asil, prepares his departure.27

There is a deep significance to this final farewell to the flowered room which Butterfly and

Suzuki joyfully prepared for him.28 Butterfly has been more completely realized as a

woman and a person than any ofthe earlier exotic "others." She has had her own

expectations of reciprocal caring from the man on whom she lavished so much care. And

depiction in opera ofexotic havens with no obligations for a western male will not soon be

seen again. Addio, fiorito asil has indeed exploded this image for all time, as it has

marked the ending ofan era for Italian opera.

n. Butterfly's appearance and anagnorisis

In this scene, Butterfly's central hamartia themes ofher love music and the "Star

Spangled Banner" are both destroyed at the moment she recognizes Kate Pinkerton: she

27 This aria was added for the second (Brescia) perfonnance, as was everything between the trio
and this aria. Its addition not only strengthened the score, but "fleshed out the seriously deprived role of
Pinkerton, making it a bit more attractive to leading tenors," and further delineated Pinkerton's character.
"He could not be totally crass and selfish, or Butterfly's devotion was not plausible. Ifwe consider his
words in the love duet as she hears them, they ring of sincerity. Her version ofwhat he said at his
departure indicates that he cares and plans to return. His final aria shows that he is momentarily capable
of real feeling." William Ashbrook also points out that not only Pinkerton, but Goro and Yamadori find
Butterfly's devotion an anomaly, The Operas ofPuccini. 113, 117.

28 The male's fantasy refuge in a beautiful exotic landscape was the backdrop of the long era of
exotic European opera and fiction in the latter part of the nineteenth centwy.
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cannot be an American or a wife, because that role is already filled by someone else. The

musical buildup to this moment is powerful. The homophonic trio and deceptive cadence

closing Pinkerton's aria are followed by unsettled harmony and chromatic passages.

Butterfly calls out to Suzuki just as Pinkerton departs, and Suzuki frantically tries to

prevent Butterfly's entrance. The orchestral tremolo and ascending chromatic (opposed

to the stage instruction that Butterfly descends stairs), as well as a transformed curse

theme, build tension. Once again, Puccini only gradually develops Butterfly's awareness

ofthe situation. She is at first confused, thinking Pinkerton is hiding to surprise her. Her

initial questions, beginning from thirteen before 11, and orchestral background from 35,

are in descending whole tones. After inquiring about Pinkerton, she sees the woman

standing in the garden, and immediately perceives the truth and her own resulting destiny.

Most touching, she at first begs to be told who it is, and then instinctively says non ditemi

nul/a, forse potrei cader morta sul/ 'attimo (no, tell me nothing, for I might fall dead on

the spot). This phrase is followed by a deep, echoing note in the tam-tam and contrabass

at four before ill, 35.

Following affectionate statements and then an angry outburst to Suzuki, from III,

37+6, Butterfly and the consul converse in descending chromatic intervals, and Butterfly's

final anagnorisis is set to a descending half-step appogiatura (at seven before 38; the

consul's just preceding statement ofPerdonatele-forgive her-stands out in being a

descending minor third).

Contributing to the realism, Butterfly only gradually recognizes that her loss will

involve her child, as well as her status as an American wife. At two before III,~ the
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consul encourages Butterfly to have strength, followed immediately by the orchestra

playing the child's theme. Butterfly then sings her realization that the child will be taken

from her, as Sharpless urges her to consider the best interests ofthe child. Her

exclamation of sorrow is followed by a reminiscence ofthe hill-climbing theme, dotted

here as the curse.

The nobility of renunciation

Butterfly's recognition ofher changed status is then ennobled in a briefarioso. Its

dramatic content is reminiscent ofVioletta's renunciation ofher true love for the sake of

his sister's marriage in La Traviata (which also follows a long scene with a baritone father

figure). When Kate asks Butterfly whether she can forgive her, Butterfly states that under

the great bridge ofheaven Kate is now the happiest woman in the world, recalling the first

act love duet in which she used a similar image regarding herself

Sotto if gran ponte del cielo non v'e donna di voi piiJ felice.
Siatelo sempre; non v 'attristate per me.
A lui 10 potro dare se 10 verra a cercare.
Fra mezz'ora salite la collina.

Under the great bridge ofheaven there is no woman happier than you.
May you always be happy; don't be saddened for me.
I shall give him his son ifhe will come to fetch him.
Climb the hill in half an hour from now.

To the music in which she earlier envisioned Pinkerton's ascent ofthe hill returning to her

(not dotted here), Butterfly now agrees to give the child to Pinkerton ifhe comes back in

halfan hour. Following this theme, which is accompanied by pianissimo viola and cello,

woodwinds and horns, there is a silence as Sharpless and Kate leave.
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Example 6-19, III,~ recurrence of"hill-climbing" whole-tone theme
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m. Butterfly meets her fate

At III,~ a frantic syncopated ostinato (often said to represent the pounding of

Butterfly's heart) begins in the strings, and following several rapid sequences ofthe hill-

climbing theme, Suzuki comments in a descending chromatic melody that Butterfly is like

a trapped little fly. A descending whole-tone scale (ten before~ follows, to which

Butterfly sings that there is too much light and springtime in the room, as she asks Suzuki

to close up the shoji and leave.

An unfulfilled Itamartia

Butterfly then kneels before a Buddha image, and over a fifth ostinato in the

timpani, the most poignant recurrence ofher second love entrance theme returns at III, .ll.
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played by the solo cello. Although the melody is identical with that in her second entrance

(see Example 5-7») and could be harmonized in D-flat major, here the open fifth ostinato

establishes the threatening atmQsphere ofB-flat minor.

Example 6-20, II final occurrence ofButterfly's love entrance theme (minor setting)
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Final recurrence of the challenges of "Curse" and "Death"

The curse theme appears one last time at II+9, set to orchestral tremolos:

Example 6-21, final occurrence of"Curse" theme
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I

Butterfly ceremoniously takes the knife from its sheath. After repeating its incipit twicet

the cellos and double basses complete the "Deathu theme at~. Butterfly kisses the knifet

and chants the words carved on it:

Con onor muore chi nonpub serbar vita con onore

He dies with honor who can no longer live with honor.

Example 6-22t TIIt~. Final recurrence of"Deathtt themet here associated with Honor
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Suddenly Suzuki pushes the child into the room. Butterfly drops the swordt picks him UPt

and kisses him:

Buttertly's victory

Butterf1yt s final scene with her son is the second and highest peak ofher moments

ofanagnorisis in this act. She now realizes that this child has been the most significant of

all her relationships. Having long given up her dream ofromantic lovet Butterfly sees the

meaning ofher life and glory in the life she has produced, this child. He is her "flower of

lilies and roses,lt a "little godlt-far beyond the scentless embroidered "lilies and rosestt
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that lonely Mimi.described in her autobiographical entrance aria. Puccini here shows his

evolution in conception ofa woman's depth, as Butterfly is developed far beyond Mimi.

Tu? Tu?
Piccolo Iddio! Amore, amore mio. Fior di giglio e di rosa.
Non saperlo fIlai: per t~, per tuoi puri occhi, muor Butterfly!
Perche tu possa antiar di liJdal mare senza che ti rimorda
Aidi maturi il matemo abbandono.

You? You?
My little god! My dearest, dear~st love, flower oflilies and roses.
May you never know that for you, for your innocent eyes, Butterfly died!
So that you may go away over the sea, and may feel no pain
When you are older at your mother's abandonment.

Many have. raised the question ofwhy Butterfly had to kill her~lf The deaths of

Mimi and Tosca were inevitable, but Butterfly could have lived. Although she would

suffer the loss ofher son, she might have remarried and had more children (as many

former '"rental brides" did in Nagasaki). But here we see that she has decided to die, not

only for her own honor, but for the child's sake, so that when he becomes an adult he will

not suffer knowing that he abandoned a mother far across the ocean.29 Then begins a brief

but powerful farewell.

o a me, sceso dal tron dell'alto Paradiso. Guarda ben/iso, /iso
Di tfJa madre lafaccia che ten resti una traccia·
Guarda ben! Amore, addio! Addio, piccolo amor!

My child, descended to me from the throne ofParadise, look carefully
At your mother's face, so that a tr~ce ofit will remain with you
Look carefully! My love, farewell! Farewell, my little love.

29 The librettists' understanding ofthe religion ofJapan suggested a Shinto obligation ofthe son
to care for the mother.
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The significant changes in melodic contour for this aria and Butterfly's Act I entrance aria

will be discussed in the concluding chapter. Here, the line rises triumphantly to the

seventh (lowered leading tone)30 of the B natural minor in which it is set, seemingly in

contradiction to the word sceso (descended). Accompanied by triumphant, rising

arpeggios oftriads, the archaic, modal feeling ofthe scale once again implies an eternal

emotion.31 The whole-tone ascent accompanied in octaves (ill, 55+3), previously

identified with the return ofPinkerton, now accompanies Butterfly's plea to her son to

guarda benfiso,fiso (look carefully at your mother's face). The triumph reflected in the

brilliant sustained final A on amore (love) as she tells her son good bye forever reflects the

glory ofwoman in creating life, the realization ofButterfly that her most important love

and most important meaning her life has had was the creation ofthis child. In her final

anagnorisis, she finds a personal identity, beyond the identity prescribed by her own

culture, or one to which she assimilates for a man's culture. She wants her child to see her

as a person, his mother and creator, and yet to have no remorse for her death.

30 The use of this pitch here is as striking as that in the bass line for Mo-li-hua, the theme of the
heroine in Turandot.

31 Carner regards this as the most heart-rending music of the whole work, and notes that it is in
the same key as E lucevan e stelle in Tosca. Mosco Carner, Puccini: A Biography, 420.
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Example 6-23, Ill·2i+l, Butterfly's final aria
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Example 6-23 (continued)
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r'lh ,.

As Butterfly sends the child away to play, an anapest ostinato and descending chromatic

accompany her preparation for the actual death thrust, followed at ill,~ by the melody to

which she has just sungpicc% lddio (little God) to her child.

Butterfly's triumph over the challenge of "Shame"

The death itself is depicted tastefully but with great emotional force: At three and

four measures after ill,~ there is a cymbal crash on beat two, a sustained tympani

tremolo, followed by the tam-tam on three. During thejermata, the sound ofthe knife

falling to the floor is heard, in perfect rhythm. At four before ill,~ the.orchestra

continues with the theme to which Butterfly sang to her child U so that you may go away

over the sea." Whereas the orchestra echoed Cavaradossi's final memories of Tosca at the

end ofthat opera, here it is not a romantic love but the power oflove for a child, a unique

and divine woman's power rarely acknowledged by men, that is celebrated in Butterfly's

death. An arpeggiated transition leads to a high F sharp tremolo, and Pinkerton's three

approaching cries of"Butterfly"32 are interrupted each time by the melody which

32 Pinkerton's final exclamations are on the fifth degree of the scale as are Rodolfo's final cries
at the death ofMimi.
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accompanied her vision ofhis returning up the hill, thundered out in the brass. He has

failed to climb any hill or meet the challenge ofcommitment to this "othertt woman. who

has given her life fully first to him, but then to her child. The opera concludes with a full

orchestra fortissimo reminiscence ofSuiryo bushi, and we know that the woman who

rejected dancing again as a geisha has died not only for the sake ofher chil~ but for her

own honor.

Example 6-24, ill, 57+2, final occurrence of"hill-climbing" theme, with Pinkerton's cries

1
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But.t.r.fly! ..
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Example 6-25, final occurrence of~'Shame" theme (Suiryo bushi),~nding on ambiguous
resolution

(Laporta dl destra ~ vlole",temente ap~rta - P1nk~non e Sharple$S sl pr~ClpltaQo neUastaua au.

r;;;'l AN'DAlI"f',BJ!}N,BRGICO l.IlS
l!!!I'"" (J) '. ~

cort8ndo presso Buttern, che coo·debole ~esto IndIca II bambilio • llIuOt•• flllkenoll atlnul •
nocctlla,nlenti'e SharpleSS prende 11 bImbo e ~o bacia slnghlozundo) .

4.
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Chapter Seven: Conclusions

This study has examined the ways in which the music ofMadama Butterfly

supports the central dramatic elements of classical tragedy and the depiction ofa powerful

tragic heroine. The introduction places the story in its historical context, showing how the

vivid representation ofarchetypal characters in the opera stimulated many more cultural

representations. Subsequent chapters·compile and integrate previous scholarly work in

determining the social and musical context in which Puccini composed this opera. His

development is located within a period ofmajor mid-nineteenth century changes in Italian

opera, including t.he relationship ofmusic to text and increasing foreign influences.

Puccini's choice of subjects reflects his own personal and cultural life, particularly in terms

ofprevalent attitudes toward Asians and women. Through early literary and theater

versions ofButtertly's story, continuing in the many versions of the libretto and opera, a

protagonist ofincreasing centrality and power emerges. Puccini elaborates her portrait

with authentic Japanese musical material.

The final result is a heroine with more centrality and power than any ofPuccini' s

earlier protagonists, who can be seen as the pinnacle ofhis achievement in creating women

characters. Never before nor after did he center an opera so fully around a believable

woman, nor characterize the gradual development of a woman's personality so subtly in

his music. Her tragic stature increased due to revisions ofthe libretto (both text and

staging instructions). The texts ofher significant arias are full of transcendent, heavenly

images (far from the crude pidgin featured in both the Long story and Belasco play).

Reduction ofthe extraneous comic and derogatory details in Act I (many from Loti's
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story), as well as the softening ofPinkerton's character, did much to elevate the stature of

Butterfly.

But the principal source ofButterfly's power is Puccini's score. The interpretation

ofButterfly's music has considered the association ofpower with tessitura and melodic

direction, due to the more emotional and incisive sound ofthe soprano voice in the higher

register. 1 Although most ofher melodic lines were effective as originally written,

significant alterations to the opera enhanced lines in her central arias. In Butterfly's

entrance music, frequently recurring as her hamartia, the melodic contour ofthe

sequences was primarily downward, closely resembling a line from Mimi's introductory

aria, II primo bacio emio. Butterfly seemed almost apologetic (as did shy Mimi) by the

nature ofher descending line. The change to an ascending melodic line, made for the

second performance at Brescia, greatly strengthened its effect. Because of its frequent

recurrences, the change had a great effect on the whole opera, as can be seen in the

following example.

1 Linda Fairtile has noted that in his revisions, Puccini frequently added high notes, especially
for his female characters, "in moments of stress or exultation." She also concludes that more than other
types of revisions, such vocal modifications "seem to reflect Puccini's experience ofactual perfonnances."
Giacomo Puccini's Operatic Revisions, 282, 310.
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Example 7-1, Butterfly's entrance melody, LaScala, 1904 version (compare with 5-6)

l
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Example·7-1 (continued)

BUTTSltELY

ter _
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The second memorable melody in Butterfly's entrance had a similar downward contour,

"surrounding a pitoh," as do so many other themes in this opera. Because these two

themes characterize Butterfly as a person and recur so frequently, representing her

hamartia (beliefin love), the detail-!evel melodic changes in direction and tessitura ofthe

vocal line acquire oumulative force in the course of'performance, vastly increasing the

intensity ofher beliefand strengthening her characterization.
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Example 7-2, second theme ofButterfly's entrance melody, La Scala version (compare
with Example 5-7)
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The other most significant melodic change for Butterfly occurred in her final aria. Again,

Puccini altered a predominantly downward line in the La Scala version (below) to an

upward line, that soars to the minor seventh above the tonic (lowered leading tone) as

seen in Example 6-22..

Example 7-3, Butterfly's final aria, La Scala 1904 version (Compare with 6-22)
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Although these melodic changes significantly added to Butterfly's vocal power, some of

the revisions for the 1906 Paris production diminished Butterfly's full expression of

anagnorisis as Puccini had earlier conceived it. To move the action more rapidly to the

denouement, he excised two songs expressing Butterfly's philosophical view ofthe change

in her fortunes. The first comes after her noble statement that Pinkerton's American wife,
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Kate, is now the happiest woman under heaven. That piece, major and homophonic, can

be seen as Butterfly's relinquishment ofher status as "American wife," and precedes a

return to the more modal music expressing her status as "other." When Sharpless

emotionally attempts to give Pinkerton's money to Butterfly, she responds, "Don't cry,

sir, I am accustomed to worse things.-And yet, for all it is worth, this only confirms the

fact that hopes and dreams do not give peace. No, they do not give peace." She then

rejects the money, saying, "1 don't need it," in F-sharp natural minor, to an threnodic

ostinato.

Example 7-4, Final act music wish Sharpless, La Scala version
(Interr<lmpellclOlo) I
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Example 7-4 (continued)
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An even stronger expression ofButterfly's anagnorisis is in the haunting song (which was

also excised in the final version) that Butterfly sings just before she orders Suzuki out, "He

entered through closed gates, he took the place ofeverything-he went away-and

nothing was left, nothing but death." Her melody is here in E-flat natural minor, set to

pianississimo parallel fifths and octaves. In these archaic, open sounds, we see Butterfly

gradually returning to the music depicting her culture, as she reflects on what has

happened to her -her hamartia have not been fulfilled This gives Butterfly an increased

stature, as compared with someone who sees the failure ofher ideals and immediately

proceeds to suicide.

Example 7-5, Final act music with Suzuki in La Scala version
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Example 7-5 (continued)
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Because the various stories ofMadame Butterfly are based both on fantasy and

historical events, there are multiple perspectives from which one can interpret the opera

and these related stories. As with any cultural product, these perspectives are affected by

the times, as well as by the race, nationality, gender, age, and previous experiences

(including musical) of the observer. A wide range ofinterpretations is therefore possible.

One could go so far as to say that not only are the opera's musical motives and themes

multivalent, but the opera itself is multivalent.

One of the reasons for this is the combination ofhistory and fiction on which the

opera is based, and the convoluted, two-way cross-cultural influences represented. Japan

itselfhas had mixed reactions, both criticizing culturally inaccurate aspects of the opera
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and finding glory in the operatic spotlight focused on Japan (and sometimes Japanese

performers) throughout the world.2

Although Nagasaki was the real site of over three centuries of"rental bride"

enterprise, and young girls were sold by their poor families to geisha houses, one of those

girls, Sadayakko, traveled to Europe as the wife ofOtojiro Kawakami, who was seeking

the values ofWestem theatre in his modified Kabuki productions. Sadayakko became the

star, adored all over Europe.3 Arthur Groos has pointed out the considerable influence

not only on Puccini but also on European reception ofhis opera from the Kawakami

troupe performances. The expectation from a Japanese theater work was that it reflect the

Kawakami pseudo-kabuki values, which featured "rapid and violent pantomimes

(accommodation to audience ignorance ofthe Japanese language)," and gave the

impression ofleading to "the inevitable resolution in death, especially ritual suicide."

Groos also mentions Italian reviews ofthe performances noting the "barbaric, childlike

mentality ofprimitive people," and connecting this with the sensationalism of

contemporary Italian opera." This led to some early reviews ofButterfly's character as

"infantile" and "savage.,,4

2 Tamaki Miura made a reputation in Europe and America singing the role ofButterfly. In spite
of Japanese government concern regarding the "morality" ofopera performances, "Japanese singers'
achievements in the world ofopera were highly effective symbols of Japan's entry into the ranks of the
Western powers" symbolizing "Japan's legitimate position in Western civilization." Marl Yoshibara,
"The Flight of the Japanese Butterfly: Orientalism, Nationalism, and Performances of Japanese
Womanhood,'" American Quarterly 56: 4 (2004).

3 She subsequently performed classical European plays, including Shakespeare, and later
advanced the training ofwomen for the stage in Japan. as part ofJapan's efforts to westernize.

4 Arthur Groos, "Cio-Cio-San and Sadayakko," 53-55.
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Michele Girardi emphasizes Butterfly's delusion, commenting on the "stubborn

fixity" ofher beliefin her status as an American wife.3 Two recent presentations also

focused·on the "delusion" ofButterfly. Thrqugh study ofthe early forms ofthe libretto

and correspondence between the composer and librettist$, Arthur Groos has discovered

lllica's early emphasis on the comic aspeets.ofButterfly's limitations as a Japanese. Much

ofthis lies in Butterfly's "failure to assimilate," failure to master the ·social graces ofa true

American wife. In this concept, her tragedy is a result ofhet delusion that she is really

married to Pinkerton.4 However Giacosa was streking the "emotional intensity ofa

Western operatic heroine," in the required major musical anq emotional high points.

Groos suggests that the result was a "dialog oftragedy and comedy," which invests the

opera with "a richness ,and compleXity we are still learning to fathom."s

James Hepokoski considers "Un bel di" to be a lament, and also describes

Butterfly's fantasy as a delusion. He compar~sthe aria to earlier major mode laments in

opera, and describes its setting as a passacaglia.ostinato. He sees Butterfly as "collapsing"

from G-tlat major to B-tlat minor, and suggests that the vision ofPinkerton's return h.as

been "a recurring ostinato in her life... [that] has been caressed and recarcssed as an

3 Michele Girardi, Puccini: His Internation(11 Art, 225.

4 Arthur Groos, "La Commedia eStupenda;' paper presented atMadama Butterfly:
L'orien~smodi fine secolo, l'approccio pucciniano, la ricezione, Convegno internazionale di studi,
Lucca e Torre del Lago, 28-30 Maggio 2004.

S Ibid.
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amulet ... the imagined perfect complement to that moment ... when she ascended the

hill for him.8

A comparative study ofthe reception history ofMadama Butterfly in different

times and countries would be a fascinating enterprise. Alexandra Wilson has provided

insights into early Italian reception in her dissertation chapter on this opera, focusing on

the "decadence" ofthe refined, feminine detail, and the critical conviction that the opera

was "A Frame Without A Canvas" (form without substance).9 Marl Yoshihara has noted

in her study ofthe opera's performances in Japan that interpretations change with the

various cultures in which the work is presented, and "involve complex operations of

identity formation, artistic interpretation, and individual expression [and] often exceed the

ideals and objectives ofthose who produce, consume, and/or try to control its flow" 10

My interpretation focuses on the opera as a reflection ofButterfly's increasing

power. Its continuing popularity, and indeed its very effectiveness in the theater, relates to

the score's unerring support for the elements of classic tragedy. Rather than the last

vestige ofEuropean exotic opera, Madama Butterfly represents the pinnacle ofPuccini's

exploration ofwomen. William Ashbrook characterized Puccini having "humanized

8 James Hepokoski, "Un bel di? Vedremo!: The Anatomy ofa Delusion," paper presented at
Madama Butterfly: L'orientalismo di fine secolo, l'approccio pucciniano, la ricezione, Convegno
internazionale di studi, Lucca e Torre del Lago, 28-30 Maggio 2004.

9 Alexandra Wilson, "A Frame Without A Canvas," paper presented at Madama Butterfly:
L'orientalismo di fine secolo, l'approccio pucciniano, la ricezione, Convegno internazionale di studi,
Lucca e Torre del Lago, 28-30 Maggio 2004.

10 Marl Yoshihara, ''The Flight of the Japanese Butterfly: Orientalism, Nationalism, and
Performances of Japanese Womanhood," American Quarterly 56: 4 (2004), 985.
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verismo practice.,,11 I might expand his statement to suggest that inMadama Butterfly,

Puccini humanized exoticism, expanded a localized historical event to its broader

implications for all humanity. He also vastly expanded the character of the abandoned

exotic woman. The resonance audiences feel with Butterfly's character go far beyond the

limited contexts ofNagasaki, Japan, and the beginning ofthe twentieth century. They

relate to a more enduring theme-the search to understand the meaning and purpose of

life's hopes and suffering. The immediacy ofPuccini's music drama creates empathy·for

this character trapped in astereotype ofrace and gender, with no way ofachieving the

dreams that have been so real to her. Although audiences know from the beginning that

Butterfly is doomed and her hope tragically misplaced, the purity and nobility ofher

aspirations make us desperately wish that it might be otherwise. And because her soaring

themes express the hopes and fears of all ofus, this opera has remained one ofthe most

popular in the world.

11 William Ashbrook, "The Nineteenth Century: Italy," in the Oxford Illustrated History of
Opera (OxfordlNew York: Oxford University Press, 1994),201.
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